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INTRODUCTION

Moldova is primarily a country of origin for victims of trafficking in persons. Initially, perpetrators trafficked Moldovan women and girls to the Balkans and Western Europe for the purposes of sexual exploitation. More recently, though, Moldovan men, women, and children are increasingly trafficked to Turkey, Russia, and the Middle East for the purposes of sexual exploitation as well as forced labor, begging, and, in some cases, forced removal of organs. A new wave of victims, headed mostly for Turkey, comes from Gagauzia, which is in the southern part of Moldova and which is populated by a Turkish minority. The status of Moldova’s borders with the separatist region of Transnistria augments the problem of trans-border trafficking. Internal trafficking also exists as traffickers bring victims from Moldova’s rural areas to Chisinau, often with the intent to subsequently transport them abroad.

Since Moldova became independent in 1991, between 600,000 to 1 million of its citizens (out of a total of 4.3 million) moved overseas to seek employment. Specific figures concerning those who were trafficked out of this large number of migrants are lacking. However, the International Organization for Migration (“IOM”) has gathered statistics based on the testimony of returning victims of trafficking. IOM estimates that 60% of female victims repatriated to Moldova between 2001 and 2003 were between the ages of 18 and 24. Sixty-five percent of them were single and 52% of them came from poor families earning roughly 202 Lei ($17) a month.

According to IOM “[w]omen and men are often motivated to go abroad to provide for their families. The consequence is that a large percentage of those trafficked leave their children behind, making them more vulnerable to social consequences of poverty and, in some cases, trafficking.”

Given the magnitude of the trafficking problem in Moldova, the government established The National Committee for Combating Trafficking in Human Beings (“National Anti-Trafficking Committee”), which is comprised of representatives from various ministries and which conducts monthly meetings throughout Moldova’s various regions. Members of the international community and NGOs have observer status and monitor the committee’s progress in implementing the current National Plan of Action to Combat Trafficking in Human Beings (“Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action.”)

---

2 See International Organization for Migration, Trafficking as it is; A Statistical Profile [hereinafter IOM Statistics].
4 See id.
5 See 2003 South Eastern Europe Update, supra note 1, at 71.
6 These figures are based on interviews conducted by the IOM Mission in Moldova with 1140 returning victims between 2001 and 2003. See IOM Statistics, supra note 2.
7 See id.
should not be interpreted as enforceable law. However, it is referenced together with other binding laws in several sections of this report. The plan delineates measures that the Moldovan government should undertake to prevent trafficking from occurring, prosecute traffickers, protect the trafficked victims, and cooperate with other states in order to better combat the overall phenomenon. As this report will show, though, international organizations are currently driving the greater part of preventive and protective efforts in Moldova.

The Protocol to Prevent, Suppress, and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children, Supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime (“Trafficking Protocol”) has 13 substantive articles that set forth a clear definition of trafficking, encourage international cooperation, and call upon States Parties to criminalize trafficking, prosecute the offense, protect and assist trafficked persons, and adopt measures to prevent trafficking from occurring in the first place. The Trafficking Protocol is unique in that it requires its States Parties to follow this three-tiered approach (prosecution, protection, and prevention) at a minimum, and encourages them to pay heed to other elements of the international anti-trafficking regime that are incorporated within the Protocol and its host Convention, as well as to undertake measures on their own. Thus, naturally countries such as Moldova can go beyond the Protocol and devise more specific measures that address the particulars of the trafficking situation occurring within and outside their borders.

Moldova signed both the Transnational Organized Crime Convention and the Trafficking Protocol on December 14, 2000. In February 2005, the government approved the ratification of both instruments, and a delegation must still formally deposit the instrument of ratification at the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UN body that is currently administrating the Convention and its Protocol).

The following report will assess Moldova’s compliance with the Trafficking Protocol using an assessment tool developed by the Central European and Eurasian Law Initiative of the American Bar Association (“ABA/CEELI”). Evident from its name, the Protocol applies in conjunction with the Transnational Organized Crime Convention, thus, pertinent provisions

[hereinafter Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action].

9 See id.


11 See id. art. 3(a).

12 See id. art. 2.


from both instruments will be analyzed. Each section of the report has a de jure analysis that reviews the degree to which Moldovan laws comply with the Protocol and a de facto analysis that assesses the degree to which day-to-day practice complies with domestic laws and the Protocol. Most of the sections contain recommendations for future action, many of which are a direct reflection of concerns raised by persons who were interviewed during the three-week de facto portion of the assessment. A full list of respondents is attached as an appendix.

It should be noted that this report is not a scientific survey. It is an assessment conducted using a standard tool, which will be implemented in many countries around the world. The assessor used the de jure analysis, de facto evaluation, and various secondary sources to draw conclusions. Where applicable, statistics provided by reliable sources are included.16

---

16 These include statistics provided orally during the de facto interview process as well as statistics compiled by IOM, La Strada and other organizations working on trafficking issues in Moldova.
This study was conducted using the Human Trafficking Assessment Tool that was developed by ABA/CEELI in Washington, DC. This study was the pilot implementation of the tool, which will be used in countries around the world.

The assessment tool measures a state’s compliance with the Trafficking Protocol that supplements the Transnational Organized Crime Convention. The tool is divided into two portions: a de jure assessment and a de facto assessment. The de jure section focuses on whether a country’s domestic laws comply with the obligations of the Trafficking Protocol and the Convention. The de facto section tracks a country’s hands-on efforts to combat trafficking (i.e. programmatic efforts) and measures whether they comply with the Trafficking Protocol and the Convention. A lead assessor coordinated all of the information gathered from both the de jure and de facto evaluations and incorporated it into this final report.

A team of attorneys in Chisinau, Moldova, conducted the de jure assessment. The team was comprised of a prosecutor, who has extensive experience with trafficking cases, two criminal law professors, and a migration law expert. The team reviewed all appropriate binding and non-binding authority, including provisions from Moldova’s Criminal Code and Criminal Procedure Code, the Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action, and the new draft anti-trafficking law. It should be noted that Moldova’s draft anti-trafficking law was developed and presented to Parliament for a vote during the assessment period and should shortly come into force. Given that the law seeks to fortify prevention and victim protection measures, among other things, it is pertinent to include it in this report even though it is currently in draft form. The draft law will aid Moldova in better complying with the Trafficking Protocol and the Transnational Organized Crime Convention although some of its provisions might undergo modification as the Parliament votes on its adoption.

The de jure team answered 104 questions pertaining to legislative compliance with the Protocol and Convention. The de jure questions closely mimic the language of the Protocol’s substantive provisions (13 in total) and pertinent provisions of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention. The questions were organized into groupings according to various topics arising out of the delineated international obligations, as well as topics that were not directly addressed in the instruments but are necessary for a comprehensive analysis of anti-trafficking legislation worldwide. The members of the de jure team divided the questions among themselves according to the topics that closely relate to their areas of expertise. Once each of the team members completed their portion of the questions, they convened in a meeting with the assessor in order to discuss their findings.

The de facto assessment was based on interviews conducted by the assessor with 38 individuals who are generally known within the Moldovan community as experts in matters related to trafficking in persons. The assessor met with law enforcement officers, prosecutors, government officials, representatives of international organizations in Moldova, and members of the NGO community. The assessor asked a total of 155 de facto questions, which were also organized into groupings according to various topics arising out of Protocol and Convention provisions, as well as topics that were not directly addressed in the instruments. Not all of the interviewees answered all of the questions. The assessor matched questions clustered under
various topics with the particular expertise of each interviewee. For example, a representative from the Department of Border Guards was asked questions concerning border security measures under Article 11 of the Trafficking Protocol. A focus group of local NGOs answered questions regarding prevention measures and victim protection measures. The assessor also met with high school students in the 9th grade from Sipoteni (Calarasi province) in order to gauge the impact of anti-trafficking information campaigns. Throughout the de facto interview process, the assessor received recommendations from the respondents. These recommendations are included in the analysis below.

Finally, the assessor received various materials on anti-trafficking efforts in Moldova (i.e. secondary sources) as well as statistics from NGOs, government sources, and international organizations. Pertinent information is included below.

The final report was written by the lead assessor and reviewed by the persons who participated both in the de jure and de facto sections of this assessment.
Executive Summary

Moldova’s weak economy continues to have a major impact on the government’s ability to properly address the trafficking phenomenon. Poverty and high unemployment continue to drive Moldovan citizens to seek jobs overseas.17 The government has developed an anti-poverty plan, however, its impact has been limited in comparison to the magnitude of the overall problem. While an anti-trafficking legislative framework exists, the government has scarce resources, thus, it cannot fully sustain the necessary programs and initiatives to combat trafficking.

In general, Moldova’s de jure compliance with the Trafficking Protocol and pertinent provisions of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention is largely satisfactory. Current laws, together with the Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action, form a basic framework for prosecuting suspected traffickers, protecting victims who agree to cooperate with law enforcement, taking preventive action, and cooperating with other states in order to address trafficking trans-nationally. There are notable gaps in the legislation, though, and reforms are underway in order to fortify certain aspects, such as victim protection and prevention mechanisms, among other things.

Moldova’s de facto compliance with the Trafficking Protocol and applicable provisions of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention is more problematic. The Moldovan national budget does not specifically dedicate financial resources to anti-trafficking efforts, thus, the requisite programs and initiatives cannot be sustained either on a short or long-term basis. While the state prosecutes traffickers, the bulk of prevention and victim protection efforts are undertaken by international organizations in Moldova. However, as one IOM representative pointed out, these efforts are short-term, and if organizations like IOM were to pull out from Moldova sometime in the near future, the government would not be able to continue the preventive campaigns, victim shelter program, and other measures instituted by the international community.19

De Jure Compliance: An Overview

Moldova’s current Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action delineates certain measures for prevention, prosecution, victim protection, and international cooperation to combat trafficking in persons.20 As mentioned above, the plan is not an enforceable legislative act. Consequently, a new anti-trafficking law has been developed in order to impose legal obligations upon various government entities and require them to implement effective measures for prevention,

17 See 2003 South Eastern Europe Update, supra note 1, at 71; see also Barbara Limanowska, Trafficking in Human Beings in South Eastern Europe: 2004 Focus on Prevention in Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Moldova, Romania, Serbia and Montenegro, and the UN Administered Province of Kosovo 112-13 (2004).
20 See Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action, supra note 8.
prosecution, victim protection, and international cooperation. The new law is still in draft form but should come into force in the near future as it was presented to Parliament for a vote at the beginning of 2005. The assessor referenced the draft law, together with other binding laws, throughout the de jure sections of this report, because it sets forth detailed prevention and victim protection measures, among other things. The draft law is more comprehensive than the non-binding Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action and, once it enters into force, it will enable Moldova to meet the requirements of the Trafficking Protocol and the Transnational Organized Crime Convention in a more complete fashion.

Preventive measures, such as information campaigns, and other efforts, such as initiatives designed to address the root causes of trafficking (i.e. poverty, women’s inequality, etc.) are broadly delineated in the Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action. The draft anti-trafficking law, which will soon come into effect, fortifies the obligation of the government to develop and run prevention initiatives and address socio-economic issues that perpetuate the trafficking cycle. As a result, Moldova will be able to better comply with the Trafficking Protocol and the Transnational Organized Crime Convention.

Existing provisions of Moldova’s Criminal Code provide for two separate trafficking offenses. Article 165 criminalizes trafficking in adults and Article 206 criminalizes trafficking in children. While establishing sufficiently severe sanctions that, theoretically, should have a deterrent effect, the Moldovan definition of trafficking within Articles 165 and 206 does not contain all of the elements required by Article 3(a) of the Trafficking Protocol. Furthermore, the Criminal Code definitions do not match the definition incorporated in the draft anti-trafficking law. The definition of trafficking in the draft law is more expansive. However, the draft anti-trafficking law is not meant to have a criminally punitive effect, thus, even when it comes into force, its expanded trafficking definition will not automatically replace or modify the current definitions in Article 165 and 206. Accordingly, the trafficking offenses in the Criminal Code will have to be amended separately.

Victims of trafficking can receive protection under an existing witness protection law. However, this particular piece of legislation solely provides for measures that seek to physically protect individuals. Furthermore, the law only applies if victims agree to cooperate with law enforcement in the detection, prevention, deterrence, investigation, and discovery of a crime,

---

22 See Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action, supra note 8.
23 See Draft Anti-Trafficking Law, supra note 21, art. 6.
24 See CRIMINAL CODE [Crim. C.] art. 165 (Mold.).
25 See id., art. 206.
26 See Trafficking Protocol, supra note 10, art. 3(a).
27 See CRIMINAL CODE [Crim. C.] arts. 165, 206 (Mold.).
29 See id., art. 8.
like trafficking, or agree to testify in court. The draft anti-trafficking law offers victims protection without requiring them to become involved in criminal proceedings. The draft law not only provides for the physical safety of victims but also offers them in-depth assistance. More specifically, the law imposes an obligation upon pertinent government officials to establish and maintain shelters for trafficked individuals, where they will be able to receive proper medical care and other types of assistance. Thus, when the draft law comes into effect, it will enable Moldova to better comply with the Trafficking Protocol and the Transnational Organized Crime Convention.

Presently, Moldova has the legal basis available for cooperating with other states in order to address the phenomenon of trafficking in persons. The Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action calls for international cooperation to combat trafficking and the draft law will legally require such cooperation. In addition, Moldova has ratified several multi-lateral treaties regarding mutual legal assistance and has concluded a few bi-lateral agreements regarding the status of Moldovan citizens working illegally within the territory of several countries. Experts indicate, though, that Moldova needs to sign and ratify additional international agreements in order to be able to combat trafficking more comprehensively and to establish the legal status and domicile of victims of trafficking.

DE FACTO COMPLIANCE: AN OVERVIEW

The de facto portion of this assessment identifies several issues that the Moldovan government needs to address in order to better comply with the obligations delineated in the Trafficking Protocol and in pertinent provisions of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention.

Efforts to prevent the trafficking phenomenon from occurring in a country such as Moldova include awareness-raising campaigns, distribution of anti-trafficking materials, and the development of long-term strategies aimed at improving the economic and social position of groups susceptible to traffickers (i.e., poor families etc.). One example of such a long-term strategy is the creation of jobs in particularly impoverished areas. While the Moldovan government has developed an anti-poverty strategy that seeks to address the social and economic standing of all of its vulnerable citizens, the plan solely exists on paper. Persons interviewed for this assessment indicated that, while the strategy is in place, there are minimal state-driven efforts to implement it and such efforts do not have a great deal of impact. Another issue of concern is that the international organizations and local NGOs have taken the lead in running anti-trafficking campaigns and distributing materials. Government officials participate

---

30 See id. art. 18(2)(a).
31 See Draft Anti-Trafficking Law, supra note 21, art. 20(4).
32 See id. art. 1(6).
33 See id. art. 17.
34 See Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action, supra note 8.
35 See Draft Anti-Trafficking Law, supra note 21, art. 33.
36 See discussion infra pp. 44-45.
38 See Interview with Olga Poalelungi, General Director, and Ion Moraru, General Vice-Director, Department of Migration (Oct. 02, 2004).
by lending their general support and making speeches, however, the bulk of the funding for such efforts comes from the international presence in Moldova. Some of the interviewees indicated that the preventive measures implemented thus far have been effective but only because of international involvement.39

Specialized government units conduct trafficking investigations and prosecutions. There is a 5 to 6 person unit within the Ministry of Internal Affairs that is in charge of trafficking investigations. Likewise, there are several prosecutors within the State Prosecutor’s Office who specialize in trafficking cases. Not only is this an inadequate number of anti-trafficking personnel, but these individuals are located in Chisinau and there are few law enforcement officials and prosecutors in other regions of Moldova who are versed in trafficking issues.40

Currently, trafficked victims can receive protection in various ways when they return to Moldova. State authorities protect victims only if they agree to testify against their traffickers or otherwise cooperate with law enforcement officials. A special witness protection unit within the Ministry of Internal Affairs provides various means of physical protection, however, its budget is limited. All victims, including those who do not wish to testify or otherwise cooperate, are temporarily housed at a shelter run by IOM in Chisinau. While some victims can be found in various government-run or private shelters for orphans or homeless persons, trafficked individuals receive the best care and assistance tailored to their needs at the IOM shelter. During their temporary stay at the IOM shelter, victims receive medical, psychological, social, and legal assistance, as well as help with securing employment after they leave. The Ministry of Labor and Social Protection together with organizations such as the International Center for Women Rights Protection and Promotion “La Strada” (“La Strada”) conduct job-training programs for formerly trafficked persons. In short, the international community bears most of the cost of victim protection, assistance, and rehabilitation in Moldova. Persons interviewed for the purposes of this assessment indicated that there is no separate state budget specifically dedicated to victims of trafficking. Thus, if organizations such as IOM and La Strada end their programs (which are solely meant to provide short-term solutions), the government will not likely commit adequate resources and continue assisting and protecting victims.41

Moldovan officials have made several efforts to cooperate at the international level in order to combat trafficking. Pertinent personnel participated in information exchanges and trainings with representatives from other countries. Law enforcement officers took part in regional efforts to track and apprehend traffickers such as operation “Miraj” under the auspices of the Southeast European Cooperative Initiative (“SECI”). Officials also joined in similar regional efforts to combat organized crime. Lastly, individuals suspected of trafficking have been extradited to and from Moldova for the purposes of prosecution. Some of the interviewees, though, called for additional cooperative efforts.42

40 See id.
41 See id.
42 See id.
Article 1: Relation with the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime

1. This Protocol supplements the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime. It shall be interpreted together with the Convention.
2. The provisions of the Convention shall apply, mutatis mutandis, to this Protocol unless otherwise provided herein.
3. The offences established in accordance with article 5 of this Protocol shall be regarded as offences established in accordance with the Convention.

Article 1 indicates that the Trafficking Protocol is to be interpreted together with the Transnational Organized Crime Convention and makes reference to provisions from the Convention that are to be applied *mutatis mutandis* along side provisions of the Protocol. This literally means “with such modifications as circumstances require” or “with the necessary modifications.” Thus, provisions from the Convention that are applied together with the Protocol will be modified or interpreted to have the same meaning or achieve the same result in a situation where the Protocol governs as in a situation where the Convention governs.43 Some pertinent provisions from the Transnational Organized Crime Convention are those addressing:

- jurisdiction
- extradition
- witness protection
- participation in an organized criminal group
- money laundering
- corruption
- obstruction of justice

**Recommendations:**

- The Moldovan government should cover all costs related to witness protection.
- Augment the financial and technological capabilities of the Witness Protection Section at the Ministry of Internal Affairs, which currently protects witnesses in all criminal cases, by increasing and stabilizing its budget as well as providing security cameras, telephones, and other equipment.

---

44 See *Transnational Organized Crime Convention*, supra note 15, art. 15.
45 See *id.* art. 16.
46 See *id.* art. 24.
47 See *id.* art. 5.
48 See *id.* art. 6.
49 See *id.* arts. 8-9.
50 See *id.* art. 23.
• Create a special government unit that specifically focuses on the physical protection of trafficked victims and their families and establish concrete long-term procedures for such a unit.

• Conduct trainings on the latest measures that are available for protecting witnesses.

• Undertake drastic economic measures in order to prevent public officials from engaging in corrupt acts (i.e. increase their salaries) because mere prosecution for such acts is not a sufficient deterrent.

• Implement measures to prevent corruption and then prosecute persons suspected of engaging in corrupt acts when such measures fail. Preventive measures include conducting public education campaigns, imposing an obligation on public officials to periodically declare their income and assets, and enforcing conflict of interest laws and regulations.

• Ensure that persons who combat corruption (police officers, prosecutors, and judges) are independent. Ensure that the staff of the Center for Combating Economic Crimes and Corruption (governmental body) is independent.

• Amend the offenses of trafficking in persons as defined by Moldovan law to include corruption as an aggravating circumstance.

**De Jure Compliance:**

**Jurisdiction**

While jurisdiction provisions have not been specifically drafted for the offense of trafficking in persons *per se*, the Criminal Code of Moldova delineates general jurisdiction provisions that apply to all crimes incorporated in the code. These domestic provisions are in compliance with most, if not all, of the required and suggested means of asserting jurisdiction described in Article 15 of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention.51

Article 11(1) of the Moldovan Criminal Code states that “[a]ll persons who have committed crimes within the territory of the Republic of Moldova will be held criminally liable,”52 thus establishing territorial jurisdiction over crimes such as trafficking in persons, regardless of the nationality of the perpetrator. The Code explains that “[c]rimes committed within the borders of territorial waters or within the air space of the Republic of Moldova are considered to be committed within the territory of the Republic of Moldova.”53 Furthermore, “[the] person who committed a crime on a ship, registered in a harbor of the Republic of Moldova, which is located in the water or air space of outside the borders of the Republic of Moldova, can be held criminally liable . . . provided that the International Treaties to which Moldova is a party do not

---

51 See *id.* art. 15.
52 *Criminal Code [Crim. C.]* art. 11(1) (Mold.).
53 *Id.* art. 11(5).
contain different provisions.”54 Lastly, “[p]ersons who committed crimes aboard a military ship or military aircraft, irrespective of their location, are also held criminally responsible. . .”55

The Criminal Code establishes extraterritorial jurisdiction based upon the active nationality principle over “citizens of the Republic of Moldova and . . . persons without citizenship [i.e. stateless] who live permanently in the territory of the Republic of Moldova” who have committed crimes such as trafficking in persons “outside its borders.”56 One commentator indicates that this particular type of jurisdiction can be asserted regardless of whether or not the victim of the offense is (or was) a Moldovan citizen.57 Furthermore, such jurisdiction is pertinent regardless of where a crime, such as trafficking in persons, was committed or whether it was committed on the territory of several states.58

Extraterritorial jurisdiction can also be asserted against “[f]oreign citizens and persons without citizenship [i.e. stateless] who do not live permanently within the territory of the Republic of Moldova”59 and who have committed the following offenses outside Moldovan territory:

- crimes that are against the interests of the Republic of Moldova
- crimes delineated in international treaties to which Moldova is a State Party
- crimes against peace and security of mankind
- war crimes.60

Moldovan courts can assert jurisdiction for any of the above offenses if the perpetrators have not already been held liable or convicted in the courts of other states.61

It should be noted that in order for Moldovan authorities to exercise extraterritorial jurisdiction, the crime in question, whether it is trafficking or not, does not have to involve an organized criminal group. As one expert points out, the fact that an offense, such as trafficking in persons, was committed by an organized criminal group62 or a criminal organization/association63 is solely a qualifying element for the sentence that will subsequently be imposed.64 Thus, it is not a requirement when Moldovan authorities initially assert jurisdiction.

Furthermore, Moldovan authorities can assert extraterritorial jurisdiction over money laundering operations that occur outside Moldovan territory and are tied to transnational crimes like trafficking. One commentator indicates that Article 243 of the Criminal Code of Moldova criminalizes the act of money laundering65 and thus, it is an offense to which the

54 Id.
55 Id. art. 11(6).
56 Id. art. 11(2).
58 See id.
59 CRIMINAL CODE [CRIM. C.] art. 11(3) (Mold.).
60 Id.
61 Id.
62 See id. art. 46 (Mold.) (“An organized criminal group is a stable reunion of persons who previously organized in order to commit one or more crimes.”).
63 See id. art. 47 (Mold.) (describing in depth the definition of a criminal organization/association).
65 See CRIMINAL CODE [CRIM. C.] art. 243 (Mold.).
above mentioned general jurisdiction provisions apply. Consequently, if an individual participates in, or attempts to participate in, the laundering of money derived from trafficking activities outside the territory of Moldova, then Moldovan authorities can assert extraterritorial jurisdiction over him/her.

As mentioned above, the jurisdiction clauses in the Moldovan Criminal Code are also applicable to persons without citizenship, or stateless persons; point stressed in the travaux préparatoires of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention. In addition, Article 5(1) of the Criminal Procedure Code establishes that “[o]n the territory of the Republic of Moldova, the procedure in criminal cases regarding foreign and stateless [persons] is carried out in compliance with the present Code.”

**Extradition**

Article 13 of the Criminal Code of Moldova establishes that:

(1) Citizens of the Republic of Moldova and persons who have been granted political asylum, who committed crimes outside the borders of the Republic of Moldova, cannot be extradited from the country and are subjected to criminal liability under the present Code.

(2) Foreign citizens and persons without citizenship, who committed crimes outside the borders of the Republic of Moldova and who are on the territory of this republic, can be extradited only in the basis of an international convention to which the Republic of Moldova is a party or in terms of reciprocity.

Thus, when Moldovan citizens and political asylees accepted on Moldovan territory commit an offense outside Moldova, they cannot be extradited to other states for prosecution. In contrast, foreign citizens and stateless persons who commit crimes outside of Moldova can be extradited from Moldova to other states for prosecution. Their extradition occurs either on the basis of an international convention to which Moldova is a State Party or on the basis of reciprocity established on a case-by-case basis. If the same foreign citizens and stateless persons commit crimes within the territory of Moldova, authorities can assert territorial jurisdiction over them (as mentioned above) and try

---

67 See CRIMINAL CODE [CRIM. C.] art. 27 (Mold.) (defining attempt as a general concept that applies to all offenses delineated in the Criminal Code of Moldova).
68 See CRIMINAL CODE [CRIM. C.] arts. 11(2), 11(3) (Mold.).
70 See CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE [CRIM. PROC. C.] art. 5(1) (Mold.).
71 CRIMINAL CODE [CRIM. C.] art. 13 (Mold.).
72 See id. art. 13(1); MOLD. CONST. art. 17(3) (“No citizen of the Republic of Moldova can be extradited or expelled from his/her country.”).
73 See CRIMINAL CODE [CRIM. C.] art. 13(1) (Mold.).
74 See id. art. 13(2).
75 See id.
them in Moldovan courts. Moldovan authorities can also seek the extradition of individuals from other states based on international treaties or reciprocity.

Since Moldova is not yet a formal State Party to the Transnational Organized Crime Convention or the Trafficking Protocol, authorities do not utilize the Convention as the direct legal basis for cooperating on extradition matters. Once a ratification instrument is deposited, this would be one international treaty that could be used for extradition purposes, as recommended in Article 16 of the Convention. Currently, authorities use the 1957 European Convention on Extradition that became enforceable in Moldova in 1997, as well as the 1993 Convention on Mutual Legal Assistance in Civil, Family and Criminal Matters for the Newly Independent States (“NIS Mutual Legal Assistance Convention”) that became enforceable in Moldova in 1995. These are both appropriate legal bases for extradition as confirmed by Article 16 of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention.

When seeking the extradition of individuals to Moldova from other states or when honoring extradition requests of foreign citizens and stateless persons from Moldova to other states, the European Convention on Extradition, the NIS Mutual Legal Assistance Convention, and the Moldovan Criminal Procedure Code impose certain obligations inter alia:

- the offense(s) for which the individual is being extradited must be punishable under the laws of both the state that is requesting the extradition and the state that is being requested to extradite
- extradition requests are to involve crimes that are punishable by one year imprisonment at a minimum
- if seeking extradition for several crimes, which vary in the extent of their punishment (i.e. some require less than the one year minimum above), the requested state has the authority to include all such offenses in the extradition

---
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simplified extradition procedures are to be made available if the accused who is to be extradited agrees to such procedures.  
authorities must extradite an individual or prosecute him/her.  
the fair treatment of the accused must be assured at all stages of the extradition proceedings.

The above requirements governing extradition requests in Moldova mirror most of the obligations of Article 16 of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention.

According to the European Convention on Extradition, the 1997 Decision of the Parliament of the Republic of Moldova on the Ratification of the European Convention on Extradition, and the NIS Mutual Legal Assistance Convention, Moldovan authorities are entitled to refuse extradition in the following circumstances:

- if they are requested to extradite Moldovan nationals to other states
- if the offense for which the individual is being extradited occurred in whole or in part on Moldovan territory
- if the offense for which the individual is being extradited occurred outside the territory of Moldova but the laws of Moldova do not allow prosecution of such an offense in other courts or extradition of an individual for committing such an offense
- if the Moldovan courts have already initiated proceedings against the individual for the crime that s/he committed and that forms the basis for the extradition request
- if the courts of the requesting state have decided not to institute or to terminate proceedings against the accused in connection with the crime that forms the basis for the extradition request
- if too much time has lapsed from prosecution to punishment of the crime that forms the basis for the extradition request
- if the laws of the requesting state impose capital punishment for the crime that forms the basis for the extradition (unless the requesting state provides sufficient guarantees that capital punishment will not be imposed on the individual that is to be extradited)

---
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• if the accused is to be prosecuted in a special hearing (extraordinary hearing) that was specifically established for the case at hand by the courts of the state requesting extradition (i.e. hearing targeting solely the accused that is to be extradited)

• if the accused is to be subjected to a sentence or safety measure established by such a special/extraordinary hearing in the courts of the state requesting extradition

• if the criminal case is brought against the accused who is to be extradited solely based upon the claim of a victim.

Article 546 of the Criminal Procedure Code of Moldova mimics a great number of the above reasons for refusing extradition requests and adds to the list, thus, fully complying with the obligation delineated in Article 16(7) of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention that requires states to identify “grounds” upon which they are refusing extradition.

Witness Protection

Article 215 of the Criminal Procedure Code of Moldova imposes an obligation on law enforcement officials and courts to ensure the safety of those who participate in criminal proceedings as well as the safety of other persons. Specifically, Article 215(1) indicates:

In the event there [are] sufficient grounds to consider that the injured party, the witness or other persons participating at proceedings, as well as the members of their families or their close relatives may be threatened with death, with use of violence, with deterioration or destruction of assets or with other illegal act[s], the criminal investigation body and the court shall be bound to take the measures prescribed by the legislation for the protection of the life, health, honor, dignity and assets of these persons, as well as for [identifying] and holding liable . . . responsible persons.

The key piece of legislation that describes in detail the protection measures alluded to in Article 215(1) is the 1998 Law of the Republic of Moldova on State Protection of the Victim, Witnesses and Other Persons who Provide Assistance in Criminal Proceedings (“1998 Witness Protection Law”). This law complies with all the obligations as well as the required and suggested witness protection measures delineated in Article 24 of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention. It should be noted, though, that this particular piece of legislation applies only if the individuals who are to be protected agree to cooperate with law enforcement in the detection, prevention, deterrence, investigation, and discovery of a crime or agree to testify in court. Additional protections will become available even for those persons who do not agree to cooperate with law enforcement and who are considered victims of crimes such as trafficking when the draft anti-trafficking law of Moldova will come into force.
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Presently, the 1998 Witness Protection Law applies to victims of all crimes, including victims of trafficking in persons. More specifically, the law provides protection to the following individuals:

- persons who have informed law enforcement authorities of crimes that have been committed, and have participated in the detection, prevention, deterrence, investigation and discovery of such crimes
- witnesses
- victims and their legal representatives in criminal cases
- suspected persons, persons that have been indicted, accused persons, and their legal representatives as well as convicted persons
- close relatives of all of the above (husbands, wives, parents, children, adoptive parents, adopted children, blood siblings, grandparents, and grandchildren)
- other persons that have influence over the persons enumerated above (but solely in exceptional circumstances).

This list fulfills and even surpasses the obligation in Article 24(1) of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention to protect “witnesses” as well as “relatives and other persons close to them.”

Article 8 of the 1998 Witness Protection Law delineates two types of protective measures that can be undertaken: ordinary and extraordinary. Ordinary measures include:

- physical protection
- protection of home and assets
- special measures for individual protection
- special communication and information measures in order to detect danger
- temporary relocation to a safe place
- non-disclosure of personal data by introducing a false name for the protected person in court documentation, allowing the protected person to identify the perpetrator without confronting him/her face-to-face, interviewing the victim/witness in a

lives of victims of trafficking confidential); see also id. art. 23 (guaranteeing measures for the physical security of victims of trafficking).
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confidential environment, and allowing the protected person to testify via affidavit, video link, or audio link (and not personally appear in court). Extraordinary measures include:

- change of place of employment or study
- change of residence (accompanied by the obligation to provide a new place of residence, house, or apartment)
- change of identity documents (by changing names and other personal information)
- change of appearance
- proceeding with a case in closed hearings as ordered by a judge.

The enumerated ordinary and extraordinary measures for protecting victims, witnesses and other persons who assist in criminal proceedings, fully comply, and even surpass in detail, some of the measures suggested in Article 24(2) of the Transnational Crime Convention, as well as those required by Article 6(1) of the Trafficking Protocol.

Article 110 of the Moldovan Criminal Procedure Code further describes ways of protecting the identity of a witness and allowing him/her to testify in an undisclosed location before a magistrate judge (instruction judge) or via video or audio link while his/her image and voice can be distorted. This particular provision, unlike the 1998 Witness Protection Law, emphasizes the importance of allowing the accused and his/her counsel to examine the protected witness. Granting the accused and his/her counsel this opportunity complies with Article 24(2) of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention that requires authorities to balance witness protection measures with the rights of the accused, including his/her right to due process.

Article 8(2) of the 1994 Law of the Republic of Moldova on the Operative Activity of Investigations (“1994 Investigations Law”) adds to the list of protective measures and allows authorities to intercept telephone calls and other means of communication if the life, health, or property of a protected person is in danger. Authorities may undertake such measures only at the request of the protected person or via written consent from the protected person.
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After reviewing all pertinent domestic provisions on witness protection measures, their scope of application is unclear. That is, neither the 1998 Witness Protection Law, the 1994 Investigations Law, nor the relevant provisions of the Criminal Procedure Code clearly state whether the delineated witness protection measures are to apply before, during, and/or after the conclusion of the criminal proceedings in question as inferred by Article 24 of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention. The decision as to the scope of application seems to be left to the Moldovan authorities who order and carry out such protective measures.

Lastly, Moldova’s witness protection provisions do not safeguard members of the NGO community who assist victims and witnesses during criminal proceedings or otherwise. While this is not an obligation that is explicitly delineated in either the Transnational Organized Crime Convention or the Trafficking Protocol, it is an important obligation nevertheless. Article 2 of the 1998 Witness Protection Law of Moldova lists “legal representatives” of victims and defendants as persons who can receive state protection. However, such individuals can be any attorneys; not specifically persons belonging to NGOs that focus on victim assistance and rehabilitation.

**Participation in an Organized Criminal Group**

Article 46 of the Criminal Code of Moldova defines an “organized criminal group” as “a stable reunion of persons who previously organized in order to commit one or more crimes.” Article 47(1) of the Criminal Code defines a “criminal organization” or “criminal association” as:

> [A] reunion of criminal groups in a stable community, whose activity is based on the division among the members of the organization and its structures of the administration functions, assurance and execution of the criminal intentions of this organization for the purpose of influencing or controlling the economic or . . . other . . . activity of legal and physical entities with a view to [obtain] economic, financial or political advantages and interests.

Article 47(2) explains that if a member of such a criminal organization or an individual charged by such an organization commits an act to further its purpose and interests, then this is considered to be an offense committed by the criminal organization.

The definitions in Articles 46 and 47(1), together with the criminalization of the illicit act in Article 47(2), comply with the requirements of Article 5 of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention that defines “participation in an organized criminal group” as a cluster of offenses separate from trafficking in persons. Specifically, the provisions of the Moldovan Criminal Code mentioned above mimic elements of the criminal activity described in Article 5(1)(a)(i) of the Convention:
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Agreeing with one or more other persons to commit a serious crime for a purpose relating directly or indirectly to the obtaining of a financial or other material benefit and, where required by domestic law, involving an act undertaken by one of the participants in furtherance of the agreement or involving an organized criminal group.\textsuperscript{141}

Article 47(5) of the Moldovan Criminal Code indicates that “[a] member of the criminal organization shall be held responsible only for the crimes in which he participated in preparation or commission.”\textsuperscript{142} This parallels the language in Article 5(1)(a)(ii) of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention that criminalizes Conduct by a person who, with knowledge of either the aim and general criminal activity of an organized criminal group or its intention to commit the crimes in question, takes an active part in: a. [c]riminal activities of the organized criminal group; b. [o]ther activities of the organized criminal group in the knowledge that his or her participation will contribute to the achievement of the above-described criminal aim.\textsuperscript{143}

Article 47(3) of the Criminal Code of Moldova explains that “[t]he person who created the criminal organization or who [leads] it, is to be considered the organizer or the leader of the organization.”\textsuperscript{144} Article 42(3) defines an “organizer” as “the person who organized the commission of a crime or conducted its accomplishment, as well as the person who organized a group of people or [led] their criminal activity.”\textsuperscript{145} Article 47(4) indicates further that “[t]he organizer and leader of the criminal organization is liable for all the crimes committed by the criminal organization.”\textsuperscript{146} These provisions comply with Article 5(1)(b) of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention that criminalizes the “[o]rganizing, directing, aiding, abetting, facilitating or counseling the commission of serious crime involving an organized criminal group.”\textsuperscript{147}

Certain defenses can be raised when a person is accused of the above crimes. Article 39(1) of the Moldovan Criminal Code indicates that if an individual was under physical or mental constraint (or duress), and s/he was not able to control his/her actions as a result of such constraint, s/he will not be held criminally liable.\textsuperscript{148} It should also be noted that a member of a criminal organization can avoid criminal liability if s/he volunteers information regarding the existence of the criminal organization in question, helps with the discovery of the crimes committed by such an organization, or exposes the leaders or members of such an organization.\textsuperscript{149}

The penalties for the aforementioned crimes vary. Article 284(1) of the Moldovan Criminal Code indicates that a person can be sentenced anywhere from 16 to 25 years in jail for setting up
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Article 284(2) indicates that membership in a criminal association or participation in the criminal activities of such an association can be punished by a period of 3 to 10 years imprisonment. Article 283 states that “[t]he organization of armed bands [or groups] for the purpose of attacking legal entities or individuals, as well as participation in such bands or in the attacks perpetrated by them, is to be punished by imprisonment for a period of 16 to 25 years or with life imprisonment.” Commentators point out that the Criminal Code’s general sanction provisions delineating punishments for physical entities as well as fines can also apply to offenses involving an organized criminal group or association.

Money Laundering

Article 243(1) of the Criminal Code of Moldova punishes an individual for attributing a legal aspect to the source and origin of money, goods, or proceeds obtained illicitly following the commission of crimes. This provision is comparable to Article 6(1)(a)(i) of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention that criminalizes “[t]he conversion or transfer of property, knowing that such property is the proceeds of crime, for the purpose of concealing or disguising the illicit origin of the property . . . .”

Furthermore, Article 243(1) of the Moldovan Criminal Code punishes an individual for concealing, disguising, or changing information regarding the nature, origin, movement, placement, or ownership of money, goods, or proceeds that s/he knows derive from criminal activity. This language mimics Article 6(1)(a)(ii) of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention that criminalizes “[t]he concealment or disguise of the true nature, source, location, disposition, movement or ownership of or rights with respect to property, knowing that such property is the proceeds of crime.”

Article 243(1) of the Criminal Code of Moldova also punishes an individual for obtaining, possessing, or using goods knowing that such goods are derived from the commission of a crime. This is comparable to “[t]he acquisition, possession or use of property, knowing at the time of receipt, that such property is the proceeds of crime” described in Article 6(1)(b)(i) of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention.

Lastly, Article 243(1) of the Moldovan Criminal Code punishes an individual for participating in any association, understanding, or complicity by providing assistance or advice in the commission of the offenses delineated throughout Article 243 (i.e. the offenses described in
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This language closely follows Article 6(1)(b)(ii) of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention that criminalizes the “participation in, association with or conspiracy to commit, attempts to commit, and aiding, abetting, facilitating and counselling the commission of any of the offences established” by Article 6 (i.e. money laundering offenses).

Commentators indicate that all of the above money laundering offenses included in the Moldovan Criminal Code contain the requisite element of intent. Furthermore, they indicate that such offenses are based on predicate offenses. That is, a crime must have occurred in order for an individual to launder money, goods or proceeds that derive from such a crime.

Certain defenses can be raised when a person is accused of money laundering. For example, Article 39(1) of the Moldovan Criminal Code indicates that if an individual was under physical or mental constraint (or duress), and s/he was not able to control his/her actions as a result of such constraint, s/he will not be held criminally liable.

The sanctions for the money laundering offenses delineated in Article 243(1) of the Moldovan Criminal Code vary depending on whether aggravating circumstances are present. The base punishment for all money laundering crimes is a fine in the amount of 500 to 1,000 conventional units (currently 1 unit equals circa 20 Lei) or imprisonment up to 5 years, both with or without forfeiture of the right to hold certain positions or to engage in certain activities for a period of 2 to 5 years. The sanctions increase to a fine in the amount of 1,000 to 5,000 conventional units (currently 1 unit equals circa 20 Lei) or imprisonment between 4 and 7 years if an individual commits the delineated money laundering offenses repeatedly, if 2 or more persons commit the delineated money laundering offenses, or if the delineated money laundering offenses were committed through the use of public office. Criminal penalties amounting to imprisonment between 5 and 10 years are available if an organized criminal group or a criminal organization (or association) commit money laundering offenses, or if the money laundering offenses are committed on a large scale.

In 2002, the National Bank of Moldova issued certain recommendations that would enable all Moldovan banks to prevent and combat money laundering activities. These recommendations mirror most if not all of the required and suggested measures incorporated in Article 7 of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention. Among other things, Moldovan banks are to:
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• issue rules that promote ethics and professionalism and that better identify the banks’ clientele\textsuperscript{171}
• establish policies and procedures that ensure the proper and secure operation of the banks\textsuperscript{172}
• create procedures for reporting suspect activities including reporting to the Center for Combating Economic Crimes and Corruption\textsuperscript{173}
• develop adequate procedures for selecting bank personnel\textsuperscript{174}
• organize trainings for bank personnel regarding measures for prevention and combating money laundering.\textsuperscript{175}

Corruption

The Criminal Code of Moldova criminalizes both passive and active acts of corruption. Article 324(1) defines “passive corruption” as “[t]he act of an official person, who [requests] or receives offers, money, securities, gifts, other goods or advantages with a real estate character, accept[s] services, privileges, or other profits, [that are not due to him], for the purpose of carrying out (or not carrying out) or delaying or hastening the fulfillment of an act with regards to his professional duties, or for the purpose of performing an act against his professional duties, as well as to obtain from authorities distinctions, functions, open markets or other favorable decisions.”\textsuperscript{176} This language is similar to the language in Article 8(1)(b) of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention that criminalizes “[t]he solicitation or acceptance by a public official, directly or indirectly, of an undue advantage, for the official himself or herself or another person or entity, in order that the official act or refrain from acting in the exercise of his or her official duties.”\textsuperscript{177}

Article 325(1) of the Moldovan Criminal Code defines “active corruption” as the “[p]romise, offer or giving, personally or [through] an intermediary, to a [public official] goods or services, enumerated in article 324 of the present Code [see above]. . . .”\textsuperscript{178} This provision mimics the language in Article 8(1)(a) of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention that criminalizes “[t]he promise, offering or giving to a public official, directly or indirectly, of an undue advantage, for the official himself or herself or another person or entity, in order that the official act or refrain from acting in the exercise of his or her official duties.”\textsuperscript{179}

Article 326(1) of the Criminal Code of Moldova defines another type of corruption that is not enumerated in Article 8 of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention: “corruption committed by a person who can exert influence over a public official.”\textsuperscript{180} That is, if a person who has influence or purports to have influence over a public official, receives of extorts money,
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securities, other goods or advantages or accepts services or promises for goods and advantages, in exchange for making the public official act in a certain way or fail to act while carrying out his/her official duties, s/he is criminally liable under Moldovan law.181

Commentators explain that all of the above corruption offenses require the mental element of intent.182 Accomplice liability for all of the above corruption offenses is also a possibility as a prosecutor could apply general Articles 41-49 of the Criminal Code in a pertinent case.183

Experts further note that the passive corruption provisions can only apply to public officials representing the Republic of Moldova as defined in Article 123 of the Criminal Code.184 Criminal liability for passive corruption as committed by other individuals, such as foreign public officials or international civil servants, could possibly be inferred from Article 333 that defines the act of bribe-taking by persons who belong to commercial, public, and non-governmental organizations (that is, if the corrupt act fits the definition in Article 333).185 The Moldovan Criminal Code can hold foreign public officials and international civil servants liable for all other corrupt acts.186

Certain defenses can be raised when a person is accused of any of the above corrupt acts. For example, Article 39(1) of the Moldovan Criminal Code indicates that if an individual was under physical or mental constraint (or duress), and s/he was not able to control his/her actions as a result of such constraint, s/he will not be held criminally liable.187

The sanctions for all of the above corrupt acts vary depending on whether aggravating circumstances exist. The base punishment for passive corruption as delineated in Article 324(1) of the Moldovan Criminal Code is a fine in the amount of 1,000 to 3,000 conventional units (currently 1 unit equals circa 20 Lei) and 3 to 7 years imprisonment accompanied by forfeiture of the right to occupy certain positions or to engage in certain activities for a period of 2 to 5 years.188 The sanctions increase to a fine in the amount of 3,000 to 5,000 conventional units (currently 1 unit equals circa 20 Lei) and 5 to 10 years imprisonment accompanied by forfeiture of the right to occupy certain positions or to engage in certain activities for a period of 2 to 5 years if an individual commits the delineated acts of passive corruption repeatedly, if 2 or more persons commit acts of passive corruption, if the acts of passive corruption involve extorting the goods and services enumerated in Article 324(1), or if the delineated acts of passive corruption were committed on a large scale.189 Lastly the sanctions for passive corruption change to a fine in the amount of 1,000 to 3,000 conventional units (currently 1 unit equals circa 20 Lei) and 7 to 15 years imprisonment accompanied by forfeiture of the right to occupy certain positions or to
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engage in certain activities for a period of 3 to 5 years, if a person holding high office commits
acts of passive corruption, if the delineated acts of passive corruption were committed on an
exceptionally large scale, or if the delineated acts of passive corruption were committed in order
to benefit an organized criminal group or a criminal organization/association.190

The base punishment for active corruption as delineated in Article 325(1) of the Moldovan
Criminal Code is a fine in the amount of 2,000 to 4,000 conventional units (currently 1 unit
equals circa 20 Lei) and 2 to 5 years imprisonment.191 The sanctions increase to a fine in the
amount of 2,000 to 4,000 conventional units (currently 1 unit equals circa 20 Lei) and 3 to 7 years
imprisonment if an individual commits acts of active corruption repeatedly, if 2 or more
persons commit acts of active corruption, or if the delineated acts of active corruption were
committed on a large scale.192 Lastly, the sanctions change to 6 to 12 years imprisonment if the
delineated acts of active corruption were committed on an exceptionally large scale, or if the
they were committed in order to benefit an organized criminal group or a criminal
organization/association.193

The base punishment for corruption committed by a person who can exert influence over a
public official as delineated in Article 326(1) of the Moldovan Criminal Code is a fine in the
amount of 500 to 1,500 conventional units (currently 1 unit equals 20 Lei) or 2 to 5 years
imprisonment.194 The sanctions increase to a fine in the amount of 1,000 to 3,000 conventional
units (currently 1 unit equals 20 Lei) or 3 to 7 years imprisonment if the above crime was
committed repeatedly, if 2 or more persons committed the above crime, or if the above crime
involved the receipt of goods or advantages on a large scale.195 Lastly, the sanctions change to
5 to 10 years imprisonment and a fine in the amount of 500 to 1,500 conventional units
(currently 1 unit equals 20 Lei) if the above crime involved the receipt of goods or advantages
on an exceptionally large scale, or if the above crime was committed in order to benefit an
organized criminal group or a criminal organization/association.196

In 1996, the Parliament of Moldova adopted the Law on Combating Corruption and
Protectionism (“1996 Anti-Corruption Law”) that enumerates legislative, administrative, and
other measures required by Article 9 of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention to
effectively combat corruption.197 Article 6 of the 1996 Anti-Corruption Law outlines the
following measures:

- establishing judicial and state control over the activities of public officials and
  ensuring that such activities are made public199
- perfecting the structure of public office and related procedures200
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• ensuring that public officials receive salaries and benefits from the state that are commensurate with their abilities and job responsibilities, thus, ensuring an adequate standard of living for them and their families (and ultimately ensuring independence in their profession)\textsuperscript{201}
• protecting the rights and legitimate interests of persons who perform administrative functions\textsuperscript{202}
• restricting certain rights and freedoms of public officials, within legal bounds, if it is necessary to protect the constitutional system, the rights and legitimate interests of both physical and legal persons, as well as the rights and legitimate interests of non-governmental organizations and members of civil society who benefit from the services of public authorities\textsuperscript{203}
• implementing special measures of fiscal and financial control in order to avoid money laundering activities aimed at bribing public officials\textsuperscript{204}
• rehabilitating the rights of both physical and legal persons against whom an injustice was committed and eliminating other dangerous consequences of corruption and protectionism.\textsuperscript{205}

Article 7 of the 1996 Anti-Corruption Law describes the duties of public officials in detail as well as the activities that are proscribed.\textsuperscript{206} Lastly, Article 8 explains even more explicitly that public officials, and members of their families, are forbidden from taking bribes and enumerates all possible types bribes.\textsuperscript{207}

\textit{Obstruction of Justice}

Article 309(1) of the Criminal Code of Moldova defines the following illicit acts that can occur during all stages of a criminal case:
• coercing a person, either through threats or other unlawful means, to make certain statements during interrogation
• coercing an expert, either through threats or other unlawful means, to reach certain conclusions
• coercing a translator or an interpreter, either through threats or other unlawful means, to incorrectly translate or interpret.\textsuperscript{208}

Article 310(1) of the Moldovan Criminal Code holds a party or his/her legal representative criminally liable if either of them falsify evidence during a civil or criminal trial.\textsuperscript{209}

Article 314(1) of the Criminal Code of Moldova criminalizes the following acts:
• coercing a witness or a victim to make false statements
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coercing an expert to reach false conclusions or make false statements
coercing an interpreter or translator to incorrectly interpret or translate
coercing all of the above to evade their obligations.  

Articles 309(1), 310(1), and 314(1) comply with the language set forth in Article 23(a) of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention that criminalizes “[t]he use of physical force, threats or intimidation or the promise, offering or giving of an undue advantage to induce false testimony or to interfere in the giving of testimony or the production of evidence in a proceeding in relation to the commission of offences . . . .”

Article 303 of the Moldovan Criminal Code criminalizes the following acts:

- interfering, in any way, with the judicial review process in order to hinder its multilateral, absolute and objective examinations or to achieve an unlawful judicial decision
- interfering, in any way, with the activities of law enforcement in order to hinder the speedy, complete, and objective investigation of a criminal case.

Article 304 of the Moldovan Criminal Code holds an individual criminally liable for slandering (orally or in written form- i.e. libel) a judge, law enforcement officer, or person who is part of the judicial process, and accusing those individuals of committing a serious crime, an exceptionally serious crime, or a heinous crime in connection with the examination of the charges or evidence in a case.

Article 305 of the Criminal Code of Moldova criminalizes the attempt on the life of a judge, law enforcement officer, or person who is part of the judicial process, as well as the life of their close relatives, in connection with the examination of the charges or evidence in a case, in order to hinder the legitimate activities of said persons or to take revenge against them for those same activities.

Articles 303, 304, and 305 comply with Article 23(b) of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention, which indicates that the following acts obstruct justice: “[t]he use of physical force, threats or intimidation to interfere with the exercise of official duties by a justice or law enforcement official in relation to the commission of offences . . . .”

The Moldovan Criminal Code contains other obstruction of justice offenses that are not necessarily delineated in Article 23 of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention. For example, Article 311(1) of the Criminal Code holds an individual liable for knowingly and falsely denouncing, or slandering (both in oral and written form- i.e. libel), another person.
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before law enforcement authorities by accusing him/her of committing a crime. Article 312(1) holds:

- a witness or victim liable for knowingly submitting a false statement either during the investigation stage or at trial
- an expert liable for knowingly reaching a false conclusion either during the investigation stage or at trial
- a translator or interpreter liable for knowingly and incorrectly translating or interpreting either during the investigation stage or at trial.

Lastly, Article 313 criminalizes the refusal or evasion on the part of a witness or victim to make statements during the investigation stage or at trial.

Certain defenses can be raised when a person is accused of obstructing justice. For example, Article 39(1) of the Moldovan Criminal Code indicates that if an individual was under physical or mental constraint (or duress), and s/he was not able to control his/her actions as a result of such constraint, s/he will not be held criminally liable.

The sanctions for the above obstruction of justice offenses vary depending on whether aggravating circumstances are present. Article 309 offenses are punishable by imprisonment for a period of up to 3 years with forfeiture of the right to occupy certain positions or to engage in certain activities for a period of up to 5 years. The criminal penalties increase to 3 to 8 years imprisonment with forfeiture of the right to occupy certain positions or to engage in certain activities for a period of up to 5 years, if the illicit acts are accompanied by violence or the conclusion of a plea bargain.

Article 310 offenses are punishable with a fine of 500 to 800 conventional units (currently 1 unit equals circa 20 Lei) or with arrest up to 6 months. The sanctions increase to a fine of 500 to 1,000 conventional units (currently 1 unit equals circa 20 Lei) or with imprisonment for a period of up to 3 years, both accompanied by forfeiture of the right to occupy certain positions or to engage in certain activities for a period of 2 to 5 years, if a person holding high office commits the offense delineated in Article 310. If an attorney, while concluding a plea bargain, commits an Article 310 offense, s/he can be punished with 3 to 8 years imprisonment with forfeiture of the right to occupy certain positions or to engage in certain activities for up to 5 years.

Article 314 offenses are punishable with a fine of 200 to 500 conventional units (currently 1 unit equal circa 20 Lei) or with imprisonment for a period of up to 3 years. The sanctions increase to a fine of 300 to 800 conventional units (currently 1 unit equals circa 20 Lei) or with 2 to 5 years imprisonment.
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years imprisonment, if an organized criminal group or a criminal organization/association commits the offenses delineated in Article 314, or if the offenses involve blackmail.227

The first offense in Article 303, interfering, in any way, with the judicial review process, is punishable with a fine in the amount of 200 to 500 conventional units (currently 1 unit equals circa 20 Lei), or 180 to 240 hours of unpaid community service, or imprisonment for a period of up to 3 years.228 The second offense in Article 303, interfering, in any way, with the activities of law enforcement, is punishable with a fine of up to 350 conventional units (currently 1 unit equals circa 20 Lei), or 180 to 240 hours of unpaid community service, or arrest up to 6 months.229 The sanctions increase for both offenses, to a fine in the amount of 200 to 600 conventional units (currently 1 unit equals circa 20 Lei) or 2 to 5 years imprisonment with or without forfeiture of the right to occupy certain positions or to engage in certain activities for 2 to 5 years, if a person that holds public office commits such offenses.230

Article 304 offenses are punishable with a fine in the amount of 200 to 500 conventional units (currently 1 unit equals circa 20 Lei), or arrest up to 6 months, or imprisonment for a period of up to 2 years.231

Article 305 offenses are punishable by 16 to 25 years imprisonment, or life imprisonment.232

Article 311 offenses are punishable with a fine of up to 300 conventional units (currently 1 unit equals circa 20 Lei), or 180 to 240 hours of unpaid community service, or imprisonment for a period of up to 2 years.233 The sanctions increase to a fine in the amount of 200 to 800 conventional units (currently 1 unit equals circa 20 Lei), or 2 to 7 years imprisonment, if Article 311 offenses are connected to the commission of a serious, exceptionally serious or heinous crime, if such offenses are committed for profit, or if such offenses are committed to falsify evidence for the prosecution.234

Article 312 offenses are punishable with a fine of up to 300 conventional units (currently 1 unit equals circa 20 Lei) or with imprisonment for a period up to 2 years.235 The sanctions increase to a fine in the amount of 200 to 800 conventional units (currently 1 unit equals circa 20 Lei) or 2 to 7 years imprisonment, if Article 312 offenses involve the accusation of committing a serious, exceptionally serious, or heinous crime, or if such offenses are committed for profit, or if such offenses are committed to falsify evidence for the prosecution.236
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Lastly, Article 313 offenses are punishable with a fine of up to 300 conventional units (currently 1 unit equals circa 20 Lei).237

**De Facto Compliance:**

**Jurisdiction**

Article 266 of the Criminal Procedure Code of Moldova indicates that “[t]he criminal prosecution body of the Ministry of Internal Affairs will carry out the criminal prosecution of any crime which the law does not establish the competence of other criminal prosecution bodies or if this crime is given into its competence through a prosecutor’s ordinance.”238 Thus, generally speaking, when a crime has been committed, Moldova’s various law enforcement units from the Ministry of Internal Affairs primarily assert jurisdiction if such units have been designated to do so by law or if a prosecutor’s office orders them to do so.

In cases involving trafficking in persons, the particular unit that currently asserts jurisdiction is the Division for Combating Trafficking in Persons within the General Division for Combating Organized Crime, which is part of the Ministry of Internal Affairs (“MoI Anti-Trafficking Division”).239 In addition to this specialized division, any other law enforcement officer, either in Chisinau or other parts of Moldova, can begin an investigation in a trafficking case.240 Individuals who were interviewed for the purposes of this assessment indicated that persons suspected of trafficking can be apprehended at border checkpoints by customs officials. However, customs officials have the authority to solely detain suspected traffickers until the MoI Anti-Trafficking Division or other law enforcement officers assert jurisdiction over them and commence the investigation.241 Several interviewees pointed out that customs officials do not detain all persons suspected of trafficking; just those who are suspected of committing crimes that do not involve live victims, such as document falsification or contraband.242

For the purposes of territorial jurisdiction, the investigation begins depending on where the trafficking case is uncovered within the territory of Moldova. However, one interviewee pointed out that if a trafficked victim is from Chisinau, the Chisinau police and the MoI Anti-Trafficking Division have jurisdiction of the case.243

Given that trafficking is a trans-border crime, Moldova has signed mutual legal assistance treaties with 6 countries, countries such as Romania, Ukraine, and Russia, in order to cooperate with law enforcement bodies in those countries when investigating a case of trafficking in
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persons. In addition to these instruments, bi-lateral treaties with Israel, China, and Italy are currently being negotiated.\textsuperscript{244} Moldovan law enforcement officials can also submit rogatory commissions to other states in order to exercise jurisdiction in a trafficking case where the suspects or victims are found on the territory of those states (i.e. extraterritorial jurisdiction).\textsuperscript{245} In such cases, the arrest, transport, and transfer of individuals take place overseas and, starting at the borders of Moldova, the MoI Anti-Trafficking Division has full jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{246} Representatives from the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (“OSCE”) who were interviewed, noted, though, that these procedures for gathering evidence and pursuing suspects overseas are new for Moldovan law enforcement officials and that, to date, they could not cite one concrete case of extensive cooperation with other countries.\textsuperscript{247}

Once an investigation is started, whether in the territory of Moldova or otherwise, the investigators must inform the relevant prosecutorial bodies. The prosecutors are responsible for overseeing the police in their investigations. For example, if the investigation begins with a victim of trafficking, s/he is detained solely for interrogation purposes and is not treated as a suspect (strictly as a victim). If, based on his/her testimony, it is established that the offense of trafficking was committed, the information is sent to the prosecutor who, in turn, formally opens the case.\textsuperscript{248} Cases are then brought before judges in District and Municipal Courts, and can be appealed to Courts of Appeals and, lastly, to the Supreme Court of Justice.\textsuperscript{249}

According to the most recently available statistics, Moldovan authorities exercised jurisdiction in a total of 244 trafficking cases \textit{per se} and trafficking-related cases in the first semester of 2004. Of those:

- 156 cases were based on charges of trafficking in persons
- 62 cases were based on charges of pimping
- 22 cases were based on charges of child trafficking
- 4 cases were based on charges of illegally taking a minor out of the country.\textsuperscript{250}

This is an increase from the first semester of 2003 when only 53 such cases were registered in total.\textsuperscript{251} Interviewees indicated that these statistics are available at the Ministry of Internal Affairs and that they are published within the State Prosecutor’s office\textsuperscript{252} and in the Bulletin of the Supreme Court of Justice.\textsuperscript{253} OSCE representatives in Moldova indicated that they only received trafficking statistics by formally requesting them from the appropriate government authorities.\textsuperscript{254}
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When asked if there are any trafficking cases presently before Moldovan courts where jurisdiction issues are being deliberated upon, the persons who were interviewed answered vaguely. In general, the assessor was told that the accused can argue improper assertion of jurisdiction at any point in the judicial process.255 One interviewee gave the example of a case involving an Israeli citizen who was initially suspected of trafficking in persons. The case went before a Court of Appeals on the issue of whether Moldovan authorities were allowed to exercise jurisdiction over the defendant. The lower court decided that Moldovan authorities could not assert jurisdiction, and the prosecutor agreed, thus, dropping the trafficking charges, replacing them with pimping charges, and fining the defendant with a sum of circa US $1,000. At the time of this assessment, the case was still pending before the said Court of Appeals on the issue of jurisdiction.256

**Extradition**

The main government bodies in Moldova with authority over extradition requests are the State Prosecutor’s Office and the Ministry of Justice. Specifically, the section on international relations within the State Prosecutor’s Office receives and submits extradition requests.257 It should be noted that this particular section is responsible for extraditing persons that have been accused of a crime as well as persons that have been convicted of a crime.258 The Ministry of Justice also handles certain post-trial extraditions.259

Extradition usually occurs in extraordinary circumstances, on the basis of the European Convention on Extradition260 and the NIS Mutual Legal Assistance Convention261 mentioned above as well as through the use of rogatory commissions. Currently, such commissions are mainly used to return Moldovan citizens found on the territory of other states to Moldova.262 The basic procedure for extraditing a suspect to Moldova from other countries is as follows:

- Moldovan law enforcement authorities (including domestic police and Interpol), who are investigating a case, solicit the extradition of the individual
- upon checking into the situation, the section on international relations within the State Prosecutor’s Office issues and sends the requisite documents for a rogatory commission (NOTE: the documents are translated into the language of the state that is extraditing)
- Moldovan law enforcement authorities are informed that an individual is ready for extradition
- the individual is escorted to Moldova’s borders where law enforcement authorities take him/her into custody.263

---
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There is also a procedure for extraditing individuals from Moldova to other countries. That procedure is as follows:

- a request for extradition is sent through Moldovan embassies (or directly) to the State Prosecutor’s Office or the Ministry of Justice
- the section on international relations within the State Prosecutor’s Office or other pertinent bodies within the Ministry of Justice approve the extradition and issue the requisite documentation
- border check points and customs officials are informed of the extradition
- law enforcement authorities (both domestic police and Interpol) escort the person who is to be extradited.264

To date, Moldovan officials have requested that 300 individuals (in total) be extradited from other states for the prosecution of trafficking cases in Moldova.265 This being a total number, it includes requests for extradition of both Moldovan citizens as well as foreign citizens. Moldovan authorities have also received several requests to extradite suspected individuals to other countries. As of September 30, 2004, a total of 6 such requests were being processed.266 It should be noted that this number does not include the extradition of Moldovan citizens and political asylees accepted on Moldovan territory because their extradition to other countries is prohibited by the Criminal Code as well as the Constitution.267

The particular timeframe of extraditions varies. When requesting an individual to be extradited from another state to Moldova, the timeframe depends upon that state’s procedures and laws. As one interviewee indicated, there have been cases where such extradition requests have taken up to 6 months.268 When Moldovan officials receive requests to extradite individuals from Moldova to other states, the procedure does not take more than 40 days.269

When asked about the specific measures that pertinent authorities implement in order to ensure the fair treatment of individuals who are to be extradited, interviewees answered somewhat vaguely. In general, persons are treated equally under the law, regardless of whether they are being extradited from Moldova or to Moldova from another country.270 Authorities abide by the requirements stipulated in the European Convention on Extradition271 and the NIS Mutual Legal Assistance Convention.272 One interviewee indicated that, when an individual is being extradited, law enforcement authorities offer him/her the opportunity to consult with an attorney. If s/he chooses to be legally represented, then his/her statements can only be recorded in the presence of his/her attorney.273
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**Witness Protection**

There is a separate unit within the Ministry of Internal Affairs that is tasked with the protection of witnesses and victims: the Witness Protection Section. This section is part of the Special Missions Division within the Department of Operative Services at the Ministry of Internal Affairs. Currently, the Chișinău headquarters of the Witness Protection Section is staffed with 2 individuals. The Special Missions Division is responsible for the following regions in Moldova: Chișinău, Balti, and Cahul.

In general, the procedure for protecting witnesses begins with an order issued by a prosecutor requesting that law enforcement officials protect an individual who is cooperating in the investigation process and/or is about to testify in a case. The order goes to the Special Missions Division, then to the Operative Investigations Section, then to ALFA, which is a special undercover unit that infiltrates organized criminal groups, and lastly to the Witness Protection Section that executes the order. If a case is already at the trial stage and a judge orders the protection of an individual, the order goes to the Special Missions Division who studies the requested measures of protection. If such measures are implausible, the Special Missions Division presents the judge with other options and s/he makes the final decision. In every case a contract is signed between the person who is to be protected and the party who is to provide the protection.

In the first 8 months of 2004, a total of 54 to 56 individuals received protection from the Witness Protection Section. These were individuals who cooperated with authorities and/or testified in a range of cases involving illegal money withdrawals, illegal migration, extortion etc. 8 persons, out of the total number mentioned above, received witness protection in connection with trafficking cases.

Readers should note that the assessor obtained these figures in an interview and that they are not extracted from any written compilation of numbers officially issued by the Ministry of Internal Affairs.

According to representatives from the Special Missions Division and the Witness Protection Section, the following protective measures are applied in Moldova:

- providing physical protection (in the home, outside the home, and while moving from one location to another)
- protecting the home
- concealing the witness’ identity and whereabouts (i.e. by introducing a false name for the witness in court documents and retaining the witness’ real identity in a separate file that is only available to the judge, prosecutor, and investigator in the case)
- disclosing the witness’ identity and whereabouts in a limited fashion
- conducting proceedings involving the witness in a confidential manner (i.e. in camera proceedings but only in Chișinău courts)

---
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implementing evidentiary limitations to safeguard the witness.279

They further indicated that witness relocation, while available, does not occur often because of budgetary constraints280 and the fact that the territory of Moldova is small.281 Witness testimony through video-link or other technology is also infrequent.282 Video-link capabilities are only available at the Supreme Court in Chisinau but they are not yet being used.283

The representatives from the Special Missions Division and the Witness Protection Section and other interviewees added that the above measures balance the needs of the protected persons with the rights of the accused as required by law. For example, defense counsel (not the defendant himself/herself) can have access to the protected witness if such access is deemed appropriate through a court order or upon the intervention of the Special Missions Division acting under orders.284 It should be noted however, that the accused is completely excluded from the courtroom in cases where minors are testifying and in cases where the infraction is exceptionally grave. Currently, the Supreme Court is working on establishing measures whereby the defendant is excluded in other cases as well such that adult victims of crimes are not traumatized.285

When asked about the overall efficiency of witness protection measures in Moldova, some interviewees indicated that while such measures are available and are delineated in law, they are scarcely applied.286 Representatives from the OSCE stated that, based upon a recent questionnaire, most Moldovan judges and prosecutors have not attempted to use witness protection measures.287 Other interviewees stated that the efficiency of such measures depends upon financial and technological resources, which, currently, are scarce.288 There is a budget for investigations but it is limited. No money was allocated from the state’s budget for witness protection.289 The OSCE donated 20 mobile telephones, which can be used by protected witnesses if they are in danger and 2 computers to the Witness Protection Section.290 One interviewee indicated that the OSCE is also in the process of creating a separate courtroom where witnesses can be examined without having to face the accused during proceedings. This room will also be available for investigators to conduct their interrogations before trial.291 Despite all these efforts, some of the interviewees stressed that witnesses require continuous supervision and protection and, in order to provide that, the Witness Protection Section needs
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to increase its financial capabilities and improve its technology (i.e. security cameras, telephones, and other equipment).292

When asked whether the state provides protection to members of the NGO community who assist victims/witnesses in court and otherwise, the persons interviewed indicated that, usually, no such protection is offered, although the danger faced by NGO representatives is as real as the danger faced by the victims and witnesses themselves.293 However, if a court or a prosecutor orders that an NGO representative is to be protected alongside the victim/witness, law enforcement authorities must follow that order.294

**Participation in an Organized Criminal Group**

The general consensus among persons interviewed for the purposes of this assessment was that, while provisions exist in Moldovan law that criminalize the illicit acts of participating in an organized criminal group or a criminal organization/association, there are only a few cases that are brought based upon such charges, either independently or together with trafficking charges. None of the interviewees could provide a concrete figure as to how many individuals have been indicted and/or convicted for their participation in an organized criminal group.295

**Money Laundering**

The interviewees also generally agreed that, while provisions exist in Moldovan law that define money laundering offenses, no cases based upon such charges, either independently or together with trafficking charges, have been brought.296 OSCE representatives pointed out that money-laundering offenses are fairly new and that Moldovan prosecutors are not yet experienced in bringing forth such charges.297

**Corruption**

Corruption exists among Moldovan public officials, according to the persons interviewed for the purposes of this assessment. The interviewees either explicitly or implicitly conveyed this fact to the assessor. IMAS-INC, an independent Moldovan research institute, conducted an opinion poll in 2004 that confirms the existence of corruption in Moldova.298 The poll covered 1446 persons from Moldova (excluding the territory of Transnistria) who identified corruption, in general, as an issue that concerns them:

- 4.6% identified corruption as the most important problem that concerns them

---
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• 8.6% identified corruption as the second most important problem that concerns them
• 9.3% identified corruption as the third most important problem that concerns them.\textsuperscript{299}

The participants in the IMAS-INC poll were also asked which of the professions in Moldova are considered to be the most corrupt. They responded as follows:
• 26.6% identified police officers as the most corrupt group
• 18.3% identified doctors as the most corrupt group
• 10.8% identified customs officials as the most corrupt group.\textsuperscript{300}

For comparison purposes, the reader should refer to a poll conducted by Transparency International, Moldova in 2002 (note: older than the IMAS-INC poll). In this poll, members of households, NGO representatives, and private businesspersons were asked to identify the most corrupt domains within the governmental sector.\textsuperscript{301} The results were as follows:
• members of households identified health care providers as the most corrupt (82%), followed by customs officials (74%), teachers (70.8%), and police officers (65.8%)
• NGO representatives identified health care providers as the most corrupt (81%), followed by teachers (76%), customs officials (68%), and fiscal authorities (61%)
• Businesspersons identified health care providers as the most corrupt (68.3%), followed by customs officials (64.1%), fiscal authorities (57.7%), and police officers (56.9%).\textsuperscript{302}

The Transparency International poll covered 1,009 respondents that included 401 members of households, 204 representatives of national and local NGOs, and 404 businesspersons from all regions of Moldova.\textsuperscript{303}

Some of the persons interviewed for the purposes of this assessment indicated that corruption is a contributing factor to trafficking in persons. They made reference to a few on-going cases involving public officials who organized illegal migration schemes, received bribes to cover the illegal removal of children from Moldova, and participated directly in trafficking activities by forcing women into prostitution in Russia. The last case mentioned involved a corrupt police officer from Rascani who was convicted. It should be noted that other interviewees stated that there is insufficient evidence to support a continuous pattern linking corruption to trafficking in persons in Moldova.\textsuperscript{304}

Most of the interviewees confirmed that Moldova has a national plan of action to combat corruption that has been adopted by the government for 2003-2005,\textsuperscript{305} but that there is no plan

\textsuperscript{299} See id. at 15.
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of action to combat corruption as it specifically relates to trafficking in persons.306 Transparency International participated in the development of the 2003-2005 national plan of action to combat corruption.307 The Center for Combating Economic Crimes and Corruption, an independent government body was created in 2002 and is principally responsible for implementing anti-corruption measures approved by a presidential committee in accordance with the 2003-2005 national plan of action.308

In the first 8 months of 2004, Moldova’s Ministry of Internal Affairs recorded 56 cases of active corruption and 126 cases of passive corruption. These numbers were considerably higher than numbers from the first 8 months of 2003 when the Ministry of Internal Affairs recorded 8 cases of active corruption and 24 cases of passive corruption. Separately, in the first 8 months of 2004, the Ministry of Internal Affairs recorded 69 cases of abuse of power and 64 cases of excess of power. These figures were also up from the first 8 months of 2003, when the Ministry of Internal Affairs recorded 54 cases of abuse of power and 53 cases of excess of power. It was unclear as to how many of these cases were related to trafficking in persons.309 The assessor obtained these figures in an interview. The reader should note, that the assessor did not have a written compilation of these figures officially issued by the Ministry of Internal Affairs when writing this assessment.

When asked whether Moldova’s overall efforts to combat corruption are an adequate response to the problem, most interviewees answered that they are not. Some indicated that, while the provisions criminalizing corruption are effectively written, their implementation is ineffective given Moldova’s economic and social problems (i.e. poverty etc.) and the lack of public education regarding corruption.310 Poverty and low incomes dominate. 13% of the IMAS-INC poll participants (the highest number that answered out of a total of 1446 respondents) declared that their average salary for the month of September 2004 was between 201 Lei to 300 Lei (circa $17 to $25).311 The current salary of police officers and borders guards ranges from 700 Lei to 1200 Lei per month (circa $58 to $100 per month).312

Obstruction of Justice

In general, persons interviewed for the purposes of this assessment stated that they either have not heard of individuals obstructing justice in connection with trafficking cases or that such illicit acts have not occurred.313 In contrast, one interviewee indicated that there have been some instances where victims or witnesses have been threatened in connection with the

307 See TRANSPARENCY INTERNATIONAL, MOLDOVA, CORRUPTION IN MOLDOVA: FACTS, ANALYSIS, PROPOSALS 87-99 (2002) (enumerating Transparency International’s detailed recommendations that were taken into consideration during the creation of a national plan of action to combat corruption in Moldova).
310 See id.
311 See IMAS-INC Poll, supra note 298, at 82.
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prosecution of suspected traffickers but there are no concrete analyses or figure compilations as to how many instances and the motivation behind such acts.  

Article 2 : Statement of Purpose

The purposes of this Protocol are:
(a) To prevent and combat trafficking in persons, paying particular attention to women and children;
(b) To protect and assist the victims of such trafficking, with full respect for their human rights; and
(c) To promote cooperation among States Parties in order to meet those objectives.

Recommendations:

• Link all of the ad hoc efforts on prevention, prosecution, protection, and cooperation that are currently being undertaken by the Moldovan government, international organizations and local NGOs in order for these entities to be more effective and combat trafficking in persons together.

• Continue all of the programs initiated by international organizations in Moldova (i.e. when international organizations leave, build upon their legacy).

• The Moldovan government should contribute financially to prevention, prosecution, protection, and cooperation measures. The national budget should include a line item specifically for combating trafficking in persons.

• Combine the funds that are being donated to local NGOs (not the government) in Moldova to pursue anti-trafficking measures and develop an overall plan where certain NGOs are tasked to pursue prevention measures, others protection measures etc. (and thus better complement the government’s efforts).

• Fund research studies to measure the impact of preventive campaigns, prosecution efforts, protection and assistance measures, and overall cooperation efforts in Moldova.

• Present all written reports regarding trafficking issues in Moldova to the government not just to international donors (this applies to international organizations conducting assessments as well as local NGOs).

• Conclude more bi-lateral and multi-lateral treaties in order to better prevent the trans-national phenomenon of trafficking from occurring, better prosecute suspected traffickers across borders, and better protect trafficked victims. Countries of origin (such as Moldova) together with countries of destination must undertake comprehensive measures to combat trafficking by signing bi-lateral treaties and establishing common financial resources.

• Create an overarching regional initiative to combat trafficking in persons by establishing centers of information for victims and potential victims in Moldova and
its neighboring countries and by instituting clear communication channels among these centers.

**De Jure Compliance:**

**Prevention and Prosecution**

Measures to prevent trafficking in persons and to prosecute individuals for engaging in trafficking activities are incorporated in Moldova’s Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action that is currently in effect\(^{315}\) as well as in the Criminal Code.\(^{316}\) More detailed measures for preventing and combating trafficking have been introduced in Moldova’s draft anti-trafficking law, which will soon come into force.\(^{317}\)

The Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action delineates the following preventive measures:

- development of a standard information database
- research and sociologic surveys on trafficking
- information campaigns and media coverage on the issue of trafficking in persons
- development and dissemination of anti-trafficking materials including statistics, brochures, videos, flyers, information posters etc.
- dissemination of information regarding health risks caused by sexual exploitation
- inclusion of information on the dangers of trafficking in school curricula
- special programs targeting marginalized youth, in particular those outside the education system
- counseling on the dangers of trafficking and targeted information regarding places where to receive assistance etc. for people seeking jobs
- programs aimed at improving the social and economic conditions of women
- programs for combating poverty and unemployment
- welfare programs to support impoverished individuals and families
- programs addressing illiteracy and continuous training
- prohibition of sexist expressions both in the press and on the radio/TV channels
- ban on violent, degrading, pornographic publications that affect human dignity.\(^{318}\)

These measures target women of all ages, youth in general, and men.\(^{319}\)

The draft anti-trafficking law seeks to clarify, among other things, the legal obligations of various governmental and non-governmental entities regarding the implementation of preventive measures.\(^{320}\) The draft law devotes an entire chapter to the prevention of trafficking in persons enumerating in detail the measures that each implicated governmental structure is to undertake.\(^{321}\) Once this law comes into effect, entities such as the Ministry of Internal Affairs,
Ministry of External Affairs, Information and Security Service, State Prosecutor’s Office, Department of Migration, Department of Information Technologies, Department of Border Guards, Ministry of Labor and Social Protection, Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Education, and Ministry of Health will be legally responsible for implementing the detailed preventive measures alongside domestic NGOs and international organizations present in Moldova.\textsuperscript{322} It should be noted that the current National Anti-Trafficking Committee is recognized as the body that is to primordially coordinate and monitor the implementation of preventive measures, together with other efforts.\textsuperscript{323} Furthermore, the draft law creates territorial commissions for combating trafficking that are to complement the National Committee.\textsuperscript{324}

While the preventive measures delineated in the national plan of action and the draft anti-trafficking law, will be discussed in greater detail below, these domestic de jure efforts aid Moldova in better complying with Article 2(a) of the Trafficking Protocol that imposes a general requirement on States Parties to develop and implement means to prevent trafficking.\textsuperscript{325}

In addition, Moldovan officials are equipped with the basics for prosecuting suspected traffickers and, from a de jure perspective, Moldova complies with the general requirement of Article 2(a) of the Trafficking Protocol to “combat” trafficking in persons.\textsuperscript{326} The Criminal Code enables authorities to exercise territorial and extraterritorial jurisdiction\textsuperscript{327} as well as initiate and respond to extradition requests\textsuperscript{328} in order to prosecute individuals for the offense of trafficking in human beings defined in Article 165\textsuperscript{329} and the offense of trafficking in children defined in Article 206.\textsuperscript{330} A more in-depth discussion regarding the intricacies of these definitions, the criminalization of all activities related to these offenses, and the sanctions imposed is presented below. In addition to trafficking of adults or children, Moldovan prosecutors can bring charges against individuals for other crimes, such as forcing a person in the drawing of organs or tissues for transplant,\textsuperscript{331} illegal imprisonment,\textsuperscript{332} slavery and conditions similar to slavery,\textsuperscript{333} forced labor,\textsuperscript{334} the illegal removal of children from Moldova,\textsuperscript{335} etc. For a complete list of additional charges the reader should refer to the discussion below under Article 5 of the Protocol.

The draft anti-trafficking law delineates the liability of legal entities when a trafficking act has been committed.\textsuperscript{336} While this legislative development will be discussed in greater detail in the
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analysis of Article 5 of the Protocol below, it is worthy to highlight it here because existing Moldovan laws do not hold legal entities responsible for being involved in the illicit activities of traffickers.337 Once the draft law is adopted and this responsibility is clearly established in legislation, Moldova will be able to better comply with Article 2(a) as well as with other provisions of the Trafficking Protocol.338

Protection

Measures for protecting and assisting victims of trafficking are outlined in the Criminal Code339 and in the Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action that is currently in effect.340 In addition, the draft anti-trafficking law devotes an entire chapter to the protection and assistance of trafficked victims.341

Articles 165(4) and 206(4) of the Moldovan Criminal Code absolve adult and minor victims of any criminal liability connected to the fact that they were trafficked if they agree to cooperate with law enforcement officials.342 The draft anti-trafficking law eliminates the requirement that victims have to cooperate in investigations or agree to testify in order for them to receive protection and assistance.343 Thus, when the draft law is adopted, victims will no longer have to cooperate and they will automatically be entitled to receive the proper housing, medical care etc. However, until then, the requirement still stands in order for a trafficked individual to be identified and defined as a victim and not criminalized (procedures that are available in Moldovan law).344

The current Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action enumerates the following measures for protecting and assisting victims of trafficking:

- establishing specialized reception centers within Moldova’s welfare system which would help reintegrate victims into society
- developing means for meeting victims, giving them shelter, accompanying them to their places of residence, counseling them, monitoring cases (i.e. follow-up) etc.
- creating a procedure, on the basis of bilateral agreements with other states, for covering the cost of victims’ repatriation and integration
- issuing travel and identification documents free of charge such that victims can return home
- providing social support services upon the return of victims (i.e. access to counseling, welfare, and health care)
- training government officials who have initial contact with trafficked victims (i.e. police officers, migration authorities, border guards, welfare authorities etc.)

338 See Trafficking Protocol, supra note 10, art. 2(a).
339 See CRIMINAL CODE [CRIM. C.] arts. 165(4), 206(4) (Mold.).
340 See generally Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action, supra note 8.
341 See generally Draft Anti-Trafficking Law, supra note 21.
342 See CRIMINAL CODE [CRIM. C.] arts. 165(4), 206(4) (Mold.).
343 See Draft Anti-Trafficking Law, supra note 21, art. 20(4).
• establishing an emergency hot-line for victims
• providing job support and professional training for victims, as well as financial support for victims who start their own businesses.\textsuperscript{345}

As discussed below, some of these measures are vaguely written. The draft anti-trafficking law improves and adds to the above measures and clearly designates responsibility to various governmental entities such that victims can truly be protected and assisted when they return to Moldova.\textsuperscript{346} Despite the flaws of the existing protective measures, they comply, from a de jure perspective, with Article 2(a) of the Trafficking Protocol that solely requires States Parties to protect and assist trafficked victims while respecting their human rights (i.e. general requirement).\textsuperscript{347}

\textit{International Cooperation}

The current Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action calls for cooperation in order to accomplish various goals. The plan calls for:

• training programs for welfare agents, labor services, healthcare providers, and teachers such that they can learn how to cooperate with the justice system in combating trafficking
• training programs aimed at improving cooperation between government entities and NGOs in the fight against trafficking
• cooperation with other states in order to receive expert assistance for drafting and enforcing anti-trafficking legislation, and financial assistance for implementing anti-trafficking programs
• bi-lateral and multi-lateral agreements with countries of destination for trafficked victims in order to prevent trafficking and to ensure the return of victims to Moldova.\textsuperscript{348}

Moldova has concluded several bi-lateral agreements with countries such as Italy, Portugal, and Israel in order to legalize the status of Moldovan citizens working illegally in those countries.\textsuperscript{349} Furthermore, Moldova is a party to the 1959 European Convention on Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters\textsuperscript{350} and the NIS Mutual Legal Assistance Convention,\textsuperscript{351} and has concluded bi-lateral agreements on mutual legal assistance with countries such as Romania, Latvia, Lithuania, Russia, Ukraine, and Turkey.\textsuperscript{352}

The draft anti-trafficking law seeks to fortify Moldova’s international cooperation efforts by:

• reconfirming that cooperation to prevent and combat trafficking in persons is to be done on the basis of international treaties to which Moldova is a State Party\textsuperscript{353}
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• establishing liaison officers in the Ministry of Internal Affairs and in the State Prosecutor’s Office who are to coordinate efforts with other countries when investigating and prosecuting trafficking cases (i.e. evidence sharing, extradition etc.).

Once the draft law is adopted, Moldova’s efforts to cooperate on an international scale should increase.

Thus far, though, the international cooperation efforts delineated in the Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action and the few existing treaties satisfy, on paper, the general requirement of Article 2(c) of the Trafficking Protocol to simply cooperate with other states in order to prevent and combat trafficking and to protect trafficked victims.

De Facto Compliance:

Prevention, Prosecution, Protection, and International Cooperation

The National Anti-Trafficking Committee was established in November 2001 as a central body to coordinate Moldova’s efforts to combat trafficking in persons. In accordance with the Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action, various state authorities were designated to address the issues of prevention, prosecution, protection, and international cooperation under the supervision of the national committee. Representatives from international organizations in Moldova and local NGOs participate in the committee’s meetings, working groups, and overall activities.

Presently, the state authorities who are in charge of implementing measures to prevent the phenomenon of trafficking in persons are the:

• Ministry of Education
• Ministry of Labor and Social Protection
• Ministry of Internal Affairs
• Ministry of Justice
• Ministry of Health
• Ministry of the Economy
• State Prosecutor’s Office
• Department of Migration
• Department of Border Guards
• Customs Department
• Department of Information Technologies
• Information and Security Service.

As one interviewee pointed out, though, while law enforcement officials are to engage in preventive measures, in addition to conducting criminal investigations, there are no such capabilities in the field (i.e. in regions outside of Chisinau). Furthermore, there is no separate
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government budget for measures to prevent trafficking in persons. Technically, the funding is derived from the various budgets of the above government branches. However, interviewees noted that most (if not all) of the funding for prevention comes from international organizations such as the OSCE, IOM, and La Strada. International organizations and local NGOs have taken the lead on information and public awareness campaigns and the distribution of materials on trafficking. The measures undertaken and their impact on various target groups (i.e. women and children mostly) will be discussed in further detail below. It should be noted that government representatives participated in some of the preventive efforts put forth by the international community and domestic NGOs (i.e. with speeches, general support etc.). Some interviewees rated preventive measures in Moldova to be efficient but only because of international involvement. Others called for more preventive measures given the large number of individuals who are susceptible to trafficking and the existing social and economic problems in Moldova.358

The MoI Anti-Trafficking Division is a specialized unit within the Ministry of Internal Affairs, which is tasked with investigating trafficking offenses.359 The MoI Anti-Trafficking Division in Chisinau is made up of 5 or 6 officers and there are a few officers in other regions of Moldova who specialize in trafficking issues. Interpol is involved when trans-border operations are conducted. There are prosecutors in the State Prosecutor’s Office in Chisinau who specialize in trafficking cases, but there are not that many specialized prosecutors in other regions of Moldova, especially in those regions vulnerable to trafficking like Gagauzia. As previously mentioned, the MoI Anti-Trafficking Division registered a total of 244 trafficking cases per se and trafficking-related cases in the first semester of 2004. The trafficking unit within the State Prosecutor’s Office undertook a total of 115 cases during the first semester of 2004. There were a total of 32 convictions for trafficking in persons and pimping during the first semester of 2004. A detailed breakdown of these figures is included in the discussion of Article 5 of the Trafficking Protocol below.360

Protective measures are implemented by various bodies depending on the situation of the trafficked victim. If the victim agrees to cooperate with law enforcement officials and/or testifies against his/her trafficker, the Witness Protection Section within the Ministry of Internal Affairs is assigned to protect him/her (as previously discussed in detail). This section, however, has limited funds and the Center for the Prevention of Trafficking in Women (“CPTW”), a domestic NGO, rents apartments for witnesses, buys food and clothes for them, etc. Other trafficked victims, even those who do not agree to cooperate or testify, receive assistance primordially from IOM, La Strada, and CPTW (not the Moldovan government). While some victims can be found in various government-run or private shelters for orphans or homeless persons in Chisinau, IOM has established the only shelter in Moldova specifically meant to temporarily house returning adult and minor victims of trafficking. Victims receive the requisite medical care and assistance at this shelter. La Strada, among its other roles, repatriates victims of trafficking and refers them to the IOM shelter. CPTW offers legal counseling to returning victims in connection with specific trafficking cases and otherwise (i.e. their rights in general etc.). On the government side, the Ministry of Labor and Social

---
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Protection is tasked with the social and professional reintegration of victims in society; responsibility which the Ministry integrates in an overall strategy for social assistance and job development in Moldova. La Strada conducts trainings together with the Ministry Labor in this regard. It should be noted that there is no separate state budget specifically dedicated to the protection, rehabilitation, and assistance of victims of trafficking. Details regarding all of the enumerated protective measures are discussed below when analyzing Moldova’s compliance with Article 6 of the Trafficking Protocol.361

As far as international cooperation to combat trafficking is concerned, there are some efforts on the part of the Moldovan Ministries of Internal Affairs and External Affairs. There are exchanges of information with other countries such as Albania, Kosovo, Romania, and Ukraine. There was an attempt to conclude an agreement with Macedonia but it failed. There are cooperative programs to combat organized crime within the NIS that include provisions on trafficking of adults and children. There is joint training of law enforcement authorities on trafficking specifically, however, only within the framework of European organizations (not among NIS countries). The OSCE and Council of Europe organized seminars, which were attended by police officers and prosecutors from Albania, Kosovo, Macedonia, Moldova, Romania, and Ukraine. Moldovan law enforcement officials pursue investigations with their counter-parts from other countries through rogatory commissions but very rarely. Police officers also participate in regional efforts to combat trafficking such as the Southeast European Cooperative Initiative (“SECI”) and, specifically, in operation “Miraj.” Lastly, individuals suspected of trafficking have been extradited to and from Moldova. These cooperative efforts will be discussed in greater detail below.362
Article 3: Use of Terms

For the purposes of this Protocol:
(a) “Trafficking in persons” shall mean the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs;
(b) The consent of a victim of trafficking in persons to the intended exploitation set forth in subparagraph (a) of this article shall be irrelevant where any of the means set forth in subparagraph (a) have been used;
(c) The recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of a child for the purpose of exploitation shall be considered “trafficking in persons” even if this does not involve any of the means set forth in subparagraph (a) of this article;
(d) “Child” shall mean any person under eighteen years of age.

Recommendations:

- Amend provisions of the Moldovan Criminal Code criminalizing trafficking in human beings (Article 165) and trafficking in children (Article 206) such that they correspond with the comprehensive definition of trafficking included in the draft anti-trafficking law and better comply with the Trafficking Protocol.

De Jure Compliance:

Trafficking Definition

The Criminal Code of Moldova defines the offense of “trafficking in persons” (or trafficking in human beings) in Article 165. This article imposes liability solely for the act of trafficking adults. “Trafficking in children” is defined in a separate article as noted below.

The trafficking definition in Article 165 includes the same suspect activities as those that are delineated in Article 3(a) of the Trafficking Protocol: the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring, or receipt of a person.

Article 165 mirrors most of the illicit means used to traffic individuals as enumerated in Article 3(a) of the Protocol:
- physical or psychological threats (not directly affecting the life and health of a person)
- use of force
- use of psychological violence
- abduction

---
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• confiscation of documents in exchange for settling a debt of unreasonable size
• servitude in exchange for settling a debt of unreasonable size
• deception
• abuse of a position of vulnerability
• abuse of a position of power
• giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person who has control over another person.365

The above list does not include “fraud” as a possible illicit means, separate from “deception,” as required, at a minimum, by Article 3(a) of the Protocol.366 One expert noted further that when listing the illicit means used to commit trafficking, Article 165 does not contain an all-inclusive category of “other forms of coercion” as the Protocol requires at a minimum.367 While the drafters of Article 165 made a good-faith effort to list and explain the different means of coercion, which they envisioned would be used when trafficking a person, they did not leave room for extending the list.368 In other words, the list of illicit means in Article 165 is finite while the list of illicit means in Article 3(a) of the Protocol is not finite.369 These limitations in the current Moldovan definition of trafficking in persons cause it not to comply with the minimum requirements of Article 3(a) of the Trafficking Protocol.

It should be noted that the draft anti-trafficking law, which has not yet come into force, defines “trafficking in persons” differently from Article 165 of the Criminal Code. The draft law includes in its definition “fraud” and “other coercive means” as possible illicit methods that traffickers can utilize.370 However, as some experts indicated, the draft law does not have a punitive effect and will not automatically amend or modify Article 165 of the Criminal Code when it comes into force. Its definition cannot be used in place of the definition in Article 165 when prosecuting cases. Article 165 will have to be amended separately in order to include elements such as “fraud” and “other coercive means” in order to fully comply with the Protocol.371

Article 165 presently incorporates all of the types of exploitation that are included in the Protocol’s definition of trafficking and even adds to the list:
• sexual exploitation (both commercial and non-commercial)
• forced labor or services
• slavery
• slave-like practices
• using a person in armed conflicts
• using a person in criminal activities
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The above enumeration of exploitative purposes to which a trafficker can subject his/her victims seems to fully comply, and even go beyond, the requirements of Article 3(a) of the Protocol. Article 3(a) of the Protocol mentions the types of exploitation at a minimum, thus, expecting that a state will go beyond the list. From this standpoint, Article 165 of the Moldovan Criminal Code complies with Article 3(a) of the Trafficking Protocol.

However, one expert pointed out that while Article 165 presents a comprehensive compilation of exploitative purposes, this is a finite list. He suggested that Moldovan legislators should have added an all-inclusive category of “other types of exploitation that violate the rights of citizens as protected by the state” such that prosecutors could prove that an individual was trafficked even if s/he was subjected to exploitation other than what is currently listed. For example, if a person was trafficked for the purpose of removing his/her organs or tissues and such organs or tissues are not used for transplant, as mentioned in Article 165, but for other new scientific objectives, then a prosecutor cannot prove his/her case. As science evolves, Article 165 of the Moldovan Criminal Code will not be flexible enough to adapt to new forms of exploitation. The expert mentioned other possible exploitative purposes that will not be covered if Article 165 is not amended to include an “other” category. Such “other” types of exploitation could include:

- forcing women to be surrogate mothers
- removing substances other than organs and tissues from human beings
- using human beings for the purposes of medical experiments
- involving persons in activities that are not considered criminal according to Moldovan law but are criminal according to the laws of other states.

The draft anti-trafficking law expands its definition of trafficking to include the above-suggested exploitative purposes, and a general, all encompassing “other” category of “forcing individuals to partake in other activities that violate the fundamental rights and freedoms of human beings.” However, as explained above, even when the draft anti-trafficking law will come into force, its expanded definition of trafficking in persons will not automatically replace or modify the current definition in Article 165 of the Criminal Code. Judges and prosecutors will have to abide by the current definition of trafficking until Article 165 is separately amended.

Consent

The current Moldovan definition of the trafficking offense or any other pertinent provisions do not explicitly indicate that the victim’s consent to the various types of exploitation mentioned in
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Article 165 is irrelevant when a trafficker has used the illicit means also delineated therein.\textsuperscript{380} In other words, the law does not clearly state that the accused cannot raise the defense of consent when indicted on trafficking charges. From this perspective, Article 165 and other pertinent laws do not comply with Article 3(b) of the Trafficking Protocol.\textsuperscript{381} Given the lack of explanation regarding the consent of victims in Moldovan law, judges and prosecutors have had some difficulty in interpreting and applying the provisions of Article 165 (see de facto section below).

The draft anti-trafficking law clearly mentions that the consent of the victim to being exploited for various purposes is irrelevant when a trafficker uses any of the identified illicit means.\textsuperscript{382} Once the draft law is adopted, practitioners will be able to use this particular provision as guidance when interpreting existing Criminal Code articles on trafficking. However, the Criminal Code provisions should be amended as well in order to clearly address the issue of consent.

\textbf{Children}

“Trafficking in children” is criminalized in Article 206 of the Moldovan Criminal Code.\textsuperscript{383} Article 206 delineates almost all of the same suspect activities as Article 165 of the Criminal Code: the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring, or receipt of a child.\textsuperscript{384} Article 206 adds a suspect activity: the “giving or receiving of payments or benefits in order to obtain the consent of a person who has control over a child.”\textsuperscript{385} According to Article 3(a) of the Trafficking Protocol, this is not a suspect activity but, rather, an illicit means that a trafficker uses to coerce his/her victims.\textsuperscript{386} In cases where children have been trafficked, such illicit means do not need to be proven. Article 3(c) of the Trafficking Protocol indicates that “[t]he recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of a child for the purpose of exploitation shall be considered ‘trafficking in persons’ even if this does not involve any of the means” associated with trafficking of adults.\textsuperscript{387} By requiring prosecutors to prove the element of “giving or receiving of payments or benefits in order to obtain the consent of a person who has control over a child” as a suspect activity,\textsuperscript{388} Article 206 of the Moldovan Criminal Code does not comply with Article 3(c) of the Trafficking Protocol.

In contrast, Moldova’s draft anti-trafficking law clearly states that the illicit means used by traffickers, including the “giving or receiving of payments or benefits in order to obtain the consent of a person who has control over another person,” do not need to be proven in a case of child trafficking.\textsuperscript{389} It should be stressed that the draft law identifies the “giving or receiving of payments or benefits in order to obtain the consent of a person who has control over another

\textsuperscript{380} See CRIMINAL CODE [CRIM. C.] art. 165 (Mold.).
\textsuperscript{381} See Trafficking Protocol, supra note 10, art. 3(b).
\textsuperscript{382} See Draft Anti-Trafficking Law, supra note 21, arts. 2(4), 30(3).
\textsuperscript{383} See CRIMINAL CODE [CRIM. C.] art. 206 (Mold.).
\textsuperscript{384} See id. art. 206(1); see id. art. 165(1); see also Trafficking Protocol, supra note 10, art. 3(a).
\textsuperscript{385} See CRIMINAL CODE [CRIM. C.] art. 206(1) (Mold.).
\textsuperscript{386} See Trafficking Protocol, supra note 10, art. 3(a).
\textsuperscript{387} See id. art. 3(c).
\textsuperscript{388} See CRIMINAL CODE [CRIM. C.] art. 206(1) (Mold.).
\textsuperscript{389} See Draft Anti-Trafficking Law, supra note 21, art. 2(2).
person,” as an illicit means and not as a suspect activity like Article 206 of the Moldovan Criminal Code. However, these changes in the draft law will not automatically replace or modify the current definition of trafficking in children in Article 206. Article 206 will have to be amended separately and until, then, practitioners must apply it “as is.”

Article 206 of the Criminal Code lists the following types of exploiting children:

- sexual exploitation (commercial and non-commercial)
- forcing into prostitution
- forcing into the pornography industry
- forced labor or services
- slavery
- slave-like practices
- illegal adoption
- using a child in armed conflicts
- using a child in criminal activities
- removal of organs and tissues for transplant
- abandonment overseas.

While this list of exploitative purposes meets and even exceeds the minimum requirements of the trafficking definition in Article 3(a) of the Trafficking Protocol, it is a finite list. Once again, it can be argued that this list does not leave room for other types of exploitation, thus limiting practitioners. A child can be exploited in ways other than the ones enumerated above, and a prosecutor would not be able to prove that she was trafficked because the particular scenario does not exactly fit a type of exploitation delineated in Article 206. Article 206 should be amended to include a category of “other types of exploitation” as suggested by one expert. The draft anti-trafficking law adds a general, all encompassing category of exploitation defined as “forcing individuals to partake in other activities that violate the fundamental rights and freedoms of human beings.” However, even when the draft law is adopted, this provision will not automatically modify the current definition in Article 206.

Article 206 of the Criminal Code does not explicitly indicate who is a “child” (i.e. what is the age of majority). In contrast, the draft anti-trafficking law defines a “child” as “a person who has not reached the age of eighteen.” Once the draft law is adopted, practitioners will be able to use this particular provision as guidance, together with existing criminal code provisions within the trafficking context.

390 See id. arts. 2(1)-(2); see CRIMINAL CODE [CRIM. C.] art. 206(1) (Mold.).
391 See CRIMINAL CODE [CRIM. C.] art. 206(1) (Mold.).
392 See Trafficking Protocol, supra note 10, art. 3(a).
393 See Interview with Ion Vizdoaga, Director, Center for the Prevention of Trafficking in Women (Sept. 30, 2004).
394 See Draft Anti-Trafficking Law, supra note 21, art. 2(3)(k).
395 See Interview with Ion Vizdoaga, Director, Center for the Prevention of Trafficking in Women (Sept. 30, 2004).
396 See CRIMINAL CODE [CRIM. C.] art. 206 (Mold.).
397 See Draft Anti-Trafficking Law, supra note 21, art. 2(5).
De Facto Compliance:

Trafficking Definition

When asked whether the efforts of prevention, prosecution, and victim protection currently undertaken in Moldova to combat trafficking are consistent with the trafficking definitions in Article 165 and 206, most interviewees indicated that they are indeed compliant with national law for the most part.398

One interviewee listed several inadequacies in Moldova’s current anti-trafficking provisions and, in particular, in the trafficking definition (see detailed comments in the de jure section above). He makes the general point that, given these legislative discrepancies, practitioners are often limited in what they can prove in trafficking cases and, thus, trafficking charges are dropped and replaced with pimping charges. The sanctions for pimping are lower than for trafficking in persons, thus, suspected traffickers serve less time in jail or even avoid imprisonment altogether and simply pay a fine, depending on the case.399

Consent

As mentioned above, the current Moldovan definition of the trafficking offense or other pertinent provisions do not explicitly indicate that the victim’s consent to the various types of exploitation mentioned in Article 165 is irrelevant when a trafficker has used the illicit means also delineated therein.400 This has caused confusion among practitioners. One expert stated that attorneys representing the accused in trafficking cases raise the defense of consent, and, while not treating it as a defense per se, judges still take into consideration the fact that the victim consented to prostitution, lowering the charges from trafficking to pimping. Other times, judges take the more correct approach by acknowledging that the victim consented but maintaining the trafficking charges because they deem that there is sufficient evidence showing that the victim was forced into prostitution and, thus, exploited. Two interviewees pointed out that it is difficult to prove that a victim was exploited, because, for the most part, this exploitation occurred overseas and Moldovan officials do not have the means to quickly and frequently gather evidence from other states.401 Separately, one expert indicated that prosecutors also take into consideration the victim’s consent when deciding what charges to bring (trafficking vs. pimping).402 It is hoped that this practice will cease, when the draft anti-trafficking law is adopted and its’ indication that the victim’s consent is irrelevant, when the trafficker uses illicit means in order to exploit him/her, becomes more clear.403

399 See Interview with Ion Vizdoaga, Director, Center for the Prevention of Trafficking in Women (Sept. 30, 2004).
400 See CRIMINAL CODE [CRIM. C.] art. 165 (Mold.).
401 See Interview with Ion Vizdoaga, Director, Center for the Prevention of Trafficking in Women (Sept. 30, 2004); see also Interview with Eugen Rusu, Head of the Division on Ecology and Juveniles, State Prosecutor’s Office (Oct. 06, 2004).
402 See Interview with Ion Vizdoaga, Director, Center for the Prevention of Trafficking in Women (Sept. 30, 2004).
403 See Draft Anti-Trafficking Law, supra note 21, art. 2(4).
In general, interviewees indicated that judges, prosecutors, and defense attorneys do not have a great deal of experience with trials involving minors (whether they are victims or perpetrators). However, most interviewees explained that, currently, prosecutors are not obligated to and do not bring forth evidence to prove the illicit means used in cases where individuals trafficked children. 404

As a side note, one interviewee suggested that trafficking cases involving minor victims are somewhat easier to prove because the perpetrator must have known the victim’s age from the start. That is, in certain cases, in order to traffic a minor, the perpetrator falsifies his/her passport. When falsifying the passport, the trafficker inevitably becomes acquainted with the victim’s age and knows that s/he is a minor. Thus, a prosecutor can easily argue that the perpetrator formed the intent to traffic a minor, not an adult, from the very beginning.405

405 See Interview with Eugen Rusu, Head of the Division on Ecology and Juveniles, State Prosecutor’s Office (Oct. 06, 2004).
Article 4: Scope of Application

This Protocol shall apply, except as otherwise stated herein, to the prevention, investigation and prosecution of the offences established in accordance with article 5 of this Protocol, where those offences are transnational in nature and involve an organized criminal group, as well as to the protection of victims of such offences.

Recommendations:

- Study the issue of internal trafficking further. Programs need to be established in order to address the trafficking of persons within Moldova’s borders.

De Jure Compliance:

Transnational Trafficking/Internal Trafficking

None of the provisions in the Moldovan Criminal Code delineating trafficking offenses indicate whether such criminal activity is transnational or internal in nature. That is, neither Article 165, criminalizing trafficking of adults, nor Article 206, criminalizing child trafficking, require that the perpetrators conduct their activities across the borders of Moldova and/or strictly within the borders of Moldova. Thus, experts indicate that it is generally understood that existing law covers both types of trafficking, transnational and internal. The draft anti-trafficking law reaffirms this fact by stating that trafficking offenses can be national and transnational in character. Once the draft law comes into force, this provision can aid practitioners to better identify various trafficking patterns. This interpretation of trafficking offenses is consistent with Article 4 of the Trafficking Protocol, which, despite explicitly incorporating the notion that trafficking in persons is transnational in nature, it does not limit its States Parties from developing legislation that covers internal trafficking as well.

Involvement of an Organized Criminal Group

The involvement of an organized criminal group or a criminal organization is an aggravating circumstance for the offense of trafficking in human beings as delineated in Article 165 and the offense of trafficking in children as delineated in Article 206 of the Moldovan Criminal Code. Experts indicate that by including this element as an aggravating circumstance for both crimes, the Code does not exclude the possibility of other persons committing trafficking

406 See CRIMINAL CODE [CRIM. C.] art. 165 (Mold.).
407 See id. art. 206.
409 See Draft Anti-Trafficking Law, supra note 21, art. 30(2).
410 See Trafficking Protocol, supra note 10, art. 4.
411 See CRIMINAL CODE [CRIM. C.] art. 165(3)(a) (Mold.).
412 See id. art. 206(3)(c).
In fact, Article 21 of the Criminal Code states that any individual over the age of 14 can be prosecuted for committing various serious crimes, exceptionally serious crimes, or heinous crimes. This is in compliance with Article 4 of the Trafficking Protocol, which, despite explicitly mentioning the involvement of an organized group, does not limit its States Parties from prosecuting other persons for committing trafficking offenses.

De Facto Compliance:

Transnational Trafficking/Internal Trafficking

The interviewees explained that trafficking activities in Moldova are mostly transnational in nature. While internal trafficking exists, such activities occur on a smaller scale. There have been some instances where victims are either trafficked from Moldova’s rural areas to Chisinau or, in some cases, within their own villages. For the most part, persons are trafficked from Moldova to other countries due to existing economic problems and the lack of employment opportunities coupled with the increasing demand for victims overseas.

Two of the interviewees noted, though, that the problem of internal trafficking needs to be studied further. Programs need to be established in order to specifically address the issue of internal trafficking in Moldova.

Involvement of an Organized Criminal Group

Interviewees indicated that members of organized criminal groups and criminal organizations usually partake in trafficking activities transferring victims from Moldova. Each member of the trafficking ring has a designated role such as recruitment of victims, gathering the victims in one place, or transporting them overseas. There are also cases where relatives, friends, and former victims traffic individuals. IOM’s statistics, based on interviews with 1140 trafficked victims that were returned to Moldova between 2001 and 2003, indicate that:

- 54% of victims were trafficked by strangers
- 20% of victims were trafficked by friends
- 2% of victims were trafficked by their partners
- 2% of victims were trafficked by their relatives.

As a side note, one interviewee indicated that, in general, 20% of criminals in Moldova are women and 80% are men. However, in the case of trafficking, over 50% of the perpetrators are

---
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women who, for the most part, were trafficked themselves. This fact is confirmed by IOM’s 2001-2003 statistics that show women to make up 51% of traffickers. IOM qualifies these statistics with the following statement:

Women make up the majority of recruiters, reflecting a consistent trend over the last three years [i.e. 2001-2003]. Many of these are women who have been trafficked and are now working for the boss for good money or because they or their loved ones are threatened with violence if they don’t cooperate. The women recruit[ers] are more trusted by the young, female target group.

---

420 See Interview with Ion Vizdoaga, Director, Center for the Prevention of Trafficking in Women (Sept. 30, 2004).
421 See IOM Statistics, supra note 2.
422 See id.
Article 5: Criminalization

1. Each State Party shall adopt such legislative and other measures as may be necessary to establish as criminal offences the conduct set forth in article 3 of this Protocol, when committed intentionally.
2. Each State Party shall also adopt such legislative and other measures as may be necessary to establish as criminal offences:
   (a) Subject to the basic concepts of its legal system, attempting to commit an offence established in accordance with paragraph 1 of this article;
   (b) Participating as an accomplice in an offence established in accordance with paragraph 1 of this article; and
   (c) Organizing or directing other persons to commit an offence established in accordance with paragraph 1 of this article.

Recommendations:

- Amend the provisions of the Moldovan Criminal Code and Criminal Procedure Code such that assets, which are seized from traffickers and are not primarily used to compensate victims, can be collected in a fund created to support intergovernmental bodies in their efforts to combat trafficking in persons. Create and maintain such a fund.

- Amend the Moldovan Criminal Code to include a provision delineating the criminal responsibility of legal persons. The draft anti-trafficking law solely imposes administrative and civil responsibility upon such entities.

- Establish procedures specifically designed to enable authorities to seize the assets of businesses that act as fronts for trafficking activities.

De Jure Compliance:

States Parties’ Obligations

Article 5(1) of the Trafficking Protocol outlines the obligation to define trafficking as a separate offense in domestic legislation. As discussed above, Moldova criminalizes the intentional act of trafficking in human beings in Article 165 and the intentional act of trafficking in children in Article 206 of the Criminal Code. Despite some of the issues with the definitions of each offense, the fact that they exist separately in Moldova’s legislation, complies with the general requirements of Article 5(1) of the Trafficking Protocol.

On a separate note, Moldovan law does not outline procedures for specifically identifying trafficked victims and their traffickers. There are general provisions in the Criminal Procedure

---
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Code that define a “victim of a crime” as well as an “injured party.” The draft anti-trafficking law indicates who is a “victim” and briefly outlines the process for identifying trafficked victims. Once the draft law will come into effect, practitioners will be able to use these provisions as guidance. However in order to properly identify individuals who have been trafficked and assist them, more detailed provisions are necessary. This will be discussed in greater detail below in the analysis of Article 6 of the Trafficking Protocol.

**Criminalization of Lesser Included Offenses and Other Activities Related to Trafficking**

The Moldovan Criminal Code defines the lesser-included offense of “attempt” in two general provisions that apply to all of the crimes in the Code including trafficking. Article 26 defines “attempt” as acts in preparation of a criminal offense such as:

- previously agreeing to commit a crime
- purchasing, producing, or adapting devices or instruments to commit a crime
- intentionally creating other conditions for the commission of the crime if the crime, due to causes independent of the perpetrator’s will, cannot be accomplished.

Article 27 of the Criminal Code defines “attempt” as intentionally acting or omitting to act towards the commission of a crime, and the crime, due to causes independent of the perpetrator’s will, could not be accomplished. These various definitions of attempt are in compliance with Article 5(2)(a) of the Trafficking Protocol, which requires States Parties to criminalize the act of attempt in connection with trafficking offenses.

The Moldovan Criminal Code also defines “accomplice liability” for all crimes including trafficking. Article 42(5) indicates that a person is considered to be an “accomplice” if s/he contributed to the commission of the crime by:

- giving advice
- giving instructions
- providing information
- providing means or instruments, or
- removing obstacles.

An “accomplice” is also a person who:

- promises in advance that s/he will support the main perpetrator of a crime
- hides the means and instruments used to commit a crime, the traces of a crime, or goods obtained as a result of a crime
- promises, sufficiently in advance, to procure and sell the goods obtained as a result of a crime.

---
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These various definitions of accomplice liability are in compliance with Article 5(2)(b) of the Trafficking Protocol, which requires States Parties to criminalize the participation of individuals as accomplices in the commission of trafficking offenses.\(^\text{436}\)

The Moldovan Criminal Code holds accountable persons who have either organized or directed persons to commit a crime, or instigated persons to commit a crime. Article 42(3) indicates that an “organizer” is a person who organizes the commission of a crime, directs persons in the commission of a crime, or organizes or directs the activities of a criminal organization.\(^\text{437}\) A person is defined as an “instigator” when s/he convinces another person, through any means, to commit a crime.\(^\text{438}\) These are general provisions that apply to all offenses in the Criminal Code including trafficking offenses. These provisions are in compliance with Article 5(2)(c) of the Trafficking Protocol, which requires States Parties to criminalize the act of organizing or directing other persons to commit trafficking offenses.\(^\text{439}\)

While the act of omitting or failing to prevent a crime such as trafficking in persons from occurring is not specifically delineated in the Trafficking Protocol, Moldova has applicable provisions in this regard. Article 331 of the Criminal Code, in particular, criminalizes the refusal of public officials to enforce the law, which, in turn, causes damage, on a large scale, to the public interest as well as to the rights and interests of persons and legal entities.\(^\text{440}\) Thus, in cases where a police officer does not arrest a suspected trafficker or does not investigate trafficking activities, and this largely impedes upon the rights of the individuals who were trafficked, s/he can be held criminally liable under Article 331.

Establishment of Additional Crimes Within the Trafficking Context

Both Article 165, trafficking in human beings, and Article 206, trafficking in children, of the Moldovan Criminal Code include aggravating circumstances that increase the penalties for each of the offenses. The punishment for Article 165 trafficking offenses increases when they are committed:

- repeatedly
- against 2 or more persons
- against a pregnant woman
- by 2 or more persons
- while endangering the life or physical or mental health of a person
- through the use of torture, inhumane, or degrading treatment
- involving rape
- involving the physical dependence of the victim
- by an armed perpetrator
- by threatening to divulge confidential information regarding the family of the victim or other persons.\(^\text{441}\)

\(^{436}\) See Trafficking Protocol, \textit{supra} note 10, art. 5(2)(b).
\(^{437}\) See \textit{Criminal Code} [Crim. C.] art. 42(3) (Mold.).
\(^{438}\) See id. art. 42(4).
\(^{439}\) See Trafficking Protocol, \textit{supra} note 10, art. 5(2)(c).
\(^{440}\) See \textit{Criminal Code} [Crim. C.] art. 331 (Mold.).
\(^{441}\) See id. art. 165(2).
The penalties increase further if Article 165 trafficking offenses:

- are committed by an organized criminal group or a criminal organization
- cause serious bodily harm, physical illness, or death of a person.\(^\text{442}\)

The punishment for trafficking children, as delineated in Article 206 of the Criminal Code, increases when:

- the minor victim was subjected to physical or psychological violence
- the minor victim was sexually abused or exploited for the purposes of commercial and noncommercial sex
- the minor victim was subjected to torture, or inhumane or degrading treatment
- the minor victim was raped
- the perpetrator took advantage of the minor victim’s physical dependence
- the perpetrator was armed
- the perpetrator threatened to divulge confidential information regarding the family of the minor victim or other persons
- the minor victim was exploited for the purposes of slavery or slave-like practices
- the minor victim was forced to participate in armed conflict
- the minor victim was exploited for the purposes of organ and tissue removal for transplant.\(^\text{443}\)

The penalties increase even further when Article 206 offenses are committed:

- repeatedly
- against 2 or more children
- by an organized criminal group or criminal organization
- while causing serious bodily harm, physical illness, or death of a minor victim.\(^\text{444}\)

In addition to bringing Article 165 and Article 206 charges and seeking the increase of criminal penalties based on the existence of the above aggravating circumstances, Moldovan prosecutors can also indict perpetrators with other crimes delineated in the Criminal Code. Offenses that can be tacked on to trafficking offenses are the following:

- rape\(^\text{445}\)
- sexual assault\(^\text{446}\)
- physical assault\(^\text{447}\)
- murder\(^\text{448}\)
- kidnapping\(^\text{449}\)
- extortion\(^\text{450}\)
- racketeering (extortion committed by an organized criminal group or criminal organization)\(^\text{451}\)

\(^{442}\) See id. art. 165(3).
\(^{443}\) See id. art. 206(2).
\(^{444}\) See id. art. 206(3).
\(^{445}\) See id. art. 171.
\(^{446}\) See id. art. 172.
\(^{447}\) See id. art. 151.
\(^{448}\) See id. arts. 145-149.
\(^{449}\) See id. art. 164.
\(^{450}\) See id. art. 190.
• money laundering
• passive corruption
• active corruption
• corruption committed by a person who can exert influence over a public official
• document forgery
• pimping
• drug trafficking
• loan sharking
• slavery
• practices similar to slavery
• forced labor
• torture and inhumane treatment
• forcing a person in the drawing of organs or tissues for transplant
• illegal imprisonment
• illegal removal of children from Moldova
• involving children in criminal or immoral activities
• training children in military exercises.

Sanctions

The base punishment for the crime of trafficking in human beings as delineated in Article 165(1) of the Moldovan Criminal Code is imprisonment for a period of 7 to 15 years. The criminal penalties increase to imprisonment for a period of 10 to 20 years when trafficking offenses are committed:
• repeatedly
• against 2 or more persons
• against a pregnant woman

451 See id. art. 190(3). NOTE: the involvement of an organized criminal group or criminal organization is an aggravating circumstance for the offense of extortion in Moldovan law. See id.
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459 See id. art. 189.
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461 See id.
462 See id. 168.
463 See id. art. 137.
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469 See id. art. 165(1).
• by 2 or more persons
• while endangering the life or physical or mental health of a person
• through the use of torture, or inhumane or degrading treatment
• involving rape
• involving the physical dependence of the victim
• by an armed perpetrator
• by threatening to divulge confidential information regarding the family of the victim or other persons.470

The penalties increase further to imprisonment for a period of 15 to 25 years or life imprisonment if the trafficking offenses in Article 165:
• are committed by an organized criminal group or a criminal organization
• cause serious bodily harm, physical illness, or death of a person.471

The base punishment for trafficking children as outlined in Article 206(1) of the Criminal Code is imprisonment for a period of 10 to 15 years.472 The criminal penalties increase to imprisonment for a period of 15 to 20 years when:
• the minor victim was subjected to physical or psychological violence
• the minor victim was sexually abused or exploited for the purposes of commercial and noncommercial sex
• the minor victim was subjected to torture, or inhumane or degrading treatment
• the minor victim was raped
• the perpetrator took advantage of the minor victim’s physical dependence
• the perpetrator was armed
• the perpetrator threatened to divulge confidential information regarding the family of the minor victim or other persons
• the minor victim was exploited for the purposes of slavery or slave-like practices
• the minor victim was forced to participate in armed conflict
• the minor victim was exploited for the purposes of organ and tissue removal for transplant.473

The penalties increase further to imprisonment for a period of 20 to 25 years or life imprisonment when Article 206 offenses are committed:
• repeatedly
• against 2 or more children
• by an organized criminal group or criminal organization
• while causing serious bodily harm, physical illness, or death of a minor victim.474

Experts argue that the criminal penalties for trafficking adults and children, as delineated in Moldovan law, are sufficiently severe to deter future trafficking activities. Such penalties are also proportionate to the crimes and are similar to penalties available in neighboring states for the same trafficking offenses.475

470 See id. art. 165(2).
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Civil sanctions are also available according to the Moldovan Criminal Procedure Code. Trafficked victims can join as parties in criminal trials against their traffickers and sue for damages.476

It should be noted, that the Moldovan Criminal Procedure Code also allows for plea-bargaining. Article 504(1) outlines the general notion that an individual who has been indicted or convicted can enter into an agreement with the prosecutor whereby s/he recognizes his/her guilt in exchange for a reduced sentence.477

**Confiscation and Seizure of Assets**

Article 106 of the Moldovan Criminal Code allows for special confiscation procedures whereby the state takes title to assets that were used in the commission of a crime or that are proceeds of a crime.478 If such assets no longer exist, the state confiscates other assets of the same value.479 The following are subject to confiscation by the state:

- proceeds of a crime
- assets used or designated for the commission of a crime if they belong to the perpetrator of that crime
- assets given for the commission of a crime or to repay a perpetrator for committing a crime
- assets that were evidently acquired through the commission of a crime if they are not returned to injured parties or used to compensate such injured parties
- assets that are held against legal orders.480

Special confiscation procedures apply to assets that belong to perpetrators of crimes as well as to other persons who accept such assets knowing their connection to the crimes.481 Assets can be confiscated even if the perpetrator is not sentenced to serve a criminal penalty.482 One expert indicated there is an overall presumption that all assets are legitimate. It is the prosecutor’s duty to prove that such assets are proceeds of a crime or that they were used to commit a crime in accordance with Article 106. Only then can the state confiscate the assets, sell them, return the legitimate portions of assets (if any) to the perpetrator or other implicated parties, return the assets to an injured party, or use them to compensate an injured party.483

The Moldovan Criminal Procedure Code outlines general procedures for seizing assets in connection with the commission of a crime. The details of such procedures are outlined in Articles 203 through 210 and they include:

- the type of assets that can be seized484
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• the requisite grounds for seizing assets
• determining the value of seized assets
• executing seizure orders
• storing seized assets
• the right to contest the seizure of assets
• removal of seizure orders.

The above provisions delineating Moldova’s special confiscation procedures and seizure procedures are in compliance with the requirements and most of the recommendations of Article 12 of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention.

Moldova does not have established means of cooperating internationally for the purposes of confiscating assets or returning confiscated assets to other states as required by Article 13 of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention. One expert explained that Moldova requests the return of proceeds of a crime or assets used in the commission of a crime, which are found in another state, on an ad hoc basis. Moldovan officials file rogatory commissions in order to establish that such illicit assets exist in other countries and request the assets on a reciprocal basis.

Disposal of Confiscated Assets

One expert indicated that Moldova has procedures whereby victims of a crime can receive compensation from confiscated assets. As mentioned above, the Moldovan Criminal Procedure Code allows persons to join in criminal proceedings and sue for damages if they have been materially or morally prejudiced as a result of the crime at hand. Any assets that were confiscated from the perpetrator or any other person connected to the crime can cover these damages. The state can also initiate civil proceedings against a criminal defendant and receive damages from confiscated assets (if such assets exist). According to Article 51(2) of the Moldovan Criminal Procedure Code a prosecutor can bring a civil action simultaneously with a criminal action against a perpetrator either in the interest of a victim, who cannot bring forth a civil action himself/herself, or in the interest of the state. Such measures correspond with Article 14(1) of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention requiring States Parties to
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dispose of proceeds of a crime or confiscated property according to their domestic laws and administrative procedures.\textsuperscript{499}

Moldovan officials do not cooperate internationally in order to dispose of confiscated assets. That is, there are no special procedures delineated in Moldovan law that indicate how to respond when other states request confiscated assets in order to compensate victims or return such assets to their rightful owners as required by Article 14(2) of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention.\textsuperscript{500} Furthermore, such assets do not go into a common fund for technical assistance or efforts to combat organized crime as recommended by Article 14(3) of the Convention.\textsuperscript{501}

\textit{Liability of Legal Persons}

The Criminal Code of Moldova establishes the criminal responsibility of physical persons starting at the age of 14 or 16 depending on the type of offense committed.\textsuperscript{502} Physical persons can incur criminal liability for the offenses of trafficking in human beings\textsuperscript{503} as well as trafficking in children.\textsuperscript{504}

The Criminal Code also establishes criminal liability for legal persons if they:

- omit to carry out or wrongfully carry out a legal duty required for certain activities
- engage in an activity that does not correspond with their intended purposes
- cause or threaten to cause injuries of considerable proportions to a person, society, or the state for their own benefit or the same acts are admitted, sanctioned, approved, or used by a body or person in charge of the legal person.\textsuperscript{505}

Legal persons can be held criminally liable for certain offenses that are clearly delineated in the Code but \textit{not} for trafficking offenses.\textsuperscript{506}

The draft anti-trafficking law outlines the administrative and civil liability of legal persons for their involvement in trafficking activities. Article 31(1) of the draft law indicates that if trafficking activities were carried out with the aid of a legal person, the license (authorization to operate) of such a legal person is to be withdrawn.\textsuperscript{507} That is, if the legal person acts as a front in order to cover trafficking activities, its license is revoked. Article 31(2) further indicates that a legal person can be held responsible in civil suits brought by trafficked victims.\textsuperscript{508} Such liability does not affect the criminal liability that physical persons can incur for actually committing
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Thus, when the draft anti-trafficking law is adopted, legal persons will more than likely bear clearly delineated responsibilities that are specifically connected to the trafficking of adults and children.

Establishment of Specialized Units

The 1990 Law of the Republic of Moldova on the Police indicates that the Ministry of Internal Affairs is in charge of certain law enforcement subunits that combat organized crime. The law does not clearly state that units specialized specifically in trafficking cases are included in this category, however, such a unit does exist at the Ministry of Internal Affairs. Likewise, there are a few specialized prosecutors at the State Prosecutor’s Office in Chisinau.

The draft anti-trafficking law affirms the existence of specialized practitioners and further clarifies their duties. Article 11(2) of the draft law forms the legal basis for a specialized unit within the Ministry of Internal Affairs that will contain subdivisions, which, in turn, will conduct investigations, pursue traffickers, cooperate internationally for the purposes of identifying and protecting trafficked victims, analyze data, and gather evidence. In addition, the draft law establishes regional centers to prevent and combat trafficking under the auspices of the central specialized unit at the Ministry of Internal Affairs.

The draft law also creates a subdivision of prosecutors in the State Prosecutor’s Office that will solely focus on trafficking cases. Their duties will include preventing and combating trafficking in accordance to the law, coordinating and leading investigations in matters related to trafficking cases, indicting individuals for trafficking, protecting human rights (including the rights of victims), and adopting any other necessary measures.

De Facto Compliance:

States Parties’ Obligations

When asked whether the state’s efforts to criminalize trafficking in adults and children were adequate to address the overall problem in Moldova, interviewees pointed to the number of cases that are being investigated by the Ministry of Internal Affairs and prosecuted by the State Prosecutor’s Office.

As previously mentioned the current MoI Anti-Trafficking Division registered a total of 244 trafficking cases per se and trafficking-related cases in the first semester of 2004. Of those:
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• 156 cases were based on charges of trafficking in persons
• 62 cases were based on charges of pimping
• 22 cases were based on charges of child trafficking
• 4 cases were based on charges of illegally taking a minor out of the country.

The trafficking unit within the State Prosecutor’s Office undertook a total of 115 cases and, during the first 6 months of 2004, initiated proceedings in court for:
• 24 cases based on charges of trafficking in persons
• 38 cases based on charges of pimping and child trafficking.

Prosecutors lifted the charges in 4 cases. In the first semester of 2004, a total of 32 individuals were convicted for trafficking in persons and pimping. One interviewee pointed out that, thus far, there have not been that many trafficking convictions such that experts can establish a conviction rate and compare it to that of other major crimes. Another interviewee mentioned that while courts have issued convictions against traffickers, approximately 10 or 15 individuals actually served time in jail between 2002 and 2004 because Moldovan legislation provides for conditional sentencing. Others indicated that even if trafficking convictions exist they do not have a deterrent effect on perpetrators because trafficking, in general, is a profitable business and it will not completely cease any time in the near future.

When asked what measures were and are being implemented to ensure that trafficking offenses are investigated and prosecuted in an effective manner, one interviewee pointed out that circa 4 years ago, there were no specialized units for combating trafficking and the conviction rate was very low in Moldova. Today, the situation has improved with an increase in the number of law enforcement personnel that specialize in trafficking, the establishment of separate anti-trafficking units both at the Ministry of Internal Affairs and the State Prosecutor’s Office, and an increase in short-term technical assistance from international organizations and other states.

Other interviewees mentioned that despite these advancements and the fact that the proper legislation has been drafted, there is not sufficient funding to sustain long-term initiatives.

Criminalization of Lesser Included Offenses and Other Activities Related to Trafficking

Although the acts of attempt, organizing, directing, and instigating a crime, omitting to prevent a crime, and accomplice liability are delineated in general provisions of the Moldovan Criminal Code and apply to all offenses including trafficking in persons, persons interviewed for the purposes of this assessment could not point to concrete figures of indictments and convictions based on such acts.

517 See Interview with Lilia Ionita, Director, Order and Justice Division, Legislation Department, Ministry of Justice (Sept. 29, 2004).
520 See Interview with Ghenadie Astrahan, Head of the Operational Unit for the SECI Anti-Trafficking Focal Point in Moldova, Ministry of Internal Affairs (Sept. 23, 2004).
522 See id.
As a side note, one interviewee described a particular problem with the application of attempt provisions in trafficking cases. The expert indicated that, for the most part, prosecutors are not able to prove that an individual attempted to commit the crime of trafficking per se. When a perpetrator is apprehended during the initial stages of his/her illicit conduct (perhaps recruiting a victim) there are no means to prove that s/he intended in that moment to exploit the particular victim at the end of the potential trafficking cycle (i.e. when the victim arrives in the destination country). In fact, at that point, no evidence exists that the victim was exploited because the trafficking cycle was not yet complete. In an attempt scenario, the perpetrator's actions are interrupted and the requisite intent to actually traffic the person might not necessarily be present. Moldovan judges can arrive at a different conclusion— that the perpetrator intended to pimp the victim instead. Thus, they can charge a potential trafficker with attempted pimping.523

Establishment of Additional Crimes Within the Trafficking Context

The persons interviewed for the purposes of this assessment stated that there have been cases where perpetrators were charged with aggravated trafficking as well as with other crimes in addition to trafficking. However, the interviewees could not provide information regarding the exact number of indictments or convictions in such cases.524 The most frequent combination of charges in Moldova is trafficking together with pimping.525

One expert distinguished cases where a victim is trafficked for the purposes of sexual exploitation and s/he is raped as well. In this scenario, the application of charges is slightly different. Prosecutors usually charge the individual who forced the victim into sexual exploitation with trafficking in persons and the client, separately, with rape.526

Sanctions

As mentioned above, in the first semester of 2004, a total of 32 individuals were convicted for trafficking in persons and pimping in Moldova.527 A prosecutor interviewed for the purposes of this assessment indicated that the average prison sentence for trafficking offenses is 10 to 15 years. However, circa 90% of sentences imposed for trafficking offenses resulted in a fine and the suspension of criminal penalties. He estimated that between 2002 and 2004 approximately 10 or 15 traffickers actually served time in jail because Moldovan legislation provides for conditional sentencing.528 When asked whether the imposed sanctions thus far have had a deterrent effect, an interviewee mentioned that recent surveillance shows that traffickers have taken heed and are afraid of being apprehended. However, there is no data or research available on the overall deterrent effect of trafficking sanctions. Given the large profits of

523 See Interview with Ion Vizdoaga, Director, Center for the Prevention of Trafficking in Women (Sept. 30, 2004).
528 See Interview with Eugen Rusu, Head of the Division on Ecology and Juveniles, State Prosecutor’s Office (Oct. 06, 2004).
trafficking activities, interviewees predicted that perpetrators will continue to operate. A police officer estimated that about half of the number of traffickers that served prison sentences and have been released return to their illicit activities.529

**Confiscation and Seizure of Assets**

The state authorities in charge of asset seizure in Moldova are the judges, prosecutors and law enforcement authorities. Judges or prosecutors issue the order to seize and police officers execute the order.530

In practice, the only assets that are seized in connection with trafficking activities are those of the traffickers themselves and the means of transport used to commit the offense. Interviewees pointed out that it is difficult to locate the assets of traffickers because they do not register any of their property or they register it under someone else’s name. Furthermore, Moldovan authorities rarely seize the assets of persons who helped the main perpetrators of a trafficking offense because it is difficult to establish their intent. Interviewees indicated that there is no data available as to how many assets have been seized in connection with trafficking cases, exactly what kind of assets have been seized, and their value.531

As mentioned above, Moldova does not have established means for cooperating internationally for the purposes of confiscating assets or returning confiscated assets to other states.532 Thus no such cooperation takes place on a regular basis.

**Disposal of Confiscated Assets**

One interviewee explained the manner in which Moldovan authorities usually dispose of confiscated assets. The general procedure is as follows:

- police officers seize assets under a judge’s or prosecutor’s order
- the judge formally confiscates the assets
- the assets are added to the state’s budget.

If a victim of a crime, like trafficking in persons, joins criminal proceedings and seeks damages from the perpetrator, whose assets have just been seized, the seized assets are used to cover the victim’s moral and material damages. The interviewee stressed, though, that victims usually receive small sums because there is no overall mechanism for actually recuperating the assets of traffickers and they usually do not register their property.533

As previously mentioned, Moldovan officials do not regularly cooperate with officials in other states in order to dispose of confiscated assets because there are no such special procedures delineated in Moldovan law.534

---
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Liability of Legal Persons

As mentioned in the de jure section above, legal persons can incur criminal liability for certain crimes but not for trafficking in human beings and children.535 While the draft anti-trafficking law establishes administrative and civil liability for legal persons,536 it is not currently in force. Consequently, no criminal, administrative or civil sanctions have been imposed against legal persons in Moldova.537 One interviewee indicated that if a company or organization is used as a front for trafficking activities, the persons in charge usually incur penalties in the form of fines or, at times, imprisonment.538 However, another interviewee pointed out that fines and fees for renewing a business license are relatively low, thus, owners prefer to pay the penalties and reincorporate continuing the trafficking cycle.539

Establishment of Specialized Units

The central unit within the Ministry of Internal Affairs that investigates trafficking cases is the MoI Anti-Trafficking Division.540 There is some confusion as to how many persons staff this section. One interviewee indicated that there are 15 to 20 officers within the MoI Anti-Trafficking Division. Another interviewee stated that the section has 5 or 6 staffers. In addition to this specialized division, any other law enforcement officer, either in Chisinau or other parts of Moldova, can begin a trafficking investigation. Furthermore, the Interpol bureau in Chisinau participates in trafficking investigations. Interpol has a total of 22 officers in Moldova and 2 or 3 of them are assigned to trafficking cases. There are also a few prosecutors at the State Prosecutor’s Office who specialize in trafficking cases.541

Interviewees stated that the MoI Anti-Trafficking Division lacks the necessary sustainable funding and requisite number of staff to operate at full capacity. One interviewee indicated that the cars, computers, and equipment available for investigative purposes are not sufficient. Most, if not all, of the funding is derived from short-term international assistance.542

The MoI Anti-Trafficking Division and the specialized prosecutors cooperate with other Moldovan governmental bodies, however, one interviewee pointed out that there are instances where there is disagreement regarding the number of cases that are being investigated and prosecuted. The MoI Anti-Trafficking Division joined with law enforcement officials in other countries to combat trafficking regionally. Such trans-border efforts include participation in the Southeast European Cooperative Initiative (“SECI”) and, particularly, in three operations entitled “Miraj,” which some of the interviewees declared as successes. Lastly, there is cooperation between government anti-trafficking units, international organizations, and local
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NGOs. However, the international organizations and NGOs provide their own funding and programming.\textsuperscript{543}

\textsuperscript{543} See id.
Article 6: Assistance to and Protection of Victims of Trafficking in Persons

1. In appropriate cases and to the extent possible under its domestic law, each State Party shall protect the privacy and identity of victims of trafficking in persons, including, inter alia, by making legal proceedings relating to such trafficking confidential.

2. Each State Party shall ensure that its domestic legal or administrative system contains measures that provide to victims of trafficking in persons, in appropriate cases:
   (a) Information on relevant court and administrative proceedings;
   (b) Assistance to enable their views and concerns to be presented and considered at appropriate stages of criminal proceedings against offenders, in a manner not prejudicial to the rights of the defence.

3. Each State Party shall consider implementing measures to provide for the physical, psychological and social recovery of victims of trafficking in persons, including, in appropriate cases, in cooperation with non-governmental organizations, other relevant organizations and other elements of civil society, and, in particular, the provision of:
   (a) Appropriate housing;
   (b) Counselling and information, in particular as regards their legal rights, in a language that the victims of trafficking in persons can understand;
   (c) Medical, psychological and material assistance; and
   (d) Employment, educational and training opportunities.

4. Each State Party shall take into account, in applying the provisions of this article, the age, gender and special needs of victims of trafficking in persons, in particular the special needs of children, including appropriate housing, education and care.

5. Each State Party shall endeavour to provide for the physical safety of victims of trafficking in persons while they are within its territory.

6. Each State Party shall ensure that its domestic legal system contains measures that offer victims of trafficking in persons the possibility of obtaining compensation for damage suffered.

Recommendations:

- Draft more detailed provisions establishing a victim identification process. These provisions need to create more comprehensive means of identifying trafficked victims than the means proposed in the draft anti-trafficking law.

- Create a unit within the Ministry of Internal Affairs that is strictly in charge of identifying trafficked persons and distinguishing between witnesses who are victims and those who are not victims in a trafficking case.

- Amend Article 165(4) and 206(4) of the Moldovan Criminal Code such that they cannot be easily challenged in practice and trafficked victims are no longer exposed to criminalization.

- Establish confidentiality procedures from the moment that a person is defined as a victim of trafficking and maintain such confidentiality during the trial of his/her trafficker and after trial. The draft anti-trafficking law presumes all individuals to be victims of trafficking, regardless of whether they testify or not, thus persons are not defined as victims solely when a formal investigation is undertaken. However, the
draft law solely maintains their identity and personal data confidential for the length of the trafficker’s trial.

• Draft more comprehensive provisions that ensure the physical safety of trafficked victims regardless of whether they are willing to testify or otherwise cooperate with law enforcement officials. While the draft anti-trafficking law ensures police protection of proposed centers where both cooperating and non-cooperating victims are to be housed, such protection is temporary and does not extend to members of their family or other persons close to them.

• Create a special government unit that specifically focuses on the physical protection of victims of trafficking in persons and their families and establish concrete long-term procedures for such a unit.

• Increase state-sponsored pro bono legal assistance for victims of trafficking when they appear in court or otherwise.

• The Moldovan government should commit to undertake, in the near future, the responsibilities of running the IOM shelter for victims of trafficking in Chisinau and should develop similar shelters throughout Moldova, paying special attention to the needs of trafficked children.

• The Moldovan government should provide funding to local NGOs for rehabilitation and reintegration efforts.

• Develop a manual focused on the psycho-social rehabilitation of children who have been trafficked that is to be used by all implicated authorities in Moldova.

• Create an inter-state fund between Moldova, which is a country of origin for victims of trafficking, and countries of destination and use this fund solely for victim compensation.

**De Jure Compliance:**

**Identifying Individuals as Trafficked Victims**

Although not mentioned in Article 6 of the Trafficking Protocol, the first step in protecting individuals who have been trafficked is properly identifying them as victims. Currently, there are no measures to specifically identify victims of trafficking in Moldovan law. The Criminal Procedure Code defines a “victim of a crime” in general as well as an “injured party.” These definitions will be discussed in the section below.

---
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The draft anti-trafficking law briefly outlines the process of identifying victims of trafficking. Article 15(1) states that identification entails verifying persons presumed to have been trafficked. Article 15(2) further indicates that public authorities and members of the NGO community who have a reasonable belief that a person was trafficked, are to initiate the identification process. Beyond these two brief explanations, the draft law does not go into detail as to what “verification” actually means and what specific measures are to be undertaken. Once the draft law enters into force, practitioners will be able to use these provisions, although brief, as guidance. However, in order to properly identify individuals who have been trafficked and provide adequate assistance, more in-depth provisions are needed.

**Defining Individuals as Trafficked Victims**

The next step in protecting individuals who have been trafficked is to define them as victims, although this is not explicitly mentioned in Article 6 of the Trafficking Protocol. The Moldovan Criminal Procedure Code generally defines a “victim of a crime” as any physical or legal person who incurred moral, physical, or material damages as a result of a crime. Procedurally, an individual files a claim to be recognized as a victim and law enforcement authorities are legally obligated to register the individual as a victim of a crime. The victim has certain rights including the right to be informed about matters related to his/her status as a victim, the right to file supplementary petitions, the right to be recognized as an injured party in a criminal case (only if s/he is a physical person), the right to be recognized as a party in a civil case brought along side a criminal case against the same perpetrator, and the right to be represented by a legal guardian if s/he is a minor.

In addition, the Moldovan Criminal Procedure Code defines an “injured party” as a physical person who suffered moral, physical or material prejudice as a result of a crime. A victim becomes an injured party only when s/he gives her consent to be defined as such.

The draft anti-trafficking law introduces the element of presumption and defines the term “victim of trafficking” by solely indicating that s/he is a physical person who was or is presumed to have been subjected to the offense of trafficking in human beings or the offense of trafficking in children as defined in the draft law. By implication then, a person can be defined as a victim of trafficking independent of the fact that the perpetrator was identified, apprehended, prosecuted, or convicted. One interviewee concluded that this new definition
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enables a person to gain victim status before s/he even agrees to testify and/or cooperate with law enforcement authorities.\textsuperscript{559}

None of the above provisions clarify whether individuals are identified and defined as victims independent of the fact that they might be related to the perpetrator. Furthermore, the above provisions do not explain whether persons related to the individual who qualifies as a victim (either of crimes in general or trafficking in particular) also qualify as victims themselves.

\textit{Non-Criminalization}

Currently, Article 165(4) of the Moldovan Criminal Code states that an adult victim of trafficking is absolved from criminal liability for acts committed in connection with the fact that s/he has been trafficked if s/he cooperates with law enforcement authorities.\textsuperscript{560} Article 206(4) states that a minor victim of trafficking is absolved from criminal liability for acts committed in connection with the fact that s/he has been trafficked if s/he cooperates with law enforcement authorities.\textsuperscript{561} One expert noted, though, that these provisions could easily be challenged by arguing that the trafficked victim who agreed to cooperate gave false testimony and, thus, s/he can be criminalized.\textsuperscript{562} Lastly, Article 362(4) of the Moldovan Criminal Code indicates that victims of trafficking do not bear criminal responsibility for illegally crossing the borders of Moldova.\textsuperscript{563} Thus, if an individual has been identified and defined as a victim of trafficking, s/he cannot be found guilty of committing the offense of “illegally crossing the border” as defined in Article 362.\textsuperscript{564}

These exemptions from criminal liability were found to be too narrow, thus, the draft anti-trafficking law absolves victims of criminal, administrative, and civil responsibility for \textit{all} actions committed by them in connection with their status as trafficked victims.\textsuperscript{565} Such actions, if not committed by trafficked individuals, would otherwise violate provisions of Moldova’s Criminal Code, Administrative Code, or Civil Code.\textsuperscript{566} Consequently, the draft anti-trafficking law is broader in its definition of non-criminalization than the current provisions of the Moldovan Criminal Code. Once the draft anti-trafficking law comes into force, practitioners will be able to follow more expansive guidelines when exempting victims from liability. However, it should be noted that the provisions of the new anti-trafficking law will not automatically amend Articles 165 and 206 of the Criminal Code. These articles will have to be amended separately in order to ensure that their non-criminalization provisions cannot be easily challenged.\textsuperscript{567}
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Confidentiality

When victims of trafficking agree to cooperate with law enforcement officials and/or testify they receive protection as witnesses under Articles 110 and 215 of the Moldovan Criminal Procedure Code\textsuperscript{568} as well as the 1998 Witness Protection Law\textsuperscript{569} as described in detail in the de jure “Witness Protection” section of this assessment. These particular provisions comply with all the obligations and the required and suggested witness protection measures delineated in Article 24 of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention.\textsuperscript{570}

More protections will become available when the draft anti-trafficking law of Moldova will come into force.\textsuperscript{571} Article 20(4) of the draft law indicates that such protections and assistance measures are not conditional upon a trafficked victim’s wish to testify or participate in criminal proceedings in any way.\textsuperscript{572}

Article 21, in particular, discusses the importance of maintaining information concerning the private life of trafficked victims confidential.\textsuperscript{573} All persons, including government officials implementing measures to prevent and combat trafficking, as well as protect and assist victims, members of the judiciary, persons running proposed centers for assistance and protection of victims, and social workers,\textsuperscript{574} will be required to uphold the following obligations:

- record, keep, and utilize personal information about victims in accordance with Moldova’s existing rules of confidentiality for the length of criminal trials against the traffickers\textsuperscript{575}
- abstain from distributing information about the identity and private life of victims and the conditions in which they were trafficked if distributing such information poses a threat to their lives and health as well as to the lives and health of their relatives or other persons close to them\textsuperscript{576}
- abstain from distributing information regarding measures that are being used to protect victims, persons who are providing such protections, and persons who aid the overall process of combating trafficking.\textsuperscript{577}

If any of the aforementioned authorities breach these obligations, they will be subjected to criminal and administrative sanctions.\textsuperscript{578}

Article 21(5) of the draft anti-trafficking law also allows for changing the identity of trafficked victims in cases where their lives and health are in danger. At the request of a law enforcement
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officer, prosecutor or the victim himself/herself, a judge will be able to order the change of the victim’s first and last name, as well as the victim’s date and place of birth.  

All of these proposed measures to maintain the confidentiality of trafficked victims together with existing witness protection measures will help Moldova to better comply with Article 6(1) of the Trafficking Protocol. Once the draft anti-trafficking law will come into effect, Moldova will be able to uphold, in a more comprehensive manner, the Protocol’s obligation “to protect the privacy and identity of victims of trafficking in persons.”  

**Assistance in Court**

Article 58 of the Moldova Criminal Procedure Code delineates certain rights that victims who agree to testify have when appearing in court. Article 58(3) indicates *inter alia* that victims of all crimes are entitled to information regarding their status and the proceedings that they partake in. Victims also have a right to be assisted by a representative of their choice. Victims of exceptionally serious and heinous crimes have a right to be represented by an attorney for the length of the trial and during other related hearings. Such legal representation is to be provided pro bono when victims lack the financial means to compensate their attorneys. Victims of exceptionally serious and heinous crimes are entitled to bring in court a person whom they trust in addition to their lawyer. Members of the NGO community could qualify as such trusted individuals. Lastly, Article 16(2) of the Criminal Procedure Code states that interpreters can provide in-court assistance to persons who do not speak the official language of Moldova (such as foreign victims of trafficking).

One expert stressed that the above assistance is only available to victims of trafficking who agree to testify against their perpetrators. Consequently, the draft anti-trafficking law provides for similar rights without requiring victims to testify or participate in criminal proceedings. The draft law indicates that all trafficked victims are to be informed, without delay, of their rights, as well as of the relevant public authorities, institutions, and organizations that undertake measures of prevention, prosecution, and victim protection. The draft law further guarantees that all victims of trafficking are to receive protection and assistance from public authorities and members of the NGO community who can formally represent victims in criminal and civil proceedings. Once these assistance provisions will come into effect they
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It could be argued that Moldova has the equivalent of the “double witness rule” which bars the admission of evidence provided by only one witness unless that witness’s testimony is corroborated by another witness or other material evidence introduced against the accused. Article 100(4) of the Moldovan Criminal Procedure Code states that all types of evidence (both oral and written) brought forth in criminal proceedings are to be completely and objectively verified. Such verification entails, among other things, analysis of the evidence, and corroboration of the evidence with other pieces of evidence. When a witness testifies, his/her testimony is accepted as evidence only if s/he can prove the source of the information that s/he has presented before the court.

Rehabilitation and Reintegration in Society

Moldova’s current Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action provides for basic means to rehabilitate victims of trafficking and reintegrate them in society including:

- housing
- counseling
- welfare services
- health care services
- access to an emergency hotline
- support for finding employment
- involving victims in paid community projects
- professional training
- financial support for starting their own businesses.

The plan solely lists the above measures of assistance but does not go into extensive detail. For example, the plan does not address the issue of providing safe housing, nor does it outline security measures that are to be undertaken at shelters. Likewise, the plan does not stress the importance of maintaining the victims’ privacy when providing any of the above services. Article 90(3)(7) of the Moldovan Criminal Procedure Code does prohibit a doctor from testifying about the private life of his/her patients, but this protection is limited given the overwhelming needs of persons who have been trafficked.

The Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action seeks to involve members of the NGO community in providing some of the above services but does not clearly establish an obligation upon the Moldovan government to grant funding to such NGOs. In fact, the plan does not clearly establish a correlation between its goals and a set national budget solely devoted to trafficking in persons.
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The plan requires public authorities and personnel who are likely to come into contact with trafficked victims to undergo training and specialize in matters related to trafficking in persons.\textsuperscript{599} The plan does not go into detail as to the level of expertise that is required of such individuals.

Given the vagueness of the Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action, the draft anti-trafficking law establishes centers for assistance and protection,\textsuperscript{600} which victims of trafficking will be able to access regardless of their willingness to testify or otherwise cooperate with law enforcement officials.\textsuperscript{601} Such centers can be created under the auspices of the Moldovan government, international organizations, or local NGOs in cooperation with public authorities.\textsuperscript{602} The purpose of these centers is to provide trafficked victims with:

- appropriate housing
- means for maintaining person hygiene
- food
- legal representation
- immediate social, psychological, and medical assistance
- physical protection
- assistance in contacting family members.\textsuperscript{603}

The draft law envisions these centers to be “specialized institutions” which implies that they are to be staffed with qualified personnel.\textsuperscript{604}

Victims will be housed at such centers for a period of 30 days or less.\textsuperscript{605} The period of shelter is to be extended if

- doctors advise that the victims remain for a longer period of time (which is not to exceed 6 months)
- law enforcement officials, prosecutors or judges request that the victims remain in the shelters for the length of criminal proceedings against their traffickers or longer (i.e. even after the trial is over) if the lives and health of the victims are in danger
- the victims provide valid reasons for staying longer (but not longer than 30 additional days)
- the victims are pregnant, thus, remaining in the shelter for up to 1 year.\textsuperscript{606}

The draft law outlines several funding scenarios for the proposed centers of assistance. Article 17(7) of the draft law states that all costs related to the activities of the centers are to be covered by the national budget, local budgets, or a common budget established by the entities that
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create the centers. Article 17(8) also suggests that private donors and entrepreneurs can provide financial support.

The draft law also ensures that trafficked victims, who have reached the age of 16, have access to employment. Agencies already functioning under the auspices of the Ministry of Labor and Social Protection will provide victims with free services that will inform, counsel, and guide them in choosing a profession or establishing a business of their own. Trafficked victims will also have access to a professional training course; cost of which is to be covered by state unemployment funds.

Thus, once Moldova’s draft anti-trafficking law comes into effect, government officials will be able to achieve most, if not all, of the goals delineated in the Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action, and better comply with the requirements of Article 6(3) of the Trafficking Protocol.

Children

Neither the current Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action nor any existing law tailors any of the available assistance services to minors. When listing measures for the rehabilitation of victims and their reintegration into society, the plan does not take into consideration the special needs of children who have been trafficked. Furthermore, there are no other enforceable laws on the subject. From this perspective, Moldova does not presently comply with the requirements of Article 6(4) of the Trafficking Protocol.

The draft anti-trafficking law devotes an entire chapter to the assistance and protection of child victims of trafficking. While the proposed measures are too lengthy to describe in detail here, a few should be highlighted. Article 26 of the new law refers to the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child and sets forth several principles that apply specifically to children including respecting the opinion of children older than 10 years of age, informing children of their rights when providing assistance, and keeping their identity confidential. The draft law assigns legal guardians to minor victims if their parents have disappeared. The draft law requires that trafficked children be housed separately from adults in the centers/shelters described above. Child victims are entitled to be housed in such centers for a period longer than adults: up to 6 months or for the length of the trial of their traffickers. Minor victims of trafficking will also be allotted a 30-day reflection period during which they,
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or their guardians, can decide whether they are going to testify against their traffickers.620 Lastly, the draft anti-trafficking law ensures the right of formerly trafficked children to attend public school.621 It should be noted that none of the above rehabilitative services are conditioned on the willingness of a child victim to cooperate with law enforcement authorities.622

Consequently, when the draft anti-trafficking law comes into effect, the rights of trafficked children will be better protected, they will be able to receive specialized care, and Moldova will comply with the requirements of Article 6(4) of the Trafficking Protocol.623

**Physical Safety**

Currently, neither Moldova’s Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action nor any other enforceable law explicitly provide for the physical protection of all trafficked victims.624 If they agree to testify, various existing witness protection measures cover trafficked individuals as discussed in the “Witness Protection” section of this assessment. However, there are no guarantees for the physical safety of victims who do not wish to testify or cooperate with law enforcement authorities.

Consequently, the draft anti-trafficking law ensures that all individuals who have been trafficked receive physical protection regardless of their intentions.625 The law affirms the current protections that a victim is entitled to if s/he testifies,626 but also guarantees the safety of any person who is sheltered at the proposed centers for assistance and protection of trafficked victims.627 Article 17(9) of the law indicates that such centers can call upon the police to provide security.628 However, this type of physical protection is available only for the duration of the victims’ stay in the centers and does not extend to members of their family or other persons close to them. Although these two key issues need to be revisited in connection with the physical safety of trafficked victims, the draft anti-trafficking law will be able to provide better and more expansive means of protection once it comes into force. Furthermore, the draft law, together with existing witness protection provisions, will help Moldova to better comply with the minimum requirement of Article 6(5) of the Trafficking Protocol “to provide for the physical safety of victims of trafficking in persons.”629
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Compensation

According to the Moldovan Criminal Procedure Code, a victim of a crime, such as trafficking in persons, has the right to be recognized as an injured party in a criminal case. S/he can join the criminal proceedings against the trafficker and sue for damages simultaneously. S/he can seek reparations from the state for the prejudice caused to him/her as a result of the crime that was committed. If actions undertaken by law enforcement officials were not legitimate, s/he can seek compensation for the costs incurred to join the criminal proceedings and the prejudice caused. Lastly, if his/her property was confiscated by law enforcement officials or taken by the perpetrator, s/he can seek to have it returned.

A victim of an offense, such as trafficking in persons, also has the right to be recognized as a party in a civil case brought along side a criminal case against the same perpetrator. If the victim suffered moral or material prejudice as a result of the crime committed, s/he can sue the perpetrator for civil damages. In such proceedings, s/he can seek compensation for the costs incurred for the purposes of the criminal case and for any prejudice caused by illegitimate government action. The victim can also seek the return of property that was taken by authorities and introduced as evidence or that s/he volunteered as evidence, or property that was taken by the perpetrator in question.

The draft anti-trafficking law simply recognizes the right of trafficked victims to seek compensation in accordance with already existing provisions in the Criminal Procedure Code of Moldova.

Neither current law nor the draft anti-trafficking law establishes a fund for victim compensation. Nevertheless, given the existing compensation provisions in the Criminal Procedure Code, Moldova complies, from a de jure perspective, with the minimum obligation delineated in Article 6(6) of the Trafficking Protocol to “ensure that its domestic legal system contains measures that offer victims of trafficking in persons the possibility of obtaining compensation for damages suffered.”
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De Facto Compliance:

Identifying Individuals as Trafficked Victims

Most of the persons interviewed for the purposes of this assessment stated that, in practice, Moldovan authorities do not implement specific procedures to identify victims of crimes in general or victims of trafficking in particular. If victims agree to testify against their traffickers, then, and only then, are they defined as victims. NGO representatives indicated that many trafficked individuals are not identified and defined as victims because the majority of them are afraid to testify or otherwise participate in law enforcement efforts. Thus, an individual is not automatically presumed to be a victim of a crime like trafficking in persons. S/he must file a petition to be recognized as a victim at the time a formal investigation is open and s/he must agree to cooperate and/or testify.\footnote{See ABA/CEELI Moldova Human Trafficking Assessment Report: De Facto Interviews (Sept.-Oct. 2004).} As explained above, the element of presumption has been introduced in the draft anti-trafficking law, but the law is not yet in force.

Currently, identification of trafficked victims occurs on an ad hoc basis mostly through Moldova’s embassies and with the aid of NGOs. For example, if a victim approaches an NGO overseas (IOM, La Strada or Save the Children), a representative from that NGO contacts the nearest Moldovan embassy. Moldovan embassy officials then check the victim’s citizenship through a national database and verify the validity of the documents that s/he is traveling with. In cases where the documentation is false or where the victim does not have any documentation, embassy officials issue a new passport and identification card and waive the requisite fees. An NGO representative, or, at times, a Moldovan law enforcement official, accompanies the victim during her return in order to ensure his/her safety.\footnote{See id.} One interviewee indicated that Interpol is also involved in identifying victims. She mentioned that although Interpol does not have established procedures for victim identification, certain measures are undertaken such as transmitting data (date of birth, passport information if it exists etc.) to Moldovan officials, who in, turn, confirm that the victim is a Moldovan citizen, and then Interpol returns the victim in question.\footnote{See Interview with Valentina Litvinov, Director, Interpol, Ministry of Internal Affairs (Oct. 01, 2004).}

Interviewees indicated that there are several problems with the manner in which trafficked victims are identified today. First, there are no uniform identification procedures. Every victim is identified and defined differently depending upon the entity that takes his/her case. That is, Moldovan law enforcement officials identify and define victims in a certain way, Interpol in another way, and NGOs in accordance with international standards. In addition, one interviewee indicated that, in practice, border guards do not distinguish between trafficked persons and illegal migrants (i.e. they do not recognize the element of coercion that is present in a trafficking scenario). Some interviewees pointed out that, recently, La Strada and the United Nations Development Programme (“UNDP”) trained police officers on identification procedures. There is also discussion to introduce such training in the curriculum of the Moldovan Police Academy.\footnote{See ABA/CEELI Moldova Human Trafficking Assessment Report: De Facto Interviews (Sept.-Oct. 2004).} However, problems persist. The state does not have a uniform system for keeping track of individuals who are identified and defined as victims of trafficking.
IOM maintains a database at its shelter for trafficked victims in Chisinau. Between 2001 and 2004, Moldovan police referred 50 victims to the shelter. There were a total of 264 victims referred to the shelter by police in other countries. It should be noted that these numbers represent victims who were registered by IOM only and that victims who are separately identified by the police or other entities are not necessarily included in these figures.

**Defining Individuals as Trafficked Victims**

While the Moldovan Criminal Procedure Code defines victims of crimes in general and injured parties and outlines procedures to recognize persons as such, these provisions are seldom applied without difficulty in trafficking cases. The problems of identifying and defining victims of trafficking are circular as one interviewee explained. If an individual is willing to cooperate with law enforcement and/or testify, s/he is identified as a victim in connection with a trafficking case and receives protection. However, if the individual is deported, then no case can be established against the trafficker and, moreover, a potential victim is criminalized. If no case is established against the trafficker, then the individual cannot be defined as a victim.

**Non-Criminalization**

There was consensus among interviewees that once an individual agrees to testify or cooperate with law enforcement authorities and s/he is identified and defined as a victim of trafficking, s/he is no longer subjected to criminal penalties or other sanctions for otherwise illicit acts connected to trafficking. Some interviewees indicated that there have been cases where Moldovan authorities initially held trafficked persons in custody for acts such as carrying false documentation and illegally crossing the border. Such persons were released once they provided information about their traffickers and/or agreed to testify at trial. However, as one interviewee pointed out, if individuals do not cooperate with law enforcement or authorities cannot establish a case against their traffickers for other reasons (i.e. lack of evidence to corroborate the victim’s story etc.), then they are not considered victims and can be held liable for carrying a false passport or illegally crossing Moldova’s borders. Another interviewee stated that there have been a few cases where such individuals were convicted and subjected to conditional sentences.

It should be noted that it was unclear from the interviews as to where exactly victims of trafficking were held responsible for illicit acts: in Moldova or in other countries. For the most part, interviewees mentioned that Moldovan officials do not hold persons who are defined as victims responsible for acts connected with the fact that they were trafficked. However, since
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Moldova is mostly a country of origin for victims, a few interviewees referred to situations where Moldova citizens, who were trafficked to other countries, were subjected to criminal penalties and other sanctions because those particular jurisdictions lack non-criminalization clauses. For example, one interviewee pointed out that Moldovan children trafficked to Russia for exploitative purposes such as begging or trading fake gold, are held in custody and tried by Russian authorities.652

Confidentiality

When a victim of trafficking agrees to testify or otherwise cooperate with law enforcement officials in Moldova, certain measures are undertaken that protect the victim and his/her identity. Such measures and their effectiveness are discussed in the “Witness Protection” section of the de facto analysis above. Additional protections, including means to maintain the identity and other personal data of trafficked victims confidential, will become available when the draft anti-trafficking law will come into force.653 Article 20(4) of the draft law indicates that such protections and assistance measures are not conditional upon a trafficked victim’s wish to testify or cooperate with law enforcement in any way.654 Until this draft law comes into effect, though, Moldovan officials are not under a legal obligation to keep the identity and other information of victims who do not participate in criminal proceedings confidential.

In fact, one interviewee indicated that, presently, the Moldovan government does what it can to assist trafficked individuals but does not fully protect their privacy or the privacy of their families. Another interviewee even further to mention that government officials force victims to testify by threatening them with a fine under Article 313 of the Moldovan Criminal Code and offering minimal or no protection in return.655 Article 313 penalizes individuals for refusing to testify.656

Assistance in Court

While the Criminal Procedure Code entitles victims of crimes like trafficking in persons to be represented by an attorney at no cost,657 the Moldovan government rarely provides such representation. CPTW, a local NGO, and IOM undertake this role in the majority of cases. The representative from La Strada indicated that prosecutors, especially those practicing outside of Chisinau, rarely inform victims of their right to an attorney and subsequently force them to cooperate without proper representation. For this reason, La Strada together with CPTW have conducted trainings on pro bono representation and gender sensitization with prosecutors and judges at the Supreme Court’s Center for Perfecting Professionals in the Judiciary. The purpose of these seminars is to stress the legal obligation of prosecutors to represent victims of crimes.
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like trafficking at no cost and to sensitize the audience to certain issues specifically related to the vulnerability of female victims.658

CPTW659 specializes in victim representation in trafficking cases. They publish and distribute monthly bulletins,660 preventive materials regarding the dangers of trafficking and the type of information one should know before agreeing to work overseas,661 emergency contact information in case persons are trafficked,662 as well as pamphlets delineating the legal rights of victims. Every victim who is referred to CPTW receives this information and lawyers specialized in trafficking issues aid them in several ways. CPTW offers general representation for the purposes of identifying the status of the victim, assistance in obtaining documents that a victim may need in order to be reintegrated in society, and representation in court when a victim testifies against his/her trafficker, seeks damages, or is a defendant in criminal proceedings.663 CPTW also maintains a telephone line, or “Trust Line,” that victims or potential victims can call in order to secure representation at no cost or to simply get answers to questions they may have about their situation. CPTW representatives have frequent contact with police officers from the MoI Anti-Trafficking Division as well as with prosecutors working on trafficking cases.664 CPTW does not, however, receive funding from the Moldovan government. Furthermore, as an entity, CPTW does not have tax-exempt status like NGOs in other countries (such a status does not exist in Moldova). Thus, CPTW is taxed at the same rate as private businesses (40%) cutting drastically into its grant and, thus, substantially limiting the number of victims that it can aid per year.665

Some interviewees also indicated that there are translation services available through the Ministry of External Affairs or Interpol in cases where trafficked victims do not understand the language in which the court proceedings are being conducted.666 However, most of the victims are returning Moldovan citizens, thus, language issues are minimal.667

As mentioned in the de jure section, it can be argued that Moldova has the equivalent of the “double witness rule” which bars the admission of evidence provided by only one witness unless that witness’s testimony is corroborated by another witness or other material evidence introduced against the accused. In some countries this evidentiary rule has been used in a discriminatory manner in order to exclude the testimony of female victims or, at least, give such
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testimony less weight. When asked whether Moldova’s rules concerning corroborating evidence have a discriminatory effect upon women who have been trafficked and who agree to testify, most interviewees answered in the negative.668

Rehabilitation and Reintegration in Society

Currently, the Moldovan government does not run shelters specifically for victims of trafficking in persons. Some of the returning victims are housed in orphanages or homeless shelters in Chisinau. The head of the Social, Humanitarian and Interethnic Division at the Chisinau Town Hall explained that, so far, 24 victims of trafficking have benefited from professional training programs run by “Insula Sperantelor” (“The Island of Hope”) for young women. This particular program also offers free day care for the children of participants. Fifteen trafficked minors have been housed at centers for rehabilitating orphaned children such as “Casa Gavroche.” Chisinau’s Town Hall also sponsors programs at a day center for reintegrating adolescents into society after they leave the orphanages. This center received $75,000 from the Fund for Social Investments and the Town Hall and has helped a total of 30 adolescents over a 6-month period. There is a center in Chisinau that is focused on the rehabilitation of handicapped children as well as a center that provides daytime services to children who are at risk. Lastly, Chisinau’s homeless shelter receives persons from all regions of Moldova, however, it can only house 80 individuals, has a staff of circa 14 people, and currently does not offer meals. A medical services program has been established and a food program is planned for the homeless shelter, but such efforts have only recently been initiated.669 At the time of this assessment, UNICEF was planning to donate funds to some of the above-mentioned orphanages and local reintegration centers.670

While all of above facilities take on more of a preventive role by helping persons who are at risk of being approached by traffickers, none of them are specialized in addressing the needs of returning trafficked victims. IOM established the only shelter in Moldova that focuses solely on victims of trafficking in persons. The shelter is located in Chisinau. Rehabilitation and reintegration services are not available in other regions of Moldova.671 The IOM shelter opened in September 2001 and houses only women. Other organizations like La Strada and CPTW, as well as government officials refer victims who return from overseas to this particular shelter. Admittance to the shelter is not based on the victim’s willingness to testify. Both adult and minor female victims are housed at the shelter for a temporary period. The minor victims are housed in a separate wing. Victims receive medical, psycho-social, and legal assistance during their stay at the shelter. CPTW is involved in providing legal assistance. During the first 3 days of her stay, a victim is subjected to a medical examination (blood tests etc.) and an assessment by a psychologist, and, if it is determined that she needs further treatment, she remains in the shelter for an additional period of 2 to 3 weeks. Her stay can be extended to a month or a month and a half, upon the recommendations of the medical staff. The longest stay has been 6
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months. The IOM shelter coordinator indicated that they try to avoid prolonged stays so that the victims do not become institutionalized.672

IOM also aids trafficked victims with employment and professional training during and after their stay at the shelter. IOM cooperates with Moldova’s National Agency of Employment, the Ministry of Labor and Social Protection, as well as vocational schools in order to enroll victims in job training programs. IOM also guides victims in finding employment and ensures that minor victims have access to education.673 At least 50% of victims that were assisted by IOM underwent vocational training and attempted to secure employment. The shelter coordinator also indicated that 80 small grants were given to victims in order to start their own businesses.674 CPTW joins in this effort and finds places of employment for formerly trafficked persons in the private sector. CPTW’s director indicated that his organization seeks to place victims in the private sector because those jobs are better paid than public sector positions.675

It should be noted that the victims’ privacy is maintained at all times while housed at the IOM shelter. The doctor-patient privilege applies and doctors receive files that do not contain the patient’s name but solely a number.676 However, in cases where victims have been raped, the medical staff is obligated to file a report with the police.677

A private security service protects the IOM shelter 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. In order to avoid traumatizing the victims, security guards are not visible but they monitor the premises. In case of emergency the shelter staff can use a panic button and the security forces arrive in one minute. Their response time has been tested, however, since the shelter has opened, there has been no need to use the panic button. The entrance to the shelter is permanently guarded and nurses monitor the hallways during the nighttime. Victims have to sign a roster when coming in and out of the shelter and they follow a curfew. At 9:00 PM the minors’ wing closes and at 10:00 PM the adult wing closes.678

The shelter staff has medical and psychological expertise as well as background in social work. Their experience with trafficking issues comes from working with victims at the shelter. Current staff hires new staff and IOM is developing a manual on direct assistance for employees to use while performing their duties.679

The administrative costs of the shelter and all related programs are covered by IOM funds and other private sources. IOM is planning an exit strategy whereby the Moldovan government will assume responsibility for running the shelter, however, the shelter coordinator was of the
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opinion that government officials are not prepared for this yet. The European Union promised funds to maintain the shelter after IOM leaves and the United States government pledged $110,000 for maintaining psychological services for victims.\textsuperscript{680}

The overall problem with the current status of rehabilitation and reintegration services in Moldova is that they are temporary. One interviewee pointed out that international organizations like IOM implement programs and establish shelters on a temporary basis. He worried that if IOM were to pull out of Moldova today, the government would not continue to sustain its efforts.\textsuperscript{681} Another interviewee stressed that the stay in the IOM shelter is temporary and victims need more time to readjust. Furthermore, she indicated that proper shelter and other services are only available in Chisinau (at the IOM shelter) and not in other regions of Moldova. Lastly, she pointed out that the existing rehabilitative services do not offer sufficient contact with the families of victims such that they can return home and reintegrate more easily.\textsuperscript{682}

\textit{Children}

As mentioned above, the Moldovan government does not run shelters specifically designed to adhere to the needs of trafficked victims. The IOM shelter in Chisinau is the only facility that houses trafficked women and, it does, in fact, pay special attention to minor victims. Formerly trafficked children are housed in a separate wing of the shelter. There is more staff dedicated to assist children (at least 4 per shift: an administrative person, a psychologist, a social worker, and a baby-sitter). In the adult section of the shelter there are only nurses who monitor the victims during the nighttime. In the child section of the shelter there are also former teachers and social workers, who engage in evening activities that are socially sensitive and relate to issues concerning minors. IOM also ensures that the children have access to education. Child victims of trafficking receive assistance at the IOM shelter regardless of whether they agree to testify or cooperate with law enforcement officials.\textsuperscript{683} If such assistance were to be provided by the state, at the present time, children would have to agree to cooperate.\textsuperscript{684} One interviewee noted, though, that children can only stay at the IOM shelter for a period of up to a year.\textsuperscript{685}

Save the Children runs an orphanage in Chisinau and handles child trafficking cases \textit{inter alia}. Currently they house 60 to 70 minors who have been trafficked.\textsuperscript{686} Save the Children also has a program on nurturing and child-raising techniques for trafficked victims, who have returned with children or are pregnant. Furthermore, they have a cooperative agreement with a local professional training school that sponsors former trafficked victims to attend classes where they

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{680} See id.
\item \textsuperscript{681} See Interview with Allan Freedman, Deputy Chief of Mission, International Organization for Migration (Sept. 23, 2004).
\item \textsuperscript{682} See Interview with Jana Costachi, National Project Coordinator, International Labour Organization (Oct. 05-06, 2004).
\item \textsuperscript{683} See Interview with Olga Colomeet, Counter-Trafficking Coordinator, International Organization for Migration (Oct. 07, 2004).
\item \textsuperscript{684} See Interview with Otilia Bologan-Vieru, Legal Assistant, & Tatiana Cojocaru, Legal Assistant, The Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe Mission in Moldova (Oct. 07, 2004).
\item \textsuperscript{685} See Interview with Viorelia Rusu, Social Assistance Manager, International Center for Women Rights Protection and Promotion “La Strada” (Sept. 28, 2004).
\item \textsuperscript{686} See id.
\end{itemize}
learn accounting, hairdressing, waitressing, and other skills. A Save the Children representative indicated that victims attend such classes and there have been success stories, but that some return to situations where they are re-trafficked. According to figures recorded by La Strada, 15-20% of the total number of victims who received assistance were re-trafficked.

As mentioned above, the IOM shelter is supported by IOM funds and other private sources. Save the Children is also sustained by private funding. The Moldovan government does not contribute financially to the internationally run shelters or any other programs specifically focused on children that have been trafficked. There are state run orphanages and day-centers where trafficked children may be found but there are no government efforts specifically focused on trafficked minors.

**Physical Safety**

When trafficked victims agree to testify, there are certain physical protection measures that Moldovan government officials are under a legal obligation to provide. These measures and the frequency with which they are actually applied are discussed above in the “Witness Protection” section of the de facto analysis.

Measures to provide for the physical safety of all other victims of trafficking are not uniformly applied in Moldova. As described above, victims who are housed at the IOM shelter benefit from the protection provided by private security forces during their stay. The victims housed by Save the Children depend on the protection offered by local police officers. However, these protections are temporary, as they are available only for the duration of the victim’s stay at the shelters, and do not extend to family members or other persons close to victims that are also susceptible to a trafficker’s threats. Persons interviewed for the purposes of this assessment also indicated that the state does not always ensure the physical safety of victims during the repatriation process or when they are otherwise traveling (i.e. to return to their hometowns, villages etc.). For the most part, IOM and other NGOs repatriate victims and provide for their safety.

**Compensation**

While legal provisions exist to enable trafficked victims to seek compensation, interviewees indicated that actual damage awards are limited and victims receive very small sums. As noted in the de jure section, neither current law nor the draft anti-trafficking law establishes a fund for
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687 See Interview with Mariana Prodan, Manager, Save the Children (Sept. 30, 2004).
688 See Interview with Viorelia Rusu, Social Assistance Manager, International Center for Women Rights Protection and Promotion “La Strada” (Sept. 28, 2004). NOTE: these figures only include victims that La Strada helped the first time they were trafficked. The figure does not include victims that were re-trafficked several times.
689 See Interview with Lidia Pogrebnyaya, Head of the Division on General Child Issues and Gender Equality, Ministry of Labor and Social Protection (Sept. 21, 2004).
690 See Interview with Olga Colomeet, Counter-Trafficking Coordinator, International Organization for Migration (Oct. 07, 2004).
691 See Interview with Mariana Prodan, Manager, Save the Children (Sept. 30, 2004).
compensating victims of trafficking. Interviewees also mentioned that reaching traffickers’ assets and using them to compensate victims is difficult because such assets are usually not registered under the correct names. There have been some cases where victims sued for compensation but there is no available data regarding the number of suits, the amount of the awards, or whether such judgments were successfully enforced.693

---

693 See id.
Article 7: Status of Victims of Trafficking in Persons in Receiving States

1. In addition to taking measures pursuant to article 6 of this Protocol, each State Party shall consider adopting legislative or other appropriate measures that permit victims of trafficking in persons to remain in its territory, temporarily or permanently, in appropriate cases.

2. In implementing the provision contained in paragraph 1 of this article, each State Party shall give appropriate consideration to humanitarian and compassionate factors.

Recommendations:

- Conclude regional and international agreements regarding the legal status and domicile of victims of trafficking such that Moldova and other countries adhere to uniform standards.

De Jure Compliance:

Immigration Status

Before discussing Moldova’s immigration laws and their application within the trafficking context, it should be noted that Moldova is a country of origin for victims. Moldovan citizens are trafficked to other nations on a large-scale, and the presence of foreign victims on Moldovan territory is rare.

Nevertheless, the question stands whether Moldova’s laws designate a particular legal status to trafficked persons who are citizens of other nations and who, for various reasons, end up on Moldovan soil. Current immigration provisions do not provide for such a specifically situated status. The draft anti-trafficking law seeks to protect foreign citizens and stateless persons and allows them to remain on Moldova’s territory for 30 days in order to reflect upon their situation. During this time period, foreign victims are to be housed in proposed rehabilitation centers where they can receive medical, psychological, social, and legal assistance. They are also entitled to receive information in their own language about judicial and administrative proceedings in Moldova. When they are housed at the rehabilitation centers or if they agree to participate in criminal proceedings against their traffickers, foreign victims are to be granted temporary residency status, which can be extended if necessary. It is important to stress that, according to the draft law, foreign victims will not be forced to participate with law enforcement and/or testify in order to receive the temporary status. The draft anti-trafficking law does not mention whether such status extends to family members or persons close to the foreign victims, whether there is a quota, or whether there are any other requirements. Overall, though, these new provisions, which will soon become enforceable, will
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aid Moldova in better complying with the recommendations of Article 7(1) of the Trafficking Protocol.699

Moldovan laws allow for the possibility of asylum. The Law on Refugee Status (“2002 Refugee Law”) devotes 2 chapters on the manner in which individuals from other countries can seek asylum in Moldova.700 The law specifies that persons can request asylum for political reasons701 but does not list additional reasons (i.e. other types of persecution, economic hardship, etc.). The Main Directorate for Refugees in Moldova decides the length of the asylum period and until this decision is made, asylum seekers are issued an identity card for 30 days with the possibility of extension.702 When faced with an influx of persons, the Moldovan government has the authority to decide whether to grant asylum to groups rather than to individuals on a case-by-case basis.703

Immigration Issues Within the Context of Humanitarian and Compassionate Factors

Neither Moldova’s current immigration laws nor the draft anti-trafficking law explicitly mention that the process of granting trafficked victims a temporary legal status should take into consideration humanitarian and compassionate factors. Furthermore, the laws do not indicate what those factors should be. One expert argues, though, that the overall effect that such laws have (or will have) is humanitarian and compassionate.704 Thus, even though the domestic laws do not specify humanitarian and compassionate factors, Moldova complies with the requirements of Article 7(2) of the Trafficking Protocol.705

De Facto Compliance:

Immigration Status

Even though the Moldovan Parliament has not adopted the draft anti-trafficking law yet and its provisions designating a temporary residency status to foreign victims of trafficking are not in force, interviewees indicated that such individuals could currently apply through general procedures and obtain a legal status. Officials from the Department of Migration mentioned that there are certain problems with these procedures but did not go into detail.706 Foreign victims can seek assistance from members of the NGO community or the Department of Migration directly when applying for their status. It takes anywhere from 30 to 90 days to receive a designated legal status.707

699 See Trafficking Protocol, supra note 10, art. 7(1).
701 See id. art. 18.
702 See id. art. 16(2).
703 See id. art. 19.
705 See Trafficking Protocol, supra note 10, art. 7(2).
706 See Interview with Olga Poalelungi, General Director, and Ion Moraru, General Vice-Director, Department of Migration (Oct. 02, 2004).
707 See id.
When asked how many foreign citizens who were trafficked applied for either temporary or permanent legal status in Moldova, interviewees indicated that no such figures have been compiled. When further asked how many persons related to foreign citizens who were trafficked applied for either temporary or permanent legal status in Moldova, the interviewees stated that they have not heard of such cases. Similarly, there are no figures available for how many foreign trafficked victims applied for asylum in Moldova. One explanation for the lack of such numbers could be that not that many victims are trafficked from other countries to Moldova. Victims usually originate from Moldova and are trafficked to other countries.\textsuperscript{708}

**Immigration Issues Within the Context of Humanitarian and Compassionate Factors**

Interviewees mentioned that the general procedures for receiving a temporary legal status in Moldova are, by nature, humanitarian and compassionate. Foreign citizens are not summarily deported and are given the opportunity to apply for such a status. They can remain on Moldova’s territory for a period of up to 6 months until a final decision is reached.\textsuperscript{709}

In contrast, there are reports of Moldovan victims being deported from countries of transit and destination. Turkey and the United Arab Emirates are in the practice of deporting victims back to Moldova without allowing for a period of time during which they can apply for temporary residence.\textsuperscript{710} Other countries of destination like Italy and Portugal have concluded agreements with Moldova granting legal status to Moldovan citizens working illegally on their territory. While not directed specifically at trafficked victims, rather at illegal migrants, such agreements are helpful in limiting opportunities for traffickers to continue exploiting people. Bringing individuals within the scope of a destination country’s laws provides for their better protection. Furthermore such agreements benefit countries like Italy and Portugal because they can tax the wages of formerly illegal workers.\textsuperscript{711}

\textsuperscript{709} See Interview with Olga Poalelungi, General Director, and Ion Moraru, General Vice-Director, Department of Migration (Oct. 02, 2004).
\textsuperscript{711} See Interview with Gheorghe Cucos, First Secretary, General Consular Department, Ministry of External Affairs (Oct. 01, 2004).
Article 8: Repatriation of Victims of Trafficking in Persons

1. The State Party of which a victim of trafficking in persons is a national or in which the person had the right of permanent residence at the time of entry into the territory of the receiving State Party shall facilitate and accept, with due regard for the safety of that person, the return of that person without undue or unreasonable delay.

2. When a State Party returns a victim of trafficking in persons to a State Party of which that person is a national or in which he or she had, at the time of entry into the territory of the receiving State Party, the right of permanent residence, such return shall be with due regard for the safety of that person and for the status of any legal proceedings related to the fact that the person is a victim of trafficking and shall preferably be voluntary.

3. At the request of a receiving State Party, a requested State Party shall, without undue or unreasonable delay, verify whether a person who is a victim of trafficking in persons is its national or had the right of permanent residence in its territory at the time of entry into the territory of the receiving State Party.

4. In order to facilitate the return of a victim of trafficking in persons who is without proper documentation, the State Party of which that person is a national or in which he or she had the right of permanent residence at the time of entry into the territory of the receiving State Party shall agree to issue, at the request of the receiving State Party, such travel documents or other authorization as may be necessary to enable the person to travel to and re-enter its territory.

5. This article shall be without prejudice to any right afforded to victims of trafficking in persons by any domestic law of the receiving State Party.

6. This article shall be without prejudice to any applicable bilateral or multilateral agreement or arrangement that governs, in whole or in part, the return of victims of trafficking in persons.

Recommendations:

- Amend Article 19 of the draft anti-trafficking law to include a reference to any existing international agreements that could potentially govern, in whole or in part, the return of trafficked victims. Currently, Article 24 of the draft anti-trafficking law defers to such international agreements, but Article 19 does not. Article 24 delineates measures for voluntarily and safely repatriating foreign victims of trafficking and trafficked stateless persons found on Moldovan territory while Article 19 ensures the safe repatriation of trafficked Moldovan citizens and stateless persons who have a right to permanently reside in Moldova.

- Amend the draft anti-trafficking law to address the issue of repatriation costs for both adult and minor victims of trafficking. Create a budget for repatriation.

- Gather and verify all data pertaining to the number of victims repatriated to Moldova and centralize it under the auspices of one government entity.

- The Moldovan government should conduct annual training workshops for Moldovan consulate and embassy officials with a particular focus on identification of trafficked victims, verification procedures, and rapid issuance of documents.
• Conclude bi-lateral and multi-lateral agreements with other nations, like Turkey, that specifically govern the repatriation of adult and minor trafficked victims back to Moldova.

• Conclude bi-lateral and multi-lateral agreements with countries of origin such as Pakistan, India, China etc. in order to properly repatriate adult and minor victims that are transported through Moldova to other nations.

• Moldovan government officials should implement special measures for protecting child victims of trafficking during repatriation.

De Jure Compliance:

Right to Return

Article 8(1) of the Trafficking Protocol delineates the right of trafficked victims to return to their country of nationality or permanent residence.712 In Moldova’s case, this is an important right since significant numbers of Moldovan citizens are trafficked to other countries.

The 1994 Law on Exit from the Republic of Moldova and Entry in the Republic of Moldova (“1994 Exit and Entry Law”)713 ensures the right to return of all Moldovan citizens and stateless persons. Article 1(1) of the law indicates that “[c]itizens of the Republic of Moldova and stateless persons, who permanently reside on its territory, have the right to exit from the Republic of Moldova and to entry in the Republic of Moldova on the basis of passports issued by competent bodies.”714 This provision does not make specific reference to victims of trafficking but it is all encompassing, thus, victims along with others can return to Moldova under any circumstance. The 2002 Law on Migration also ensures the right of repatriation for all Moldovan citizens and their descendants, as well as permanent residents in certain circumstances.715 These current provisions, however, are not sufficiently detailed in order to comply with Article 8(1) of the Trafficking Protocol, which imposes certain conditions along with upholding the right to return such as ensuring that the return is timely and that the persons who are being returned are safe.716

Consequently, the draft anti-trafficking law specifically addresses the right of trafficked individuals to return to Moldova. Article 19(1) of the draft law states that Moldovan authorities are obligated to accept and facilitate the return of Moldovan citizens and stateless persons, who have the right to permanently reside in Moldova, without unjustified delay.717 Furthermore, when repatriating such individuals, Moldovan officials will be required to provide for their

712 See Trafficking Protocol, supra note 10, art. 8(1).
714 See id. art. 1(1).
716 See Trafficking Protocol, supra note 10, art. 8(1).
717 See Draft Anti-Trafficking Law, supra note 21, art. 19(1).
Thus, once the provisions of the draft anti-trafficking law will come into force, Moldova will be able to better comply with the detailed requirements of Article 8(1) of the Trafficking Protocol.\footnote{See id.} 

In cases where foreign victims are found on Moldovan soil, the current immigration laws provide for the protective principle of \textit{non-refoulement}. That is, Moldovan authorities are prohibited from expelling or deporting foreign nationals and stateless persons to countries where evidence suggests that they might be persecuted on the basis of their race, nationality, religion, political opinions, or that they might be subjected to inhuman and degrading treatment, torture, or the death penalty.\footnote{See \textit{2002 Migration Law}, \textit{supra note 715}, art. 32(7); \textit{see also} Law on the Legal Status of Foreign Citizens and Stateless Persons in the Republic of Moldova, No. 275-XIII, Nov. 10, 1994, art. 29 [hereinafter 1994 Legal Status Law].} Implicitly recognized in Article 14(1) of the Trafficking Protocol, the principle of \textit{non-refoulement} is an important instrument for protecting trafficked victims.\footnote{See \textit{Trafficking Protocol}, \textit{supra note 10}, art. 14(1).}

\textbf{Safety, Legal Proceedings, and the Voluntary Nature of Return}

Article 24(1) of the draft anti-trafficking law imposes an obligation upon Moldovan authorities to protect and assist foreign citizens and stateless persons during their return to their country of origin.\footnote{See \textit{Draft Anti-Trafficking Law}, \textit{supra note 21}, art. 24(1).} Such return is to be voluntary on the part of the victims and conducted with a sense of urgency (i.e. without undue delay).\footnote{See id.} Moldovan authorities are to ensure the safety of the victims up to when they reach the borders of Moldova.\footnote{See id.} Article 24(4) of the draft law indicates that foreign victims are not to be returned to their country of origin if they are implicated in any pending criminal or civil proceedings in Moldova.\footnote{See id.} All of these provisions follow the requirements of Article 8(2) of the Trafficking Protocol\footnote{See \textit{Trafficking Protocol}, \textit{supra note 10}, art. 8(2).} and when they will enter into force, Moldova will be able to fully comply as a State Party.

\textbf{Verification}

Moldova, as a country of origin for victims of trafficking, will be obligated to verify the nationality or residency status of such victims according to the new draft law. Article 19(2) of the draft anti-trafficking law indicates that at the request of another state, Moldovan officials are to check and confirm, without undue delay, that the nationality of trafficked victims is Moldovan or that such individuals have the right to permanently reside in Moldova.\footnote{See \textit{Draft Anti-Trafficking Law}, \textit{supra note 21}, art. 19(2).}

When Moldovan officials discover foreign victims of trafficking on Moldovan territory, there are certain already existing procedures for checking their legal status with their country of origin (i.e. nationality, permanent residence etc.). These are general procedures that not only

apply to trafficked victims but also to other foreigners, thus they are too numerous to list here. However, they are outlined in the following existing laws and regulations:

- The 1994 Exit and Entry Law
- Regulations Governing the Stay of Foreign Citizens and Stateless Persons in the Territory of the Republic of Moldova.

The draft anti-trafficking law together with existing immigration laws and regulations will enable Moldova to better comply with the verification requirements delineated in Article 8(3) of the Trafficking Protocol.

**Documentation**

When Moldovan citizens or persons who have the right to permanently reside in Moldova are trafficked and find themselves without the proper travel or identification documents in the territory of another state, they are entitled to new paperwork. Existing general provisions in Moldovan law require government officials to replace lost passports.

The draft anti-trafficking law is more specific. Article 19(3) of the draft law indicates that Moldovan officials are to issue travel documents or any other authorization needed in order to repatriate its citizens or permanent residents who have been trafficked. This will be done at the request of the state where such individuals are found.

Furthermore, the draft law will require officials from the Ministry of External Affairs to aid foreign victims found on Moldovan soil in requesting, from their country of origin, identification documents or other permits necessary for travel.

Thus, once the draft anti-trafficking law comes into force, Moldova will be able to better comply with the documentation requirements outlined in Article 8(4) of the Trafficking Protocol.
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**Protection of Victims under Domestic Laws**

As mentioned above, Article 24(1) of the draft anti-trafficking law ensures the safe and voluntary repatriation of foreign victims of trafficking and trafficked stateless persons who are found within Moldova’s territory. Such victims are entitled to the same rights as Moldovan citizens who were trafficked and return to Moldova. Article 24(2) indicates that foreign victims are to be placed in rehabilitation centers where they are to receive the same level of protection and assistance as victims who are nationals. The centers proposed in the draft law are discussed in detail in the section on “Rehabilitation and Reintegration in Society” of the de jure analysis of Trafficking Protocol Article 6.

Article 19(1) of the draft anti-trafficking law details the repatriation of Moldovan citizens and stateless persons who are entitled to permanently reside in Moldova. Article 19(4) explicitly mentions that the proposed repatriation measures are not to prejudice any other right that the Moldovan victims may be entitled to under the laws of the country of destination.

Article 24 and 19 of the draft anti-trafficking law will aid Moldova in better complying with Article 8(5) of the Trafficking Protocol, which specifies that repatriation measures “shall be without prejudice to any right afforded to victims of trafficking in persons by any domestic law of the receiving State Party.” The receiving State Party is understood to be the country of destination for victims of trafficking.

**Bilateral or Multilateral Agreements Regarding Return**

Article 24(1) of Moldova’s draft anti-trafficking law establishes measures for safely returning foreign victims of trafficking and trafficked stateless persons who are willing to return to their country of origin. Article 24(1) stresses that such measures are to be implemented if there are no other similar measures delineated in existing international treaties. This follows Article 8(6) of the Trafficking Protocol, which requires that a state’s repatriation procedures “shall be without prejudice to any applicable bilateral or multilateral agreement or arrangement that governs, in whole or in part, the return of victims of trafficking in persons.”

It should be noted that Article 19 of the draft law, which will govern the repatriation of trafficked Moldovan citizens and stateless persons back to Moldova, does not refer to international agreements in the same manner as Article 24 above. Perhaps, this provision should be revisited. Nevertheless, once the draft anti-trafficking law comes into effect, Moldova will be well on its way to legislative compliance with the Trafficking Protocol.
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Children

While Moldova’s immigration laws generally recognize the right to return, one expert mentioned that current provisions do not provide special protections for trafficked children during repatriation.746 Consequently, Moldova’s draft anti-trafficking law includes a provision on the repatriation of child victims to their country of origin.747 Article 28(1) of the draft law indicates that a child is to be repatriated solely if it is established that a parent, relative, guardian, or government agency in his/her country of origin has given formal consent to assume responsibility for the child and promises to protect and assist that child.748 No judicial proceedings or interrogations by law enforcement officials are to delay the reunification of trafficked children with their parents or with their return in general, if such return is in the best interest of the children.749 When repatriation to the country of origin is not possible or is not in the best interest of child victims, they are to be relocated to a third country.750 A child victim is not to be reunited with his/her family if, following a risk assessment, it is established that it is too dangerous to return him/her.751 Thus, child victims will be entitled to a temporary humanitarian visa guaranteeing them the right to remain on Moldova’s territory until officials reach a long-term solution with respect to their return.752 Article 28(4) of the draft law points out that the opinion of the formerly trafficked child is to be taken into consideration when repatriating or relocating him/her to a third country if s/he is older than 10 years of age.753

Although not explicitly required by Article 8 of the Trafficking Protocol,754 these newly proposed repatriation procedures for minor victims of trafficking in persons would aid Moldova in better complying with international anti-trafficking standards once they will come into force.

Statelessness

Both Article 19 and Article 24 of Moldova’s draft anti-trafficking law take into consideration stateless persons when setting forth measures for repatriation. Article 19(1) ensures the safe return to Moldova of trafficked Moldovan citizens and trafficked stateless persons who have a right to permanently reside in Moldova.755 Article 24(1) delineates measures for voluntarily and safely repatriating foreign victims of trafficking and trafficked stateless persons found on Moldovan territory back to their country of origin.756 Thus, according to the new draft law stateless persons, in both circumstances, will benefit from the same protections and means of
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assistance that are available to other trafficked individuals during repatriation. While not specifically required by Article 8 of the Trafficking Protocol,\textsuperscript{757} protecting trafficked stateless persons during their return is important and the needs of such persons will be better addressed once Moldova’s draft anti-trafficking law comes into effect.

\textit{Cost}

Neither current immigration provisions nor the draft anti-trafficking law designate a particular individual, entity, or government to bear the financial responsibility for repatriating adult or minor victims of trafficking to and from Moldova. In fact, the existing and proposed provisions do not clearly identify what repatriation costs entail (i.e. travel, housing, meals etc.).\textsuperscript{758} Perhaps the Moldovan Parliament should revisit this issue before adopting the newly proposed anti-trafficking law.

\textbf{De Facto Compliance:}

\textit{Right to Return}

When asked how many trafficked persons were repatriated to Moldova, interviewees pointed out that there are several sets of numbers gathered by various entities. These figures vary because they represent the number of victims aided by those particular entities. Presently, there are no total uniform figures. For example, the IOM mission in Chisinau reports that between 2001 and 2003, 1140 returning victims were registered at its shelter.\textsuperscript{759} The MoI Anti-Trafficking Division reports that 202 victims were repatriated during the first 8 months of 2004.\textsuperscript{760} Some interviewees suggested that existing repatriation figures should be centralized and verified under the auspices of one government entity.\textsuperscript{761}

Some interviewees also noted that current figures might not be exact because there are victims who escape from their traffickers on their own and do not return through official channels. There are also instances where destination or transit countries, like Turkey, repatriate victims without notifying Moldovan officials.\textsuperscript{762} An interviewee explained that, in other instances, countries, such as the United Arab Emirates, deport victims to the state that appears on their passport without verifying their true nationality. For example, if the passport is false and indicates that a Moldovan victim is a citizen of Kazakhstan, UAE officials repatriate her to Kazakhstan instead of Moldova, thus, exposing her to greater risk.\textsuperscript{763}

\textsuperscript{757} See Trafficking Protocol, supra note 10, art. 8.
\textsuperscript{758} See Radu Foltea, ABA/CEELI Moldova Human Trafficking Assessment Report: De Jure Analysis (Sept. 2004); see also Draft Anti-Trafficking Law, supra note 21, arts. 19, 24, 28.
\textsuperscript{759} See IOM Statistics, supra note 2.
\textsuperscript{760} See Interview with Sergiu Purcica, Head of the Analytical Section, Division for Combating Trafficking in Persons, General Division for Combating Organized Crime, Ministry of Internal Affairs (Sept. 25, 2004).
\textsuperscript{761} See Interview with Olga Poalelungi, General Director, and Ion Moraru, General Vice-Director, Department of Migration (Oct. 02, 2004).
\textsuperscript{762} See Interview with Otilia Bologan-Vieru, Legal Assistant, & Tatiana Cojocaru, Legal Assistant, The Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe Mission in Moldova (Oct. 07, 2004).
\textsuperscript{763} See Interview with Sergiu Purcica, Head of the Analytical Section, Division for Combating Trafficking in Persons, General Division for Combating Organized Crime, Ministry of Internal Affairs (Sept. 25, 2004).
When victims return to Moldova, governments of destination countries or NGOs usually ensure their safety since there are no funds allocated in the Moldovan national budget for victim repatriation. However, interviewees pointed out that, despite lack of funds, everything possible is being done to repatriate victims without unreasonable and undue delay. One interviewee mentioned, though, that there have been cases where repatriation was not timely.\footnote{764 See ABA/CEELI Moldova Human Trafficking Assessment Report: De Facto Interviews (Sept.-Oct. 2004).}

\textit{Safety, Legal Proceedings, and the Voluntary Nature of Return}

As mentioned above, the Moldovan government has not allocated funds, thus far, for the protection of trafficked victims during their return to Moldova. Officials from destination countries or representatives from organizations such as IOM, La Strada, and CPTW usually escort victims during their trip ensuring that their repatriation does not impede upon any existing criminal or civil proceedings that require their presence.\footnote{765 See id.}

In fact, interviewees stated that there is no established repatriation program supported by sustainable funding in Moldova. Repatriation efforts are mostly funded by international organizations and NGOs on an ad hoc basis.\footnote{766 See id.}

When asked what percentage of Moldovan trafficked victims were voluntarily returned and what percentage were summarily deported from destination countries, interviewees were not able to provide concrete answers.\footnote{767 See id.} Representatives from the Department of Migration reiterated that it is difficult to estimate such percentages since currently there is no uniform data on returning victims that is being gathered by one centralized government entity.\footnote{768 See Interview with Olga Poalelungi, General Director, and Ion Moraru, General Vice-Director, Department of Migration (Oct. 02, 2004).}

On a separate note, the representative from La Strada indicated that 15-20\% of the total number of victims aided by her organization were re-trafficked. She stressed, though, that these figures only include victims that La Strada helped the first time they were trafficked. These figures do not include victims that were re-trafficked several times. She indicated that the reason such a high number of victims were re-trafficked is because, upon their return, they were not properly assisted and protected by the state. They could not find means for earning a sustainable income in Moldova, thus, when traffickers offered them a chance to make more money overseas, they accepted.\footnote{769 See Interview with Viorelia Rusu, Social Assistance Manager, International Center for Women Rights Protection and Promotion “La Strada” (Sept. 28, 2004).}

\textit{Verification}

If a Moldovan citizen is to be repatriated from a country of destination or transit, a representative from the Moldovan consulate or embassy in that particular country is assigned to his/her case and immediately begins the procedure for verifying his/her personal data in order
to issue a visa. The consulate or embassy representative contacts the proper authorities in Moldova and accesses the State Population Register via computer in order to check the victim’s name, status etc. This procedure can be delayed and is more difficult to accomplish if the victim is found in a country were Moldova does not have an embassy or consulate or if s/he provides false information to the Moldovan authorities. The representative from La Strada indicated that verification procedures can take anywhere from 2 days to 3 weeks.

When asked how many requests for verification have been received and how many have been granted, thus far, one interviewee indicated that the Ministry of External Affairs is presently attempting to compile these numbers.

The same interviewee indicated that Moldovan consulate and embassy officials undergo government training regarding the newest immigration laws, normative acts, technology, and identification and travel documents. These seminars are done on an ad hoc basis, though, and do not necessarily touch on the dangers of trafficking in persons. He suggested that the government conduct anti-trafficking training workshops on an annual basis. Presently, La Strada and the OSCE conduct seminars on victim identification, the appropriate manner in which such victims are to be treated, and rapid document issuance.

**Documentation**

Upon successful verification, officials at Moldovan consulates and embassies in countries of destination issue the requisite travel documentation for trafficked victims to return to Moldova. If the victim is missing his/her passport, s/he receives a “Travel Title,” commonly known as a white passport, which is valid only for one designated trip (i.e. the trip back home). The fees related to such documentation are waived. NGO representatives confirmed that Moldovan officials are prompt in issuing white passports for victims. In fact, such documents are issued on the premises of Moldovan consulates and embassies in countries of destination. As mentioned above, data as to how many travel documents have been issued for Moldovan trafficked victims, thus far, is not available.

---
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**Protection of Victims under Domestic Laws**

Interviewees were asked whether the fact that victims exercise their right to return to their country of origin diminishes, replaces or otherwise changes their ability to assert other rights and immunities available to them. They answered that, in practice, no other rights are impeded upon when a victim is repatriated to Moldova.779

**Bilateral or Multilateral Agreements Regarding Return**

Interviewees indicated that Moldova is a party to bilateral and multilateral agreements for mutual legal assistance that include provisions addressing repatriation issues. Some interviewees indicated that such provisions are respected.780 One NGO representative disagreed and indicated that the rights of repatriated victims as delineated in international treaties are not always upheld.781

**Children**

Currently there are no special measures that are being implemented by the state in order to protect trafficked children during repatriation.782 IOM and other NGOs that conduct repatriations offer special protections. For example, if a victim is between 13 and 14 years of age, an IOM representative accompanies him/her at all stages during the repatriation process. If the victim is between 17 and 18 years of age, an IOM representative might not always be present for the duration of the flight back to Moldova.783

Some interviewees noted that one mechanism might help, from a preventive aspect. Moldovan children under the age of 16 are now required to travel with their own passports (separate from their parents) and can only leave Moldova if both parents give their written consent before a notary.784 However, another interviewee saw this as a restriction of a child’s freedom of movement.785

**Statelessness**

Interviewees confirmed that they did not know of any cases that involve the return of stateless persons to Moldova.786 One interviewee mentioned that even if there are such cases, there are no current procedures for repatriating stateless persons.787

---

780 See id.
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Cost

There was an overall consensus among interviewees that the Moldovan government does not bear the cost of repatriation for trafficked victims returning to Moldova. For the most part, destination countries or organizations like IOM cover the costs. The only financial contribution on the part of the Moldovan government is the fact that consulate and embassy officials waive the fees required for the issuance of new travel documentation.788

Article 9: Prevention of Trafficking in Persons

1. States Parties shall establish comprehensive policies, programmes and other measures:
   (a) To prevent and combat trafficking in persons; and
   (b) To protect victims of trafficking in persons, especially women and children, from revictimization.
2. States Parties shall endeavour to undertake measures such as research, information and mass media campaigns and social and economic initiatives to prevent and combat trafficking in persons.
3. Policies, programmes and other measures established in accordance with this article, shall, as appropriate, include cooperation with non-governmental organizations, other relevant organizations and other elements of civil society.
4. States Parties shall take or strengthen measures, including through bilateral or multilateral cooperation, to alleviate the factors that make persons, especially women and children, vulnerable to trafficking, such as poverty, underdevelopment and lack of equal opportunity.
5. States Parties shall adopt or strengthen legislative or other measures, such as educational, social or cultural measures, including through bilateral and multilateral cooperation, to discourage the demand that fosters all forms of exploitation of persons, especially women and children, that leads to trafficking.

Recommendations:

- The Moldovan government should fund and implement more long-term preventive measures (i.e. information campaigns, etc.).

- Gather and compare all concrete data from all entities presently working on trafficking issues in Moldova (government offices, international organizations, and NGOs) under the auspices of one government entity.

- The statistics departments at the local government level in Moldova should keep track of trafficked victims by age (number of children vs. number of women and men), by time period (the length of time that they were trafficked), and by status (single persons vs. families).

- Incorporate anti-trafficking classes and training seminars for professionals within the framework of women’s rights and the rights of children.

- Moldovan government officials should increase their attendance at current seminars that are focused on the prevention of trafficking in persons and are run by NGOs like La Strada.

- The Moldovan government should fund and implement a preventive program targeting at-risk groups such as orphaned children (as envisioned in the Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action).

- The Moldovan government should fund and implement a preventive program targeting persons who are in danger of being re-trafficked.
• Address the issue of illegal migration in destination countries. More destination countries should consider legalizing the status of Moldovan citizens who work illegally on their territory by issuing either temporary or permanent work permits.

• Draft legislation addressing the issue of domestic violence (a causative factor).

• Address the issue of demand in destination countries.

De Jure Compliance:

Preventive Policies, Programs, and Other Measures

Article 9(1) of the Trafficking Protocol requires States Parties to establish comprehensive policies, programs, and other measures that aim to prevent and combat trafficking as well as protect trafficked persons from becoming re-victimized.789 From a legislative perspective, Moldova complies with this provision since it has an Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action that delineates measures for preventing trafficking, better apprehending and prosecuting traffickers, protecting victims, reforming existing laws, training officials, and cooperating at the international level.790 The draft anti-trafficking law reaffirms the existence of the national plan of action establishing a term of 2 years for its renewal791 and devoting an entire chapter to preventive measures.792 The preventive measures outlined in the plan and the draft law will be discussed throughout the sections below.

Research, Information, Mass Media Campaigns, and Other Initiatives

Moldova’s Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action calls upon state officials to establish a research center, which will cooperate with all government agencies and conduct research and sociologic surveys related to the issue of trafficking in persons.793 The results of the center’s research endeavors (statistical or otherwise) are to be published and circulated annually.794 The plan further stresses the need to establish a standard database that is to be used by the police, welfare agencies, labor force agencies, and healthcare institutions in order to keep track of trafficked victims and the phenomenon in general.795

The plan also calls for awareness raising measures. Moldovan officials are to organize information campaigns about the dangers of trafficking and illegal migration as well as initiate media coverage of the trafficking problem, targeting audiences consisting of potential female migrants starting at the age of 14 to 15.796 The government is under an obligation to develop and disseminate anti-trafficking statistics, brochures, videos, flyers, information posters, and

789 See Trafficking Protocol, supra note 10, art. 9(1).
790 See generally Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action, supra note 8.
791 See Draft Anti-Trafficking Law, supra note 21, art. 7(2).
792 See id. ch. II.
793 See Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action, supra note 8.
794 See id.
795 See id.
796 See id.
other materials both at the national and regional level.\textsuperscript{797} Information concerning the health risks caused by sexual exploitation is also to be distributed.\textsuperscript{798} In order to educate individuals who belong to high-risk groups, the national plan of action instructs government officials to include anti-trafficking programs in the public school curricula.\textsuperscript{799} The proper authorities are also obligated to develop special programs that target marginalized youth and are meant to reach those who are not part of the regular school system (i.e. children housed at orphanages etc.).\textsuperscript{800}

Lastly the plan requires Moldovan officials to undertake socio-economic initiatives to address the high level of unemployment and poverty in Moldova. Officials are also to counsel persons seeking employment on the dangers of trafficking and potential assistance information in destination countries (addresses and telephone numbers of reception centers for victims etc.).\textsuperscript{801}

The draft anti-trafficking law assigns the various preventive measures delineated above to public officials representing the National Anti-Trafficking Committee,\textsuperscript{802} local anti-trafficking commissions throughout the different regions of Moldova,\textsuperscript{803} as well as all other appropriate branches of government.\textsuperscript{804} When the draft law comes into effect, it will be clear who, in the Moldovan government, is responsible for each of the preventive measures and such individuals will be under a legally enforceable obligation to perform their duties.

From a legislative perspective, Moldova more than likely complies with Article 9(2) of the Trafficking Protocol, which requires states “to undertake measures such as research, information and mass media campaigns and social and economic initiatives to prevent and combat trafficking in persons.”\textsuperscript{805}

\textit{Cooperation with NGOs, Other Organizations, and Elements of Civil Society}

Moldova’s Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action implicates NGOs in the implementation of most measures including preventive campaigns, distribution of anti-trafficking materials, and other socio-economic measures.\textsuperscript{806} The draft anti-trafficking law ensures that international organizations and NGOs have free access and can contribute to the establishment of an anti-trafficking infrastructure and to prevention campaigns in Moldova.\textsuperscript{807} The draft law explicitly mentions that international organizations and NGOs can collaborate with public officials in order to distribute anti-trafficking information and to warn individuals about the dangers of trafficking.\textsuperscript{808} The draft law also allows NGOs to establish centers for the protection and
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assistance of trafficked victims.\footnote{See id. art. 12(2).} Lastly NGOs are recognized for their ability to identify victims in destination countries, repatriate victims, as well as protect and represent victims in court.\footnote{See id. art. 12(3).} The incorporation of NGOs in the Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action and the draft anti-trafficking law acknowledges the important role that such entities play in combating trafficking and allows Moldova to better comply with the requirements of Article 9(3) of the Trafficking Protocol.\footnote{See \textit{Trafficking Protocol}, supra note 10, art. 9(3).}

**Root Causes**

The Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action requires government officials to promote programs that seek to improve the social and economic conditions of persons who are at risk of being trafficked.\footnote{See \textit{Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action}, supra note 8.} According to the plan such programs include schemes to combat poverty and unemployment, in particular among women and youth, special welfare programs to support impoverished individuals, and programs for combating illiteracy.\footnote{See id.} In fact, Moldova has a separate anti-poverty strategy entitled “The National Plan for Sustainable Development and Poverty Reduction”\footnote{See \textit{generally Anti-Poverty Plan}, supra note 18.} and a “Strategy for Reforming the System of Social Assistance.”\footnote{See \textit{generally Hotarirea Parlamentului Republicii Moldova pentru Aprobarea Strategiei de Reforma a Sistemului de Asistenta Sociala [Decision of the Parliament of the Republic of Moldova to Approve the Strategy for Reforming the System of Social Assistance], No. 416-XIV, May 28, 1999 [hereinafter Social Assistance Reform Strategy].} These instruments seek to address the needs of all Moldovan citizens, not just victims of trafficking.

The Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action also recognizes gender inequality as a possible cause of trafficking and bans sexist expressions in the Moldovan press, on the radio, or on TV.\footnote{See \textit{id.}} Likewise the plan bans all violent, degrading, and pornographic publications.\footnote{See id.}

The draft anti-trafficking law tasks the Ministry of the Economy to work together with other ministries and appropriate government departments in order to develop and implement socio-economic programs that seek to address the causes and economic conditions that favor illegal migration and trafficking in persons.\footnote{See \textit{Draft Anti-Trafficking Law}, supra note 21, art. 10(10).} The draft law also tasks the Ministry of Labor and Social Protection to distribute employment information and develop professional training seminars for at-risk groups\footnote{See id. art. 10(4)(a).} and, together with the Ministry of Finance, create incentives for employers to hire them.\footnote{See id. art. 10(4)(c).}

An expert points out that both the existing Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action\footnote{See \textit{id.}} and the draft anti-trafficking law\footnote{See \textit{Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action}, supra note 8.} stress cooperation with other states in order to prevent and combat
trafficking in persons as well as to protect the trafficked victims. He reads these cooperative efforts to include inter-state strategies to address the causes and conditions that favor trafficking. 823

Given the above efforts, it can be argued that Moldova more than likely complies, on paper, with the obligation to address the causes of trafficking suggested in Article 9(4) of the Trafficking Protocol (i.e. poverty, underdevelopment, and lack of opportunity). 824 However, there are many other, more specific causes that could be addressed if they are indeed appropriate within the Moldovan context. Such causes may include:

- women’s inequality in the labor market
- violence against women
- lack of access to education
- globalization and its effects
- increased movement of people
- economic exploitation
- advancements in technology and communications and their effects
- economic crises
- regional armed conflicts
- rise of organized crime. 825

Demand

Moldova is primarily a country of origin for victims of trafficking and is not necessarily responsible for addressing the issue of demand. Consequently, its laws do not explicitly enumerate measures for discouraging the demand for victims of trafficking as required by Article 9(5) of the Trafficking Protocol. 826 One expert argues, though, that efforts delineated in Moldova’s Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action and the newly proposed anti-trafficking law will have such an effect that, indirectly, they will address demand as well. 827

De Facto Compliance:

Preventive Policies, Programs, and Other Measures

Currently, the main government bodies that are in charge of implementing Moldova’s preventive policies and programs are the Ministry of Education and the Department of Migration. However, most of the interviewees indicated that the existing preventive measures

---
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are funded and implemented by international organizations and NGOs like IOM, La Strada, and CPTW. Government officials cooperate in these efforts but no state funds are donated to sustain preventive programs and initiatives. The existing measures will be discussed in the appropriate sections below.

When asked about the overall effectiveness of preventive efforts in Moldova, interviewees explained that they have a limited impact. The IOM mission accomplished close to 80% of its preventive goals. However, the Moldovan government, on its own, needs to sponsor more long-term measures given the magnitude of the trafficking problem. One interviewee placed the trafficking issue in perspective by pointing out the high level of vulnerability in her province. She indicated that in the province of Calarasi, 668 children are living without parents. That is, both parents left the region in order to seek better paying jobs and left the children behind with relatives and friends. In her opinion, the existing preventive measures are not sufficient and will not be able to thwart the efforts of traffickers to recruit such at risk children.

One interviewee pointed out that some of the preventive measures that are being undertaken in Moldova tend to impede upon the rights of individuals. Currently Moldovan children under the age of 16 cannot travel without obtaining the written notarized consent of both parents. She saw this as a restriction upon their freedom of movement.

**Research, Information, Mass Media Campaigns, and Other Initiatives**

As mentioned above, organizations such as IOM, La Strada, and CPTW have taken the lead in funding and implementing preventive measures in Moldova. From interviewing high school students in Sipoteni (Calarasi province), the assessor concluded that information campaigns and various other anti-trafficking efforts have reached their targeted audiences. The students interviewed were familiar with some of the efforts listed below and knew how to protect themselves if approached by a trafficker.

IOM, in particular, developed a comprehensive information and mass media campaign that targets both male and female youth. Based on funding from its members, IOM created and distributed anti-trafficking posters that are displayed on billboards in Chisinau as well as in twenty universities throughout Moldova. In 2002, IOM together with the United States Department of State, the European Union, La Strada, and private entities such as Lakarmissionen, Voxel and SunTV, sponsored free viewings of “Lilya 4-ever,” a 2-hour movie about the personal experience of a young woman from the former Soviet Union who was trafficked to Sweden. 300,000 people attended the viewings. There was also a play written for children on the trafficking issue. IOM established a hotline that potential victims and persons

---


831 See Interview with Ludmila Timofte, Senior Specialist, Direction for Education, Youth and Sports in Sipoteni, Moldova (Oct. 04, 2004).
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who have been trafficked can call for free and receive information about their rights. La Strada operates the hotline and reported that, between September 1, 2001 and September 1, 2004, 11,027 calls were received, 28% of which represented requests for specific information regarding employment abroad.834 During the summer of 2004, IOM ran an information campaign in all the regions of Moldova meeting with summer camps for children 10 years of age and above, distributing materials and cards with the hotline number, and briefing local government authorities. IOM also trained border guards to use passport inserts with anti-trafficking information for targeted age groups. Moldovan border guards are now required to give such information to females between the ages of 16 and 35 and to anyone else who might request it.835 One IOM representative indicated that the Moldovan government does not contribute financially to the above efforts but participates with human resources.836

La Strada has conducted research on the trafficking problem in Moldova837 and trained teachers, school principals, as well as government officials on the dangers of this phenomenon. Between February and June 2004, La Strada held 208 prevention seminars, which were attended by 7,165 people in all of Moldova’s major regions as well as in Transnistria.838 Participants received a handbook on combating trafficking that includes the Trafficking Protocol’s definition of the offense, its human rights context, the international and national legal basis for countering the phenomenon, a description of the status of victims of trafficking, the rights of victims, and means for assisting them.839 Participants also received a booklet focused on the prevention of trafficking that targets pre-university teachers.840 The representative from La Strada mentioned that despite all these efforts, results are limited for various reasons. First off, the Moldovan government has not studied or applied the results of La Strada’s research. In addition, the attendance of government officials at training seminars, while frequent initially, has dwindled over time. Furthermore, even if certain individuals attended La Strada’s seminars, the employment turnover rate is high and information is not passed on to their replacements (i.e. there is no continuity). At times, teachers distribute the information received from La Strada to their students without giving detailed explanations. An additional problem can be the conservative attitude of some teachers, which limits their discussion of sexual relations, prostitution, and other sensitive topics that are necessarily related to trafficking. Lastly, La Strada does not receive financial contributions from the Moldovan government and does not have sufficient private funds to run its training programs in every city, town, and village in Moldova.841

834 See La Strada, Hot Line Statistics.
835 In fact, when leaving Moldova, a border guard showed the assessor, upon her request, the information that he inserts in Moldovan passports.
836 See Interview with Olga Colomeet, Counter-Trafficking Coordinator, International Organization for Migration (Oct. 07, 2004).
837 See, e.g., La Strada, Studiu Sociologic pe Problemele Migratiei si Traficului de Femei [Sociological Study of the Problems of Migration and Trafficking in Women], 2003.
838 See La Strada, Geographical Distribution of Prevention Seminars.
841 See Interview with Viorelia Rusu, Social Assistance Manager, International Center for Women Rights Protection and Promotion “La Strada” (Sept. 28, 2004).
Other current preventive measures include efforts by local NGOs such as CPTW who issues a monthly bulletin that includes the latest news on trafficking patterns, exploitative purposes (i.e. reporting a recent increase in trafficking of children and organ removal), counter-trafficking measures in Moldova and in the region, as well as employment and migration related issues. CPTW also distributes preventive materials regarding the dangers of trafficking and the type of information one should know before agreeing to work overseas.

The Department of Migration maintains a hotline where Moldovan citizens can receive advice about legal migration and documents that are necessary for working overseas. Hotline operators also provide information regarding legitimate vs. illegitimate job offers and issues related to employment contracts. The Department of Migration has also held seminars regarding the dangers of illegal migration overseas but not necessarily focusing on trafficking in persons. Such efforts are limited by the fact that the state does not provide a separate budget for prevention measures. In the opinion of representatives from the Department of Migration, more needs to be done in the area of prevention.

One interviewee indicated that starting on September 1, 2005, a mandatory class entitled “Deprinderi de Viata” (“Life Skills”) will be included in the school curriculum for grades 1-12. The course will be a permanent component of the curriculum and will include a chapter on the dangers of trafficking in persons. The Global Fund (not the Moldovan government) will cover the costs associated with “Deprinderi de Viata.” This course will be an improvement in comparison to the current ad hoc classes that target students in the 10th and 11th grade (16 to 19 years of age). The representative from La Strada indicated that most returning trafficked victims have a 9th grade education.

Cooperation with NGOs, Other Organizations, and Elements of Civil Society

As noted above international organizations and NGOs fund and implement the majority of the preventive measures in Moldova. Interviewees indicated that government officials participate in the various activities of the NGOs by giving speeches during information campaigns, attending seminars, and helping distribute anti-trafficking information. However, the Moldovan government does not provide funding for prevention efforts.

---
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Root Causes

The main cause of the trafficking phenomenon in Moldova is poverty. According to IOM’s statistics, an average of 81% of trafficked persons (who they interviewed) went abroad in order to secure a job. 52% of the individuals who were trafficked came from poor families and 22% came from very poor families. According to the World Bank, the poor and very poor in Moldova earn less than 202 Lei ($17) per month. These numbers are based on interviews with 1140 trafficked victims who returned to Moldova during 2001-2003. IOM qualifies these statistics with the following statement:

Traffickers continue to target the young and the poor, and overwhelmingly girls and women. The vast majority of the target group earns less than $1 a day and lack high school or university education. Consistently, the traffickers capitalize on economic desperation and unstable family situations, with the vast majority of those trafficked reporting that they suffer from domestic violence before going abroad.

The government responded to the drastic economic conditions in Moldova by developing an anti-poverty strategy. While this strategy exists on paper, interviewees indicated that very little is actually being done to identify vulnerable individuals, develop standards, create jobs, spur development, and provide viable economic opportunities. One interviewee pointed out that there are several susceptible groups who are not properly aided by the government’s existing anti-poverty strategy. For example, orphans must leave the premises of state-run orphanages at the age of 16. They cannot formally join the workforce on a full-time basis until the age of 18, but they are eligible to sign part-time contracts. Thus, between the ages of 16 and 18, orphaned children are vulnerable to traffickers. Furthermore, single mothers with children are eligible to receive state assistance in the amount of 54 Lei ($5) per month if they can prove that their total monthly income is 36 Lei ($3) or less. Mothers of handicapped children are entitled to receive state assistance in the amount of 64 Lei ($5.41) per month, if they can prove that their total monthly income is 36 Lei ($3) or less. These figures are well below the lowest income in Moldova, which is 202 Lei ($17) per month and which “allows bear subsistence, including a diet of 2,100 calories per day and a few additional commodities, such as soap, shampoo or the occasional purchase of a shirt or shoes.”

Another factor that prompted trafficking activities in Moldova was the government’s delayed response to illegal migration. One interviewee indicated that Moldovan officials began addressing the issue of illegal migration in 1994. Before that time, leaving Moldova legally was costly ($1,500 to $2,500 per person) and traffickers provided individuals with “cheaper” alternatives, thus, coercing them into exploitation.
Some of the interviewees also identified gender inequality and domestic violence as factors that make women vulnerable to traffickers. One interviewee pointed out that there are gender sensitivity trainings in the workplace but, in reality, women are still treated unequally.857 Furthermore, there are certain professions that are considered to be well suited for women, such as teaching and nursing, but the salaries are much lower than for male oriented professions.858 Another interviewee indicated that potential victims come from families plagued by alcoholism, sexual abuse, and domestic violence.859 IOM’s position is that trafficking not only has economic roots but also psychological roots estimating that 90% of victims experience domestic violence before they go abroad. There is a parliamentary commission on domestic violence that is currently working on drafting legislation but its activity is limited.860

A few interviewees indicated that there are some causes that the government still needs to address such as the potential for armed conflict in Transnistria and the overall security of Moldova’s borders.861 One interviewee mentioned that persons in Transnistria are currently even more vulnerable to being trafficked since they do not have access to IOM’s free hotline, prevention materials, or any other assistance. Recently, she noticed an increase in the number of women who are being trafficked from Transnistria.862

**Demand**

As mentioned above, Moldova is primarily a country of origin for victims of trafficking and is not necessarily responsible for addressing the issue of demand. However, Moldovan officials have reached out to authorities in destination countries and asked them to address the problem of demand.863

---

858 See Interview with Natalia Lazareva, Representative of NGO in Gagauzia, Moldova (December 2004).
859 See Interview with Jana Costachi, National Project Coordinator, International Labour Organization (Oct. 05-06, 2004).
860 See Interview with Olga Colomeet, Counter-Trafficking Coordinator, International Organization for Migration (Oct. 07, 2004).
862 See Interview with Viorelia Rusu, Social Assistance Manager, International Center for Women Rights Protection and Promotion “La Strada” (Sept. 28, 2004).
Article 10: Information Exchange and Training

1. Law enforcement, immigration or other relevant authorities of States Parties shall, as appropriate, cooperate with one another by exchanging information, in accordance with their domestic law, to enable them to determine:
   (a) Whether individuals crossing or attempting to cross an international border with travel documents belonging to other persons or without travel documents are perpetrators or victims of trafficking in persons;
   (b) The types of travel document that individuals have used or attempted to use to cross an international border for the purpose of trafficking in persons; and
   (c) The means and methods used by organized criminal groups for the purpose of trafficking in persons, including the recruitment and transportation of victims, routes and links between and among individuals and groups engaged in such trafficking, and possible measures for detecting them.

2. States Parties shall provide or strengthen training for law enforcement, immigration and other relevant officials in the prevention of trafficking in persons. The training should focus on methods used in preventing such trafficking, prosecuting the traffickers and protecting the rights of the victims, including protecting the victims from the traffickers. The training should also take into account the need to consider human rights and child- and gender-sensitive issues and it should encourage cooperation with non-governmental organizations, other relevant organizations and other elements of civil society.

3. A State Party that receives information shall comply with any request by the State Party that transmitted the information that places restrictions on its use.

Recommendations:

- Amend the draft anti-trafficking law to include more specific measures mirroring the requirements delineated in Article 10(1) of the Trafficking Protocol. Article 10(1) obligates states to cooperate in order to identify the trafficked and their traffickers, the travel documents used, and trafficking patterns of organized criminal groups and others.

- Amend Article 34 of the draft anti-trafficking law in order to explicitly empower Moldovan officials to place restrictions upon data or information exchanged for the purposes of trans-border trafficking investigations. Thus, they will be able to better protect the privacy and identify of trafficked victims or other implicated persons.

- Increase the number of bilateral and multilateral agreements in order to be able to better anticipate and prevent traffickers from furthering their illicit goals across Moldova’s borders. The agreements should seek to establish a continuous exchange of information and evidence between Moldovan officials and authorities in countries of transit and destination.

- Establish a common databank with other countries in order to facilitate the exchange of information and evidence related to trafficking cases across borders.
De Jure Compliance:

Upholding the Rights of Individuals

One of the main concerns behind the various measures for identifying victims and their traffickers at international borders required by Article 10(1) of the Trafficking Protocol is whether such measures respect the rights of individuals. Such rights, although not delineated in Article 10 of the Protocol, include freedom of movement, the right not to be discriminated against, and the right to privacy.

Moldova’s Criminal Procedure Code ensures such rights during all stages of criminal proceedings. Article 10(1) requires all officials and parties involved in a criminal case to respect basic rights, freedoms, and human dignity. Thus, if a trafficker is identified and captured at Moldova’s borders, his/her rights are guaranteed throughout the investigation, trial, sentencing hearing, and any other related procedure. Any victim that agrees to testify is also entitled to the same protection. Article 10(4) of the code indicates that any person can defend his/her rights, freedoms, and dignity if they have been prejudiced or limited in any way during criminal proceedings.

The draft anti-trafficking law focuses more on the rights of trafficked victims. The law generally states that when undertaking any measure to combat trafficking, officials must respect the fundamental rights and freedoms of human beings, not discriminate against anyone, and ensure the safety and equitable treatment of trafficked victims. More specifically, Article 5 of the draft law indicates that when protecting victims, especially, officials are not to discriminate on the basis of gender, race, color, language, religion, political opinion, other type of opinion, social or national origin, ethnicity, or any other status. Thus, when a trafficked victim is identified at Moldova’s borders, his/her rights will automatically be protected (once the draft law comes into effect).

Cooperation and Information Exchange/Identification

The Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action calls for international cooperation and information exchange with other states in order to pursue traffickers who are crossing Moldova’s borders and to protect the individuals who are being trafficked. The draft anti-trafficking law specifically tasks the Department of Border Guards to undertake measures in order to prevent, detect, and stop traffickers from attempting to cross Moldova’s borders and victims from either legally or illegally crossing the borders. These provisions broadly govern border crossings.
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and do not quite comply with the specific requirements of Article 10(1) of the Trafficking Protocol that obligate states to cooperate in order to identify

- the trafficked and their traffickers
- the travel documents used
- trafficking patterns of organized criminal groups and other smaller-scale operations.

While imposing general obligations, neither the existing Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action nor the draft anti-trafficking law clarifies how Moldovan officials are to cooperate with authorities in other countries in order to prevent trafficking at Moldova’s borders. Article 10(1) of the Protocol calls for detailed measures and such measures are not evidenced in Moldova’s current plan or draft anti-trafficking legislation. Perhaps the draft law should be revisited in order to include more detailed provisions.

**Training**

The Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action delineates several types of trainings for Moldovan officials. The plan calls for training seminars for welfare agents, labor force services, healthcare employees, and teachers such that they can learn how to cooperate with the judiciary in order to effectively combat trafficking.

The plan also calls for training programs aimed at improving the cooperation between public officials working on the trafficking issue and NGOs.

The draft anti-trafficking law creates a legal obligation to conduct the trainings proposed in the plan above. Article 14(1) of the draft law indicates that the state is to ensure professional training and instruction for law enforcement officials, immigration officials, and other authorities such that they can learn how to prevent and combat trafficking in persons. The seminars are to train participants in using

- the most advanced criminal investigation techniques in order to pursue cases involving adult and child trafficking
- measures to uphold the rights and interests of trafficked victims
- the most advanced measures for protecting trafficked victims.

Lastly, the draft law emphasizes the importance of including international and regional organizations, NGOs, and other members of civil society in conducting the above trainings and the importance of transnational cooperation with other countries in order to train together.

Moldova’s laws already provide for certain criminal investigation techniques that are to be used in the pursuit all offenses (not just trafficking offenses). For example, Articles 109-112 of the Criminal Procedure Code establish special techniques for interviewing witnesses, injured parties, and civil parties involved in criminal cases with an emphasis on protecting their rights. The 1994 Investigations Law delineates methods for conducting undercover investigation.

---
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investigations of criminal matters. The 1994 law also provides for wire-tapping procedures and other means of legally interfering with communications in cases where a person’s life, health, or property are in danger. These and other measures delineated in the 1994 Investigations Law must respect the rights and freedoms of persons implicated in criminal cases.

Once the draft anti-trafficking law comes into force, it will strengthen existing legal provisions as well as the Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action and will enable Moldova to better comply with the training requirements delineated in Article 10(2) of the Trafficking Protocol.

Restrictions

Article 10(3) of the Trafficking Protocol indicates that when governments cooperate and exchange information with one another in order to pursue traffickers and identify victims, the country providing the information may limit the manner in which such information is used. This is mainly done in order to protect the privacy and identity of trafficked victims.

Neither current Moldovan laws nor the draft anti-trafficking law explicitly denote such restrictions in connection with trafficking cases. Article 34 of the draft law designates special law enforcement officers within the Ministry of Internal Affairs and prosecutors within the State’s Prosecutor Office to exchange data and information related to trafficking investigations with appropriate authorities in other countries. This article does not specifically indicate that Moldovan officials are entitled to place restrictions upon the exchanged data or information in order to protect the privacy or identity of victims or other implicated persons. Perhaps Article 34 of the draft law should be revised in order to better comply with Article 10(3) of the Trafficking Protocol.

De Facto Compliance:

Upholding the Rights of Individuals

It was unclear from the interviews the extent to which Moldovan officials protect the fundamental rights of individuals when exercising preventive measures at the borders (i.e. identifying traffickers and victims etc.). However, interviewees confirmed that respect for human rights as well as sensitization to child and gender issues have been mainstreamed in anti-trafficking trainings. Law enforcement officials, immigration officials, and other authorities who attend such seminars are taught to protect the rights and freedoms of trafficked victims as

---
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well as the due process rights of apprehended traffickers.\textsuperscript{889} One interviewee noted that increasingly, public authorities have been referring trafficked victims to NGOs for special protection and assistance, thus, indicating that the training seminars are making a difference for those who participate.\textsuperscript{890}

\textbf{Cooperation and Information Exchange/Identification}

When asked whether Moldovan officials cooperate and exchange information in order to identify trafficked victims and their traffickers, their travel documentation, and overall trafficking patterns of organized criminal groups or other smaller-scale operations, one interviewee indicated that such cooperation and exchange are weak. That is, given the lack of bilateral and multilateral agreements with many countries, Moldova cannot properly engage in continuous trans-border efforts in order to anticipate and prevent traffickers from furthering their illicit goals. There are some treaties with countries like Macedonia and Serbia, however, they are not sufficient. Furthermore, there are no mechanisms for detecting and pinpointing patterns of the traffickers’ activities. Lastly, the interviewee mentioned that there is no common databank with other countries that would facilitate the exchange of information and evidence across borders.\textsuperscript{891}

Some of the other interviewees indicated that Moldova has joined in cooperative law enforcement efforts through the Southeast European Cooperative Initiative (“SECI”), which is headquartered in Bucharest, Romania, and through Interpol. However, interviewees were not able to provide further details as to the number of times Moldova cooperated with other countries either through SECI, Interpol, or on an independent basis.\textsuperscript{892}

\textbf{Training}

Interviewees stated that law enforcement officers, immigration officials, and other pertinent authorities in Moldova are trained on a regular basis in matters related to trafficking in persons. It should be noted, however, that customs officials are not invited to such trainings. There are mandatory anti-trafficking courses at the Police Academy and recommended professional trainings that occur on a weekly basis within the Ministry of Internal Affairs and in all but 2 provinces in Moldova. The professional training seminars include 2 hours on trafficking. Officials from the Ministry of Internal Affairs, State Prosecutor’s Office, and the Ministry of Justice together with representatives from international organizations and NGOs conduct the recommended trainings. The seminars are funded by international organizations (not the Moldovan government).\textsuperscript{893}

The subject matter of the trainings is developed according to the recommendations of the international community and NGOs and includes instruction on:

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{889} See ABA/CEELI Moldova Human Trafficking Assessment Report: De Facto Interviews (Sept.-Oct. 2004).
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\item \textsuperscript{891} See Interview with Eugen Rusu, Head of the Division on Ecology and Juveniles, State Prosecutor’s Office (Oct. 06, 2004).
\item \textsuperscript{892} See ABA/CEELI Moldova Human Trafficking Assessment Report: De Facto Interviews (Sept.-Oct. 2004).
\item \textsuperscript{893} See \textit{id}.
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• preventive methods
• means for prosecuting traffickers
• measures for protecting the rights of victims
• measures for protecting trafficked victims
• measures for identifying victims and traffickers. 894

One interviewee pointed out that seminar participants (in particular law enforcement officers) are already trained in general criminal investigation techniques such as evidence gathering, crime scene preservation, undercover techniques, wire-tapping, securing, evaluating and disseminating intelligence, arrest procedures, search and seizure procedures, witness protection, interview techniques, and record keeping. All of these procedures are taught at the Police Academy and are not necessarily rehashed in seminars focused on trafficking issues. 895

When asked whether it is common for trainees to be sensitized to human rights as well as to child and gender issues, the interviewees indicated that international organizations and NGOs have mainstreamed such notions into the subject matter of the seminars. Participants also receive information on organizations that can assist trafficked victims and are made aware of the fact that IOM has established a shelter for trafficked victims in Chisinau. 896

The representative from La Strada, who is directly involved in the above-mentioned training seminars, expressed certain concerns. She indicated that lately the number of participants has dwindled. Furthermore, she mentioned that there is a high-turn over rate among law enforcement officers and other authorities who deal with trafficking on a daily basis. Thus, information is not being passed down to new employees and trainers have to start from zero with them. 897

It should be noted that in addition to the above trainings that target law enforcement officers and others that are likely to come into direct, initial contact with victims and their traffickers, there are also trainings for judges and prosecutors. International organizations (OSCE, IOM etc.) have conducted general trainings, with a session on trafficking in persons, in Chisinau and in Moldova’s other provinces. 898 La Strada together with CPTW have conducted trainings on pro bono representation and gender sensitization for prosecutors and judges at the Supreme Court’s Center for Perfecting Professionals in the Judiciary. The purpose of these seminars was to stress the legal obligation of prosecutors to represent victims of crimes such as trafficking at no cost and to sensitize the audience to certain issues specifically related to the vulnerability of female victims. 899
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Restrictions

When asked whether, in practice, Moldovan officials place any restrictions on the use of information exchanged for the purposes of a trans-border trafficking investigation or other preventive measures, one interviewee indicated that the identity of victims is kept secret. Furthermore, any information about the traffickers themselves is not divulged until a formal investigation is opened. Various officials within the Ministry of Internal Affairs and the State Prosecutor’s Office authorize such restrictions.\footnote{See Interview with Sergiu Purcica, Head of the Analytical Section, Division for Combating Trafficking in Persons, General Division for Combating Organized Crime, Ministry of Internal Affairs (Sept. 25, 2004).}

---

\footnote{See Interview with Sergiu Purcica, Head of the Analytical Section, Division for Combating Trafficking in Persons, General Division for Combating Organized Crime, Ministry of Internal Affairs (Sept. 25, 2004).}
Article 11: Border Measures

1. Without prejudice to international commitments in relation to the free movement of people, States Parties shall strengthen, to the extent possible, such border controls as may be necessary to prevent and detect trafficking in persons.

2. Each State Party shall adopt legislative or other appropriate measures to prevent, to the extent possible, means of transport operated by commercial carriers from being used in the commission of offences established in accordance with article 5 of this Protocol.

3. Where appropriate, and without prejudice to applicable international conventions, such measures shall include establishing the obligation of commercial carriers, including any transportation company or the owner or operator of any means of transport, to ascertain that all passengers are in possession of the travel documents required for entry into the receiving State.

4. Each State Party shall take the necessary measures, in accordance with its domestic law, to provide for sanctions in cases of violation of the obligation set forth in paragraph 3 of this article.

5. Each State Party shall consider taking measures that permit, in accordance with its domestic law, the denial of entry or revocation of visas of persons implicated in the commission of offences established in accordance with this Protocol.

6. Without prejudice to article 27 of the Convention, States Parties shall consider strengthening cooperation among border control agencies by, inter alia, establishing and maintaining direct channels of communication.

Recommendations:

- Amend Article 13 of the draft anti-trafficking law and define the term “international transport agencies and entities.”

- Amend Article 13 of the draft anti-trafficking law and include civil, administrative or, if appropriate, criminal sanctions such that international transport agencies and entities will respect their new obligation to verify passenger documentation. Including the appropriate sanctions will enable Moldova to comply with the requirements of Articles 11(3) and 11(4) of the Trafficking Protocol.

- Amend the draft anti-trafficking law to include detailed provisions regarding cooperation between Moldova’s border guard officials and border guard officials in transit and destination countries. Such provisions should seek to establish direct channels of communication and other specific measures in order to identify traffickers and their victims, as well as to protect and assist the victims.

- Improve border security measures, at all checkpoints, such that border guards can better identify traffickers and their victims.

- Equip Moldovan border guards, at all checkpoints, with the proper technology such that they can detect false travel and identification documents.
De Jure Compliance:

Border Controls

Moldova’s Law on Migration requires “[c]entral public governance bodies, within their competence in the area of migration”\textsuperscript{901} to, \textit{inter alia}, “suppress illegal migration and trafficking in human beings and take measures aimed at preventing them”\textsuperscript{902} and to “identify persons connected to . . . trafficking in human beings . . . and take measures prohibiting their entrance or deportation such people from the country.”\textsuperscript{903} More specifically, public entities are to “ensure control over the state border check-points, and ensure registration of persons who cross the state border.”\textsuperscript{904} Pertinent officials are also required to enter data on persons who cross Moldova’s borders into the new integrated national information system,\textsuperscript{905} which will be discussed in greater detail in the analysis of Articles 12 and 13 of the Trafficking Protocol below. The Law on Migration dictates that all border safety measures must respect fundamental human rights and freedoms stipulated in the Moldovan Constitution, pertinent normative acts, and international treaties to which Moldova is a State Party.\textsuperscript{906}

The draft anti-trafficking law also emphasizes respect for fundamental human rights and freedoms\textsuperscript{907} and clarifies exactly what branch of the government is responsible for preventive measures at the state’s borders. Article 10(1)(3) of the draft law indicates that the Department of Border Guards will be required to develop and implement measures in order to prevent, detect, and stop traffickers from attempting to cross Moldova’s borders and victims from either legally or illegally crossing the borders.\textsuperscript{908} Furthermore, the draft law obligates the Ministry of External Affairs, Information and Security Service, Department of Border Guards, and Department of Migration to deny access to foreign citizens and stateless persons who are suspected of engaging in trafficking activities.\textsuperscript{909}

Thus, when the draft anti-trafficking law comes into effect, it will supplement already existing legal obligations to secure Moldova’s borders and prevent trafficking activities. Consequently, Moldova will be able to better comply with Article 11(1) of the Trafficking Protocol, which states that “[w]ithout prejudice to international commitments in relation to the free movement of people, States Parties shall strengthen, to the extent possible, such border controls as may be necessary to prevent and detect trafficking in persons.”\textsuperscript{910}

\textsuperscript{901} 2002 Migration Law, \textit{supra} note 715, art. 9(1).
\textsuperscript{902} \textit{Id.} art. 9(1)(d).
\textsuperscript{903} \textit{Id.} art. 9(1)(f).
\textsuperscript{904} \textit{Id.} art. 9(1)(k).
\textsuperscript{905} \textit{See id.} art. 9(1)(l).
\textsuperscript{906} \textit{See id.} art. 3(a).
\textsuperscript{907} \textit{See Draft Anti-Trafficking Law, supra} note 21, art. 4(1).
\textsuperscript{908} \textit{See id.} art. 10(1)(3).
\textsuperscript{909} \textit{See id.} art. 10(1)(2).
\textsuperscript{910} \textit{See Trafficking Protocol, supra} note 10, art. 11(1).
Commercial Carriers

Current Moldovan law does not impose any legal obligation upon commercial carriers with respect to the specific scenario of trafficking in persons. The draft anti-trafficking law will require international transport agencies and entities to verify whether passengers possess the identification documents required to enter a transit or destination country.\textsuperscript{911} Such verification is to occur when tickets are issued.\textsuperscript{912} The draft law does not exactly define what the term “international transport agencies and entities” entails but it will enable Moldova to better comply with Article 11(2)\textsuperscript{913} and, at a minimum, with Article 11(3) of the Trafficking Protocol which requires States Parties to establish an “obligation of commercial carriers, including any transportation company or the owner or operator of any means of transport, to ascertain that all passengers are in possession of the travel documents required for entry into [a] receiving State.”\textsuperscript{914}

Sanctions

The draft anti-trafficking law, while imposing an obligation upon international transport agencies and entities to verify passenger documentation, does not delineate the sanctions that will apply if this obligation is breached.\textsuperscript{915} The draft law should be reviewed and civil, administrative or, if appropriate, criminal sanctions should be included in order to hold such agencies and entities responsible and, thus, comply with Article 11(4) of the Trafficking Protocol.\textsuperscript{916}

Denial of Entry and Visa Revocation

As mentioned above, Moldova’s existing Law on Migration requires pertinent state officials to “identify persons connected to . . . trafficking in human beings . . . and take measures prohibiting their entrance or deport such people from the country.”\textsuperscript{917}

The draft anti-trafficking law goes into more detail and obligates the Ministry of External Affairs, the Information and Security Service, the Department of Border Guards, and the Department of Migration to deny access to foreign citizens and stateless persons if they have information that such persons are suspected of engaging in trafficking activities.\textsuperscript{918} Article 30(4) of the draft law indicates further that any persons implicated in trafficking will be refused entry on Moldovan territory or their visas will be revoked.\textsuperscript{919}

Thus, when the draft anti-trafficking law comes into effect, it will complement already existing laws and enable Moldova to better comply with Article 11(5) of the Trafficking Protocol which

\textsuperscript{911} See Draft Anti-Trafficking Law, supra note 21, art. 13.
\textsuperscript{912} See id.
\textsuperscript{913} See Trafficking Protocol, supra note 10, art. 11(2).
\textsuperscript{914} See id. art. 11(3).
\textsuperscript{915} See Draft Anti-Trafficking Law, supra note 21, art. 13.
\textsuperscript{916} See Trafficking Protocol, supra note 10, art. 11(4).
\textsuperscript{917} See 2002 Migration Law, supra note 715, art. 9(1)(f).
\textsuperscript{918} See Draft Anti-Trafficking Law, supra note 21, art. 10(1)(2).
\textsuperscript{919} See id. art. 30(4).
recommends that States Parties take measures to deny entry to or revoke the visas of individuals suspected of trafficking.920

Cooperation

The Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action generally requests that Moldova negotiate bilateral and multilateral agreements with countries of destination, or, at least, memorandums between counterpart ministries, in order to prevent and combat trafficking and ensure the return of the trafficked persons.921

The draft anti-trafficking law affirms such international cooperation922 and designates liaison officers within the Ministry of Internal Affairs and the State Prosecutor’s Office who are to directly communicate with law enforcement officials and prosecutors in other countries in order to detect traffickers, coordinate criminal investigations of traffickers, as well as protect and assist trafficked victims throughout criminal proceedings.923 The same personnel is tasked to oversee the exchange of data and information (i.e. evidence) for the purposes of trafficking investigations.924 Thus, if these provisions come into force, Moldova will be able to comply with the requirements of Article 27 of the Transnational Organized Crime Convention, which outline law enforcement cooperation.925

None of the existing or proposed laws in Moldova delineate the same sort of close cooperation on trafficking matters between Moldovan border guards and border guards in other countries. The 2002 Law on Migration empowers the Department of Migration to draft international agreements regarding migration matters, however, the law does not call for cooperative efforts specifically related to trafficking and does not implicate the Department of Border Guards in such cooperation.926 Consequently, Moldova does not comply with Article 11(6) of the Trafficking Protocol, which encourages States Parties “to consider strengthening cooperation among border control agencies by, inter alia, establishing and maintaining direct channels of communication.”927 Perhaps, the draft anti-trafficking law should be revised to include detailed provisions on border guard cooperation in trafficking matters.

De Facto Compliance:

Border Controls

IOM reports that presently a total of 1200 officers guard Moldova’s borders.928 A representative from the Department of Border Guards indicated that traffickers use all of

920 See Trafficking Protocol, supra note 10, art. 11(5).
921 See Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action, supra note 8.
922 See Draft Anti-Trafficking Law, supra note 21, art. 33.
923 See id. art. 34(1).
924 See id. art. 34(2).
925 See Transnational Organized Crime Convention, supra note 15, art. 27.
926 See 2002 Migration Law, supra note 715, art. 8(2)(g).
927 See Trafficking Protocol, supra note 10, art. 11(6).
Moldova’s border checkpoints to transport their victims overseas or to traffic victims into Moldova. The circumstances under which Moldova’s current borders were formed perpetuate the trafficking phenomenon. The interviewee explained that when Moldova was part of the Soviet Union, there was no official eastern border with Ukraine. There was only a western border with Romania. The checkpoints along the western border are numerous and well equipped. In 1991, an official border was established with Ukraine. However, checkpoints are not as numerous on the eastern border as on the western border and they are less equipped. Furthermore, it is difficult to monitor traffickers as they cross Moldova’s natural border, or “green border,” with Romania demarcated by the Prut River in the west. Lastly, Moldovan officials have no control over their country’s border with Transnistria.929

Trafficking patterns vary depending on the strengths of the above checkpoints. In 2004, the Department of Border Guards retained 7 or 8 victims who were being trafficked out of Moldova and were found without the proper travel documentation. The victims were detained at the airport in Chisinau as well as in various towns: Leuseni, Sculeni, Costesti, and Palanca. Palanca is a town in Moldova on the trafficking route to Russia. The interviewee noted that there is also a general pattern whereby Moldovan victims travel with their own national passports to Romania, where they are entitled to enter without a visa. From Romania, traffickers give the victims false passports or place a falsified visa in their original passports and send them to other countries. Thus, there are not that many cases where victims leave Moldova with false passports. From a border guard’s perspective, who is checking documentation, victims leave Moldova legally. The interviewee also indicated that, increasingly, there are victims being trafficked into Moldova from Ukraine. Groups from Odessa are brought through Transnistria and across weaker border checkpoints with Ukraine.930

When faced with a trafficking case, the usual procedure undertaken by Moldova border guards is as follows:

- border guards establish that there is a possible case of trafficking in persons
- border guards inform law enforcement officials
- until law enforcement officials arrive, victims are detained at the border
- law enforcement officials formally take over the case and being their investigation by arresting the traffickers, confiscating their vehicles and other goods used in the commission of the crime, etc.

If trafficked victims are found to carry false passports, they are transferred to the Operative Unit of the Department of Border Guards.931 Members of the Customs Department, who are in charge of checking goods and money transported across borders, inform border guards of persons traveling overseas without funds or of confiscated parcels containing suspicious items (i.e. bag full of false passports etc.).932

When asked about the efficiency of the border control procedures described above, the answers were mixed. Some of the interviewees were of the opinion that border guards are well trained,

929 See Interview with Adrian Manzatu, Head of Border Protection Division, Department of Border Guards (Sept. 29, 2004).
930 See id.
931 See id.
932 See Interview with Grigore Ciubuc, Head of Prosecutorial Division, and Alexandru Vdovii, Specialist from the Prosecutorial Division, Customs Department (Oct. 05, 2004).
able to identify trafficked victims, and have developed an expertise in detecting false passports. However, as noted above, there are not that many victims who travel out of Moldova with false documentation. Other interviewees pointed out that there are no established identification procedures for victims and that Moldovan border guards do not have the requisite technology to detect false documentation. In fact, at Moldova’s natural borders, no such technology is used. IOM together with the US Embassy in Moldova donated funds to renovate a center in Ungheni where border guards undergo training, however, according to one interviewee, such efforts are only a beginning and more needs to be done.933

Some of the interviewees noted that existing border security measures have been tightened in order to prevent trafficking activities. In their opinion such measures are applied equally and without violating fundamental rights, such as the free movement of people. Other interviewees disagreed and indicated that there were instances where the rights and freedoms of individuals have been violated.934

There were some cases where Moldovan border guards were implicated in trafficking activities. Such individuals were removed from their posts but they were not prosecuted for their illicit involvement.935

Commercial Carriers

As mentioned above, currently, Moldovan laws do not impose any legal obligation upon commercial carriers (airplanes, trains etc.) in connection with trafficking in persons. Thus, in practice, commercial carriers do not undertake any measures to prevent trafficking, check passengers who are suspected of being victims, or notify passengers, in general, of the dangers of trafficking.936

Sanctions

Since there are no obligations delineated in Moldovan law for commercial carriers in connection with the trafficking phenomenon, no corresponding sanctions are imposed.937

Denial of Entry and Visa Revocation

When foreign citizens or stateless persons are suspected of trafficking in persons across Moldova’s borders, Interpol and other law enforcement units track their activities and notify border control officials in order for them not to issue visas to the suspected traffickers. Interviewees were not able to provide concrete figures as to the number of times traffickers were denied entry into Moldova or the number of times their visas were revoked subsequent to

934 See id.
935 See id.
936 See id.
937 See id.
entry. Furthermore, interviewees could not indicate whether it was easy for traffickers to illicitly obtain entry visas into Moldova.938

Cooperation

While representatives from the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Interpol indicated that a certain level of cooperation occurs between Moldova’s law enforcement officers and law enforcement officers in other countries,939 one interviewee stressed that the existing cooperative efforts are not sufficient. He indicated that police officers solely cooperate under the auspices of rogatory commissions in order to exchange information and evidence for the purposes specific trafficking cases. Such rogatory commissions occur on an ad hoc basis and there is no continuous cooperation to combat trafficking across borders otherwise. Furthermore, there is no exchange of law enforcement personnel, such as experts or liaison officers, between Moldova and other states. Moldovan police officers and prosecutors visited other countries to study means of addressing the trafficking phenomenon but there is no continuous trans-border communication regarding specifics such as the patterns of organized criminal groups and other traffickers. Thus far, Moldovan officers have not coordinated efforts with their counterparts in other countries for early detection of trafficking offenses. Combating trafficking through the use of modern technology (computers, telecommunications networks etc.) is a novelty, but it is rarely practiced. Lastly, Moldova has not established any direct channels of communication between its border guards and border guards in other countries.940 IOM recently established a “Border Improvement Initiative,” which seeks to facilitate cooperation among border control units in Moldova with units from neighboring countries and simulate the improvement of border guard standards. The initiative is funded through a coalition of states and other donors (not by the Moldovan government).941

938 See id.
939 See Interview with Sergiu Purcica, Head of the Analytical Section, Division for Combating Trafficking in Persons, General Division for Combating Organized Crime, Ministry of Internal Affairs (Sept. 25, 2004); see also Interview with Valentina Litvinov, Director, Interpol, Ministry of Internal Affairs (Oct. 01, 2004).
Article 12: Security and Control of Documents

Each State Party shall take such measures as may be necessary, within available means:
(a) To ensure that travel or identity documents issued by it are of such quality that they cannot easily be misused and cannot readily be falsified or unlawfully altered, replicated or issued; and
(b) To ensure the integrity and security of travel or identity documents issued by or on behalf of the State Party and to prevent their unlawful creation, issuance and use.

Recommendations:

- Increase the existing security measures for passports and identity documents by establishing a biometric screening system, introducing digitized fingerprints in passports, and creating the ability to analyze the signature of the holder.
- Participate in the aviation security measures of the International Civil Aviation Organization (“ICAO”).

De Jure Compliance:

Quality of Travel and Identity Documents

Moldova’s Law Concerning Identity Documents from the National Passport System of 1994 (“1994 Identity Documents Law”) outlines the criteria for passports, national identity cards, residence permits, and travel documents for Moldovan citizens, foreign citizens, refugees, and stateless persons. This summary solely focuses on passports and national identity cards of Moldovan citizens, however, the reader should note that the law delineates security and control measures for the rest of the above enumerated documents as well.

The 1994 Identity Documents Law indicates that Moldovan citizens need passports in order to travel to countries other than the Newly Independent States (“NIS”) and to return to Moldova. The law further indicates that Moldovan citizens can travel to NIS countries and return to Moldova solely based on their national identity cards. Passports and national identity cards are defined generally as identity documents.

The 1994 Identity Documents Law outlines certain measures to ensure the quality of passports such that they cannot be misused, falsified, or unlawfully altered, replicated, or issued by perpetrators like traffickers. For example, the law dictates that each passport is to be designated

943 See id. art. 2(1); see also Eugen Rusu, ABA/CEELI Moldova Human Trafficking Assessment Report: De Jure Analysis (Sept. 2004).
944 See 1994 Identity Documents Law, supra note 942, art. 3(1); see also Eugen Rusu, ABA/CEELI Moldova Human Trafficking Assessment Report: De Jure Analysis (Sept. 2004).
945 See 1994 Identity Documents Law, supra note 942, art. 1(1).
a number, which is part of a series, and is to reference the code of the issuing state (i.e. Moldova). Passports are also to contain a photograph of the holder, his/her name, signature, nationality, identification number, and pertinent bio-data such as the date of birth, place of birth, gender, and blood type.

The 1994 law also seeks to ensure the quality of national identity cards by requiring that they contain a photograph of the holder, his/her name, signature, nationality, identification number, and pertinent bio-data such as the date of birth, place of birth, gender, blood type, height, and eye color. More details related to national identity cards are included in the 1995 Decision of the Government of the Republic of Moldova Regarding Supplementary Measures for Establishing a National Passport System.

The above legislative measures comply with the minimum requirements of Article 12(a) of the Trafficking Protocol. That is, on paper, Moldova sets forth certain criteria that seek to prevent the misuse, falsification, and unlawful alteration, replication or issuance of travel and identity documents.

**Integrity and Security of Travel and Identity Documents**

The Department of Information Technologies is the central government entity that issues passports and oversees the origination of all other types of identity documents in Moldova. The Department was established as a result of a government decision in 2001.
Upon issuance, documents are registered in an integrated national information system, or “National Population Register.” The government established the National Population Register in 2002 as the only source of personal data of individuals for all administrative bodies in Moldova. Article 13(1) of the Law Regarding Computerization and State Information Resources (“2003 Information Law”) indicates that the National Population Register is an automated system that integrates information about Moldovan citizens who are living in Moldova and overseas, as well as foreign citizens and stateless persons permanently or temporarily residing in Moldova. Article 13(2) explains that the purpose of the National Population Register is to collect, store, implement, and analyze information about physical persons including their personal data. Currently, Moldovan border guards and other officials checking passports and other documents can scan them through a computer connecting immediately to the National Population Register and, thus, confirming their validity.

Article 10(1) of the 2003 Information Law imposes an affirmative obligation upon public administration officials to ensure the security of passport and other identification information that is introduced in the National Population Register. There are also criminal penalties available for those who attempt to forge passports and identification documents. Article 361 of the Criminal Code punishes the creation, detainment, sale, or use of falsified documents with a fine of up to 300 conventional units (currently 1 unit equals circa 20 Lei) or with imprisonment up to 2 years. The sanctions increase to a fine of 200 to 600 conventional units (currently 1 unit equals circa 20 Lei) or with imprisonment from 1 to 5 years, if the above offense is committed repeatedly, by 2 or more persons, involves a document of high importance, or impedes upon public interests or the rights and interests of physical and legal persons. The documents referred to in Article 361 are generally defined as documents that allot rights or exempt obligations. A passport or identity card could be considered to fit this type of documents in Moldova.

Given all of the above legislative efforts, Moldova complies, from a de jure perspective, with Article 12(b) of the Trafficking Protocol which requires States Parties “[t]o ensure the integrity and security of travel or identity documents issued by or on behalf of the State Party and to prevent their unlawful creation, issuance and use.”

http://www.registru.md/legi_md/ [2003 Information Law].
974 See 2003 Information Law, supra note 971, art. 13(1).
975 See id. art. 13(2).
977 See 2003 Information Law, supra note 971, art. 10(1).
978 See CRIMINAL CODE [CRIM. C.] art. 361(1) (Mold.).
979 See id. art. 361(2).
980 See id. art. 361(1).
981 See Trafficking Protocol, supra note 10, art. 12(b).
De Facto Compliance:

Quality of Travel and Identity Documents

As mentioned above, one of the many responsibilities of the Department of Information Technologies is to plan and ensure the production of all types of identity documents in Moldova (including passports).\textsuperscript{982} Passports, however, are created outside of Moldova at the request of the Department.\textsuperscript{983} To date, 1,500,399 passports and 3,649,656 identification cards have been issued. The number of falsified documents is low by comparison. Thus far, the Department of Information Technologies found circa 20 passports that were falsified, unlawfully altered, replicated or issued.\textsuperscript{984}

Moldovan passports and other identity documents contain certain features to ensure their uniqueness and safety, such as serial numbers, photographs, original signatures, and specific bio-data of the holder. The pictures are not glued onto passports, rather scanned directly onto the first page.\textsuperscript{985} However, some of the interviewees indicated that more security measures need to be undertaken. For example, they suggested that the Moldovan government establish a biometric screening system.\textsuperscript{986} This would entail inserting “biometric identifiers that measure unique physical characteristics, such as facial features, fingerprints, or iris scans, and reduce them to digitized, numerical statements called algorithms” into passports.\textsuperscript{987} The same interviewees suggested introducing digitized fingerprints in passports and creating the ability to analyze the signature of the holder.\textsuperscript{988} The General Director of the Department of Information Technologies indicated that electronic chips, digitized fingerprints, and iris traces will be introduced in Moldovan passports in 2006.\textsuperscript{989}

Integrity and Security of Travel and Identity Documents

All passports and identity documents that belong to Moldovan citizens, foreign citizens, and stateless persons who reside in Moldova for a period of 3 months or more are entered in the National Population Register. Thus when border guards or other officials perform their routine checks, in addition to using traditional methods, they can scan the documentation through a computer, which instantaneously checks the information against the National Population Register.\textsuperscript{990}

\textsuperscript{982} See Functions of the Department of Information Technologies, at http://www.registru.md/function_dit_md/.

\textsuperscript{983} See Interview with Olga Poalelungi, General Director, and Ion Moraru, General Vice-Director, Department of Migration (Oct. 02, 2004).

\textsuperscript{984} See Interview with Vladimir Molojen, General Director, Department of Information Technologies (Oct. 10, 2004).

\textsuperscript{985} See id.

\textsuperscript{986} See Interview with Olga Poalelungi, General Director, and Ion Moraru, General Vice-Director, Department of Migration (Oct. 02, 2004).


\textsuperscript{988} See Interview with Olga Poalelungi, General Director, and Ion Moraru, General Vice-Director, Department of Migration (Oct. 02, 2004).

\textsuperscript{989} See Interview with Vladimir Molojen, General Director, Department of Information Technologies (Oct. 10, 2004).

\textsuperscript{990} See id.
The General Director of the Department of Information Technologies explained some of the details of the National Population Register. The register operates in three languages, Russian, Romanian and English, and contains a record of all existing and expired documentation for each person entered into the system. Thus, if a passport is expired the register automatically evidences this fact and prevents the individual from utilizing the document to cross Moldova’s borders. The system also contains information regarding vehicles and business titles and verifies their validity in the same manner. Other personal data includes the jobs that individuals hold, their positions in a particular company, and the overseas partners of that company. Children are introduced into the system at birth. In cases where mothers postpone registration for more than 3 days due to illness or other reasons, local police officers are required to seek out the family and register the children. The register can detect the falsification of passports and identity cards through the removal of pictures. The system also indicates if the holder of the documentation is wanted by authorities by automatically connecting to Interpol’s databanks. Each person has a unique identification number, which appears in their national identity card, passport, and other documents such as state tax forms.991

Such are some of the ways in which the National Population Register seeks to secure passports, identity cards, and other personal data of Moldovan citizens and others. Some interviewees suggested that this system of protection could be fortified if Moldova agrees to participate in the aviation security measures of the International Civil Aviation Organization (“ICAO”).992 “The international community arrives at internationals standards for the design of passports through . . . ICAO. The global standard for identification is a digital photograph; fingerprints are optional.”993 ICAO also launched a Universal Security Audit Programme in June 2002, which inspects participating states on a regular basis and assists them in securing their aviation system. “The audits identify deficiencies in each State’s aviation security system, and provide recommendation for their mitigation or resolution.”994

991 See id.
992 See generally International Civil Aviation Organization, at http://www.icao.int/.
993 See 9/11 COMMISSION REPORT, supra note 987, at 389.
Article 13: Legitimacy and Validity of Documents

At the request of another State Party, a State Party shall, in accordance with its domestic law, verify within a reasonable time the legitimacy and validity of travel or identity documents issued or purported to have been issued in its name and suspected of being used for trafficking in persons.

De Jure Compliance:

Legitimacy and Validity of Documents

Article 13 of the Trafficking Protocol indicates that a state can request of another state to verify whether travel and identification documents issued in its name are legitimate and valid. Article 20(1) of the 1997 Law Regarding Registers requires persons who administer Moldova’s recording systems, such as the newly established National Population Register, to provide information on Moldovan citizens and other persons registered in the system upon the formal request of “any person.” This obligation is balanced with the obligation to keep the information introduced into systems, such as the National Population Register, secure. Consequently, if an official from another state contacts a Moldovan public administration official via authorized channels and requests to verify a passport or identity card that has been recorded in the National Population Register, s/he is obligated to comply within the limits of imposed security measures. In this respect, Moldova complies with the requirement of Article 13 of the Trafficking Protocol.

De Facto Compliance:

Legitimacy and Validity of Documents

The procedure for verifying the legitimacy and validity of passports and identity cards recorded in the National Population Register begins with a formal request through Moldova’s embassies to the appropriate officials who administer the system. The request can come from officials of another state or from entities such as Interpol. If a Moldovan embassy exists in the state that is requesting verification, then the procedure is rapid as officials have up to 3 days to respond. If Moldova does not have diplomatic representation in the requesting state, then the process is delayed.

995 See Trafficking Protocol, supra note 10, art. 13.
997 See 2003 Information Law, supra note 971, art. 10(1).
998 See Trafficking Protocol, supra note 10, art. 13.
999 See 1997 Registers Law, supra note 996, art. 20(1).
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APPENDIX 2

List of Respondents

1. Ghenadie Astrahan, SECI Anti-Trafficking Focal Point, Ministry of Internal Affairs
2. Valentina Bodrug, Director of NGO supported by UNIFEM
3. Otilia Bologan-Vieru, Legal Assistant, OSCE Mission in Moldova
4. Raisa Botezatu, Judge, Penal Collegium, Supreme Court of Justice
5. Grigore Ciubuc, Head of Prosecutorial Division, Customs Department
6. Tatiana Cojocaru, Legal Assistant, OSCE Mission in Moldova
7. Olga Colomeet, Counter-Trafficking Coordinator, IOM Mission in Moldova
8. Jana Costachi, National Project Coordinator, ILO Mission in Moldova
9. Gheorghe Cucos, First Secretary, General Consular Department, Ministry of External Affairs
10. Nicolae Dobos, Head of Special Missions Division, Ministry of Internal Affairs
11. Allan Freedman, Deputy Chief of Mission, IOM Mission in Moldova
12. Lilia Ionita, Director, Order and Justice Division, Legislation Department, Ministry of Justice
13. Natalia Lazareva, affiliated with an NGO in Gagauzia, Moldova
14. Oxana Lipcanu, Project Assistant, ILO/IPEC Mission in Moldova
15. Valentina Litvinov, Director, Interpol, Ministry of Internal Affairs
16. Adrian Manzatu, Head of the Border Protection Division, Department of Border Guards
17. Irina Martiniuc, Director, Civic Initiative (NGO)
18. Ala Mindicanu, President, The National Council of Women of Moldova (NGO)
19. Vladimir Molojen, General Director, Department of Information Technologies
20. Ion Moraru, General Vice-Director, Department of Migration
21. Ion Nedelcov, Head of the Witness Protection Section, Ministry of Internal Affairs
22. Efim Obreja, Transparency International Moldova
23. Olga Poalelungi, General Director, Department of Migration
24. Lidia Pogrebnaia, Head of the Division on General Child Issues and Gender Equality, Ministry of Labor and Social Protection
25. Lidia Popescu, Director, “Daruire” (charity association)
26. Galina Precup, Director, National Center for Studies and Information for Women’s Issues (NGO)
27. Mariana Prodan, Manager, Save the Children Mission in Moldova
28. Sergiu Purcica, Head of the Analytical Section, Division for Combating Trafficking in Persons, General Division for Combating Organized Crime, Ministry of Internal Affairs
29. Eugen Rusu, Head of the Division on Ecology and Juveniles, State Prosecutor’s Office
30. Viorelia Rusu, Social Assistance Manager, International Center for Women Rights Protection and Promotion “La Strada”
31. Vladimir Soltanici, Head of the Documentation Division, Department of Information Technologies
32. Liliana Sorrentino, Officer on Anti-Trafficking Issues, OSCE Mission in Moldova
33. Nina Stratulat, Head of the Social, Humanitarian and Interethnic Division, Chisinau Town Hall
34. Ludmila Timofte, Senior Specialist, Direction for Education, Youth, and Sports (Sipoteni)
35. Alexandru Vdovii, Specialist from the Prosecutorial Division, Customs Department
36. Nadeja Velicico, Child Protection Division, Ministry of Education
37. Ion Vizdoaga, Director, Center for the Prevention of Trafficking in Women (NGO)
38. Angelina Zaporjan, Anti-Trafficking Projects Coordinator, UNICEF Mission in Moldova
APPENDIX 3

Complete List of Recommendations

Article 1:

• The Moldovan government should cover all costs related to witness protection.

• Augment the financial and technological capabilities of the Witness Protection Section at the Ministry of Internal Affairs, which currently protects witnesses in all criminal cases, by increasing and stabilizing its budget as well as providing security cameras, telephones, and other equipment.

• Create a special government unit that specifically focuses on the physical protection of trafficked victims and their families and establish concrete long-term procedures for such a unit.

• Conduct trainings on the latest measures that are available for protecting witnesses.

• Undertake drastic economic measures in order to prevent public officials from engaging in corrupt acts (i.e. increase their salaries) because mere prosecution for such acts is not a sufficient deterrent.

• Implement measures to prevent corruption and then prosecute persons suspected of engaging in corrupt acts when such measures fail. Preventive measures include conducting public education campaigns, imposing an obligation on public officials to periodically declare their income and assets, and enforcing conflict of interest laws and regulations.

• Ensure that persons who combat corruption (police officers, prosecutors, and judges) are independent. Ensure that the staff of the Center for Combating Economic Crimes and Corruption (governmental body) is independent.

• Amend the offenses of trafficking in persons as defined by Moldovan law to include corruption as an aggravating circumstance.

Article 2:

• Link all of the ad hoc efforts on prevention, prosecution, protection, and cooperation that are currently being undertaken by the Moldovan government, international organizations and local NGOs in order for these entities to be more effective and combat trafficking in persons together.

• Continue all of the programs initiated by international organizations in Moldova (i.e. when international organizations leave, build upon their legacy).
• The Moldovan government should contribute financially to prevention, prosecution, protection, and cooperation measures. The national budget should include a line item specifically for combating trafficking in persons.

• Combine the funds that are being donated to local NGOs (not the government) in Moldova to pursue anti-trafficking measures and develop an overall plan where certain NGOs are tasked to pursue prevention measures, others protection measures etc. (and thus better complement the government’s efforts).

• Fund research studies to measure the impact of preventive campaigns, prosecution efforts, protection and assistance measures, and overall cooperation efforts in Moldova.

• Present all written reports regarding trafficking issues in Moldova to the government not just to international donors (this applies to international organizations conducting assessments as well as local NGOs).

• Conclude more bi-lateral and multi-lateral treaties in order to better prevent the trans-national phenomenon of trafficking from occurring, better prosecute suspected traffickers across borders, and better protect trafficked victims. Countries of origin (such as Moldova) together with countries of destination must undertake comprehensive measures to combat trafficking by signing bi-lateral treaties and establishing common financial resources.

• Create an overarching regional initiative to combat trafficking in persons by establishing centers of information for victims and potential victims in Moldova and its neighboring countries and instituting clear communication channels among these centers.

Article 3:

• Amend provisions of the Moldovan Criminal Code criminalizing trafficking in human beings (Article 165) and trafficking in children (Article 206) such that they correspond with the comprehensive definition of trafficking included in the draft anti-trafficking law and better comply with the Trafficking Protocol.

Article 4:

• Study the issue of internal trafficking further. Programs need to be established in order to address the trafficking of persons within Moldova’s borders.

Article 5:

• Amend the provisions of the Moldovan Criminal Code and Criminal Procedure Code such that assets, which are seized from traffickers and are not primarily used to compensate victims, can be collected in a fund created to support
intergovernmental bodies in their efforts to combat trafficking in persons. Create and maintain such a fund.

- Amend the Moldovan Criminal Code to include a provision delineating the criminal responsibility of legal persons. The draft anti-trafficking law solely imposes administrative and civil responsibility upon such entities.

- Establish procedures specifically designed to unable authorities to seize the assets of businesses that act as fronts for trafficking activities.

**Article 6:**

- Draft more detailed provisions establishing a victim identification process. These provisions need to create more comprehensive means of identifying trafficked victims than the means proposed in the draft anti-trafficking law.

- Create a unit within the Ministry of Internal Affairs that is strictly in charge of identifying trafficked persons and distinguishing between witnesses who are victims and those who are not victims in a trafficking case.

- Amend Article 165(4) and 206(4) of the Moldovan Criminal Code such that they cannot be easily challenged in practice and trafficked victims are no longer exposed to criminalization.

- Establish confidentiality procedures from the moment that a person is defined as a victim of trafficking and maintain such confidentiality during the trial of his/her trafficker and after trial. The draft anti-trafficking law presumes all individuals to be victims of trafficking, regardless of whether they testify or not, thus persons are not defined as victims solely when a formal investigation is undertaken. However, the draft law solely maintains their identity and personal data confidential for the length of the trafficker’s trial.

- Draft more comprehensive provisions that ensure the physical safety of trafficked victims regardless of whether they are willing to testify or otherwise cooperate with law enforcement officials. While the draft anti-trafficking law ensures police protection of proposed centers where both cooperating and non-cooperating victims are to be housed, such protection is temporary and does not extend to members of their family or other persons close to them.

- Create a special government unit that specifically focuses on the physical protection of victims of trafficking in persons and their families and establish concrete long-term procedures for such a unit.

- Increase state-sponsored pro bono legal assistance for victims of trafficking when they appear in court or otherwise.
• The Moldovan government should commit to undertake, in the near future, the responsibilities of running the IOM shelter for victims of trafficking in Chisinau and should develop similar shelters throughout Moldova, paying special attention to the needs of trafficked children.

• The Moldovan government should provide funding to local NGOs for rehabilitation and reintegration efforts.

• Develop a manual focused on the psycho-social rehabilitation of children who have been trafficked that is to be used by all implicated authorities in Moldova.

• Create an inter-state fund between Moldova, which is a country of origin for victims of trafficking, and countries of destination and use this fund solely for victim compensation.

Article 7:

• Conclude regional and international agreements regarding the legal status and domicile of victims of trafficking such that Moldova and other countries adhere to uniform standards.

Article 8:

• Amend Article 19 of the draft anti-trafficking law to include a reference to any existing international agreements that could potentially govern, in whole or in part, the return of trafficked victims. Currently, Article 24 of the draft anti-trafficking law defers to such international agreements, but Article 19 does not. Article 24 delineates measures for voluntarily and safely repatriating foreign victims of trafficking and trafficked stateless persons found on Moldovan territory while Article 19 ensures the safe repatriation of trafficked Moldovan citizens and stateless persons who have a right to permanently reside in Moldova.

• Amend the draft anti-trafficking law to address the issue of repatriation costs for both adult and minor victims of trafficking. Create a budget for repatriation.

• Gather and verify all data pertaining to the number of victims repatriated to Moldova and centralize it under the auspices of one government entity.

• The Moldovan government should conduct annual training workshops for Moldovan consulate and embassy officials with a particular focus on identification of trafficked victims, verification procedures, and rapid issuance of documents.

• Conclude bi-lateral and multi-lateral agreements with other nations, like Turkey, that specifically govern the repatriation of adult and minor trafficked victims back to Moldova.
• Conclude bi-lateral and multi-lateral agreements with countries of origin such as Pakistan, India, China etc. in order to properly repatriate adult and minor victims that are transported through Moldova to other nations.

• Moldovan government officials should implement special measures for protecting child victims of trafficking during repatriation.

**Article 9:**

• The Moldovan government should fund and implement more long-term preventive measures (i.e. information campaigns, etc.).

• Gather and compare all concrete data from all entities presently working on trafficking issues in Moldova (government offices, international organizations, and NGOs) under the auspices of one government entity.

• The statistics departments at the local government level in Moldova should keep track of trafficked victims by age (number of children vs. number of women and men), by time period (the length of time that they were trafficked), and by status (single persons vs. families).

• Incorporate anti-trafficking classes and training seminars for professionals within the framework of women’s rights and the rights of children.

• Moldovan government officials should increase their attendance at current seminars that are focused on the prevention of trafficking in persons and are run by NGOs like La Strada.

• The Moldovan government should fund and implement a preventive program targeting at-risk groups such as orphaned children (as envisioned in the Anti-Trafficking National Plan of Action).

• The Moldovan government should fund and implement a preventive program targeting persons who are in danger of being re-trafficked.

• Address the issue of illegal migration in destination countries. More destination countries should consider legalizing the status of Moldovan citizens who work illegally on their territory by issuing either temporary or permanent work permits.

• Draft legislation addressing the issue of domestic violence (a causative factor).

• Address the issue of demand in destination countries.
Article 10:

- Amend the draft anti-trafficking law to include more specific measures mirroring the requirements delineated in Article 10(1) of the Trafficking Protocol. Article 10(1) obligates states to cooperate in order to identify the trafficked and their traffickers, the travel documents used, and trafficking patterns of organized criminal groups and others.

- Amend Article 34 of the draft anti-trafficking law in order to explicitly empower Moldovan officials to place restrictions upon data or information exchanged for the purposes of trans-border trafficking investigations. Thus, they will be able to better protect the privacy and identify of trafficked victims or other implicated persons.

- Increase the number of bilateral and multilateral agreements in order to be able to better anticipate and prevent traffickers from furthering their illicit goals across Moldova’s borders. The agreements should seek to establish a continuous exchange of information and evidence between Moldovan officials and authorities in countries of transit and destination.

- Establish a common databank with other countries in order to facilitate the exchange of information and evidence related to trafficking cases across borders.

Article 11:

- Amend Article 13 of the draft anti-trafficking law and define the term “international transport agencies and entities.”

- Amend Article 13 of the draft anti-trafficking law and include civil, administrative or, if appropriate, criminal sanctions such that international transport agencies and entities will respect their new obligation to verify passenger documentation. Including the appropriate sanctions will enable Moldova to comply with the requirements of Articles 11(3) and 11(4) of the Trafficking Protocol.

- Amend the draft anti-trafficking law to include detailed provisions regarding cooperation between Moldova’s border guard officials and border guard officials in transit and destination countries. Such provisions should seek to establish direct channels of communication and other specific measures in order to identify traffickers and their victims, as well as to protect and assist the victims.

- Improve border security measures, at all checkpoints, such that border guards can better identify traffickers and their victims.

- Equip Moldovan border guards, at all checkpoints, with the proper technology such that they can detect false travel and identification documents.
Article 12:

- Increase the existing security measures for passports and identity documents by establishing a biometric screening system, introducing digitized fingerprints in passports, and creating the ability to analyze the signature of the holder.

- Participate in the aviation security measures of the International Civil Aviation Organization ("ICAO").

Article 13: No recommendations.